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Introduction

The “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” are of outstanding universal value
based on historical, aesthetic and anthropological considerations. Landscape,
caves and finds are, as an ensemble, a unique testimony to a cultural tradition
– the so-called Aurignacian. The Aurignacian appeared for the first time about
43,000 years ago and its bearers were anatomically modern humans who migrated to Europe. Of particular importance are the discoveries of figurative art
objects and music instruments which belong to the oldest in the world. These
testimonies allow conclusions to be drawn regarding the beginnings of art,
music and religion.
These “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, as archaeological monument, cultural asset, tourist destination and hallmark of the region, affect the interests of
various representatives and institutions. In this context, various requirements
regarding preservation, protection, investigation and presentation of the archaeological legacies can potentially oppose one another. Furthermore, matters
concerning urban development, agricultural and forestry matters, and tourism
issues all harbour potential for conflict.
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Structure

Text part
The concept for the management plan is orientated to the guideline for preparation of management plans by Birgitta Ringbeck (2008). This guideline makes use
of a modular building-block system, in which the characteristics of the nominated property presented in the comprehensively-explained nomination are to be
recorded and explained in short form.
The first part of the management plan presented here has therefore assumed
the structure of the main nomination for “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. The
second part of the management plan focuses on both the planned and previously implemented measures.

Catalogue of Measures
The Catalogue of Measures is orientated to the activity domains (“C’s”) of
the UNESCO strategy, which are entered in the Budapest Declaration (WC-02/
CONF.202/25). This is divided into two parts:

1
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1. Measures that affect all parts of the property;
2. A regional i.e. local part with special measures within the component parts
Ach Valley and Lone Valley.
The measures are consecutively numbered according to the activity domains
and additionally in the regional i.e. local part according to the component parts.
After the abbreviation “Mgmt” (for management) – exclusively in the regional
i.e. local part – the abbreviation for the component parts follows (AV for “Ach
Valley“ and LV for “Lone Valley”), then the number of the field of action (e.g. “3”
for “conservation”). The corresponding consecutive numbering system follows
the respective section (e.g. “Mgmt-3.1” for the first conservation measure that
involves the overall property, or “Mgmt-AV-3.1” for the first conservation measure that involves the Ach Valley area).
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Basic principles and goals

In order to do justice to the diverse interests of the parties involved and, at the
same time – as the top priority – to assure protection of World Heritage and its
outstanding universal value, various committees and steering groups agreed on
coordinated action and regulated exchange of information.
The guidelines for sustainable action on the part of participating institutions and
stakeholders are presented in the management plan at hand. This occurs with regard to a balance between conservation, research, tourism and the demands of
all those who live and work in the area of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
The management plan at hand shall be understood as a regulatory framework, in
which both concrete statements regarding future handling of the property as well
as perspectives regarding long-term development are laid down. It is nevertheless
not meant as an inflexible proposal; rather, it should be interpreted as an evolving
document. This can and should be revised and updated on a regular basis.
The management plan is to be seen as an instrument that creates coordinated
regulations for the protection, conservation and development of the property
on the basis of legal laws. The previously agreed mechanisms, regulations and
agreements thereby form the basis. The management plan thus refers to pre-existing provisions, but is not in and of itself legally binding. Within its scope, neither shall core competencies be newly institutionalised, nor pre-existing areas
of responsibility changed.
The stated goal is to optimise and further develop the existing protective mechanisms. This can only be achieved over the long term through communication,
exchange and sustainable cooperation. In summary, the following goals are envisaged:
• Safeguarding and preservation of the existing archaeological property
• Planning the conservation and development of protective measures

Administrative structures

• Planning for the scientific investigation
• Conflict avoidance and conflict management
• Planning for sustainable touristic benefit
• Planning for sustainable economic benefit
• Expansion of the education and information offering regarding the property for creation and improvement of public awareness concerning the
property specifically, and the World Heritage in general on a regional, national and international level, in the framework of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
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Administrative structures

Cultural heritage
The supreme official authority for monument protection in the federal state
of Baden-Württemberg is the Ministry of Finance and Economics Baden-Württemberg (MFW). This ministry is to be perceived as a supervisory authority
that allocates and monitors all of the respective tasks affecting the nomination.
Moreover, it is directly responsible for management of the property. As early
as February 2012 in the context of the nomination, a permanent “World Heritage Coordination Office” was installed in the State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg (World Heritage Site-Secretariat). A coordinator was implemented in order to produce the nomination dossier. He is responsible on site
for management of the property in the future. He monitors in compliance with
cultural heritage (monument protection), takes care of stakeholder matters and
mediates the World Heritage concept as well. Employment of a subject-specific
trained manager has previously been successfully introduced for the World Heritage properties also located in Baden-Württemberg – “Upper Germanic-Rhaetian Limes“ and “Prehistoric Pile Dwellings around the Alps“.
Baden-Württemberg is divided into the four administrative districts Stuttgart, Karlsruhe, Freiburg and Tübingen. Senior monument protection authorities within the
area of the property are the Regional Administrative Council of Tübingen, Regional Administrative Council of Stuttgart and the State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg. The State Office for Cultural Heritage is the competent expert
authority responsible for technical preservation of monuments. It assumes the scientific, conservation and restoration work for all of Baden-Württemberg. The lowest official level form the lower monument protection authorities, usually the lower planning law authorities in the district administrations, larger municipalities and
administrative bodies. For the component part Lone Valley, these are made up of
the District Administration Heidenheim - Department for Building and Environmental Protection (Landratsamt Heidenheim - Fachbereich Bau- und Umweltschutz),
the Municipal Administration Herbrechtingen - Local Construction Rights Authori-
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Fig. Volume II-1 Organisation of Monument Protection in the property.

ty (Stadtverwaltung Herbrechtingen - Untere Baurechtsbehörde) and the Administrative Cooperation Langenau - Building Authority (Verwaltungsverband Langenau
- Baurechtsamt). For the component part Ach Valley, the District Administration
Alb-Donau District - Special Service Construction, Fire and Disaster Prevention (Landratsamt Alb-Donau-Kreis - Fachdienst Bauen, Brand- und Katastrophenschutz) is responsible. Enforcement of said Cultural Heritage Protection Act lies in principle with
these administrative officials. They make their decisions following technical statements from the senior monument protection authority.

Nature conservation
In Baden-Württemberg, administration of nature conservation is divided into
three administrative levels. The supreme nature conservation authority is the

Administrative structures

Ministry for Rural Affairs and Consumer Protection (Ministerium für Ländlichen
Raum und Verbraucherschutz, MLR) Baden-Württemberg. The employees of
this ministry obtain technical support from the Regional Office for Environment,
Measurements and Nature Conservation Baden-Württemberg (LUBW) in Karlsruhe. For the District of Heidenheim, the Regional Administrative Council of
Stuttgart is responsible. For legal matters and technical consultation in the AlbDonau District, the Regional Administrative Council of Tübingen is responsible.
Technical consultation for the cities and districts is assumed by the lower nature conservation authorities (full-time skilled workers for nature conservation).
They are supported by voluntary nature conservation appointees.

Planning and building
The planning and building sector is supervised by the municipalities. The districts and the Ministry for Transport and Infrastructure Baden-Württemberg
(MVI) function as the superior controlling officials. The Ministry for Transport
and Infrastructure Baden-Württemberg is the supreme building law authority in
the State. In this context, it establishes essential framework conditions for building developers. Moreover, the MVI determines the guidelines upon which the
development of infrastructure is planned by subordinated officials. Thus comparable framework conditions are valid throughout the State.

Contact information
Supreme Monument Protection Authority
Organisation:		Ministerium für Finanzen und Wirtschaft BadenWürttemberg
Address: 		Neues Schloss
		Schlossplatz 4
		D-70173 Stuttgart
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 711 123-0
Fax: 		+49 (0) 711 123-4791
E-mail: 		poststelle@mfw.bwl.de

Senior Monument Protection Authorities
Organisation:		Regierungspräsidium Stuttgart, Abteilung 2, Referat 21
		Raumordnung, Baurecht, Denkmalschutz
Address: 		Ruppmannstr. 21
		D-70565 Stuttgart
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 711 904-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 711 904-11190
E-mail:		poststelle@rps.bwl.de
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Organisation:		Regierungspräsidium Tübingen, Abteilung 2, Referat 21
		Grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit,
Raumordnung, Baurecht, Denkmalschutz
Address: 		Konrad-Adenauer-Straße 20
		D-72072 Tübingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7071 757-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 7071 757-3190
E-mail:		poststelle@rpt.bwl.de

Senior Monument Protection Authority – Competent Expert Authority
Organisation:		Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Baden-Württemberg
		im Regierungspräsidium Stuttgart
Address: 		Berliner Straße 12
		D-73728 Esslingen am Neckar
		Germany
Tel: 		+49 (0) 711 904 45-109
Fax: 		+49 (0) 711 904 45-444
E-mail: 		abteilung8@rps.bwl.de

Lower Monument Protection Authorities
Organisation:		Landratsamt Heidenheim, Fachbereich Bau- und
Umweltschutz
Address: 		Brenzstr. 30
		D-89518 Heidenheim an der Brenz
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7321 321-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 7321 321-1320
E-mail:		bauamt@landkreis-heidenheim.de
Organisation:		Stadtverwaltung Herbrechtingen, Untere
Baurechtsbehörde
Address: 		Lange Straße 58
		D-89542 Herbrechtingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7324 9550
Fax:		+49 (0) 7324 955 1212
E-mail:		info@herbrechtingen.de
Organisation:		Verwaltungsverband Langenau, Baurechtsamt
Address: 		Kuftenstr. 19
		D-80129 Langenau
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7345 964-0550
Fax:		+49 (0) 7345 964-0560
E-mail:		info@vv-langenau.de

Administrative structures

Organisation:

Landratsamt Alb-Donau-Kreis, Fachdienst Bauen,
Brand- und Katastrophenschutz
Address: 		Schillerstr. 30
		D-89077 Ulm
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 731 185-1292
Fax:		+49 (0) 731 185-1477
E-mail:		info@alb-donau-kreis.de

Supreme Nature Conservation Authority
Organisation:

Ministerium für Ländlichen Raum und
Verbraucherschutz BadenWürttemberg
Address: 		Kernerplatz 10
		D-70182 Stuttgart
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 711 126-0
E-mail: 		poststelle@mlr.bwl.de

Senior Nature Conservation Authorities
Organisation:		Regierungspräsidium Tübingen
		Referat 56 - Naturschutz und Landschaftspflege
Address: 		Konrad-Adenauer-Str. 20
		D-72072 Tübingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7071 757-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 7071 757-3190
E-mail: 		poststelle@rpt.bwl.de
Organisation:		Regierungspräsidium Stuttgart
		Referat 56 - Naturschutz und Landschaftspflege
Address: 		Ruppmannstr. 21
		D-70565 Stuttgart
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 711 904-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 711 904-11190
E-mail: 		poststelle@rps.bwl.de

Lower Nature Conservation Authorities
Organisation:		Landratsamt Alb-Donau-Kreis, Fachdienst Forst,
Naturschutz
Address: 		Schillerstr. 30
		D-89077 Ulm
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 731 185-1644
Fax:		+49 (0) 731 185-1666
E-mail: 		kreisforst@alb-donau-kreis.de
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Organisation:		Landratsamt Heidenheim, Fachbereich Wald- und
Naturschutz
Address: 		Brenzstr. 30
		D-89518 Heidenheim an der Brenz
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7321 321-1371
Fax:		+49 (0) 7321 321-2410
E-mail: 		post@landkreis-heidenheim.de

Supreme Construction Law Authority
Organisation:		Ministerium für Verkehr und Infrastruktur BadenWürttemberg
Address: 		Hauptstätter Straße 67
		D-70178 Stuttgart
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 711 231-4
Fax:		+49 (0) 711 231-5819
E-mail:
poststelle@mvi.bwl.de

Participating Districts
Organisation:		Landratsamt Heidenheim
Adresse: 		Felsenstr. 36
		D-89518 Heidenheim an der Brenz
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7321 321-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 7321 321-2410
E-mail: 		post@landkreis-heidenheim.de
Organisation:		Landratsamt Alb-Donau-Kreis
Adresse: 		Schillerstr. 30
		D-89077 Ulm
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 731 185-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 731 185-1236
E-mail: 		info@alb-donau-kreis.de

Participating Municipalities
Municipality:		Asselfingen
Address: 		Lindenstr. 6
		D-89176 Asselfingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7345-5306
Fax:		+49 (0) 7345-22517
E-mail: 		info@asselfingen.de

Administrative structures

City:		Blaubeuren
Address: 		Karlstraße 2
		D-89143 Blaubeuren
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7344 9669-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 7344 9669-36
E-mail: 		info@blaubeuren.de
City:		Herbrechtingen
Address: 		Lange Str.58
		D-89542 Herbrechtingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 07324 955-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 7324 955 1212
E-mail: 		info@herbrechtingen.de
City:		Niederstotzingen
Address: 		Im Städtle 26
		D-89168 Niederstotzingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7325 102-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 7325 102-36
E-mail: 		info@niederstotzingen.de
Municipality:		Öllingen
Address: 		Hauptstrasse 42
		D-89129 Öllingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7345 7502
Fax:		+49 (0) 07345 22825
E-mail: 		info@oellingen-albdonau.de
Municipality:		Rammingen
Address: 		Rathausgasse 7
		D-89192 Rammingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7345 91250
Fax:		+49 (0) 7345 912512
E-mail: 		info@rammingen-bw.de
City:		Schelklingen
Address: 		Marktstr. 15
		D-89601 Schelklingen
		Germany
Tel:		+49 (0) 7394 248-0
Fax:		+49 (0) 7394 248-50
E-mail: 		info@schelklingen.de
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5

Overview

Significance of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art“
According to current research results, music and figurative art developed with
the expansion of modern man in Europe. The oldest ensemble, heretofore, of
such artistic expressions comes from the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. In
valley segments of the rivers Ach and Lone, which lie about 30 km apart from
one another west and northeast of Ulm in Baden-Württemberg, Southwest Germany, six caves named Vogelherd Cave, Hohlenstein Stadel Cave, Bockstein Cave
/ Bocksteintörle, Geißenklösterle, Sirgenstein Cave and Hohle Fels are located.
There are archaeological layers in these caves that are associated with the socalled Aurignacian period. The Aurignacian is an early cultural stage of the Upper
Palaeolithic in Europe and dates back to an age between approximately 33,000
and 43,000 ago.
Small ivory figurines and flutes have been found in the caves; these are among
the oldest masterworks of human creativity. The property is a unique and outstanding testament to the complexity of the Aurignacian, a cultural tradition
lasting thousands of years. In the caves, the technological ensemble of the Aurignacian, which is also known from other regions in Europe, is enriched by an
outstanding artistic aspect.

Fig. Volume II-2 Entrance
of the Hohlenstein Stadel
Cave, view from the North.

Overview

Landscape, caves and works of art together represent a significant testament to
human history. Cave sites represent a prehistoric form of settlement that existed
notably during the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic. For the Ice Age hunters and gatherers of the Palaeolithic, their caves in particular formed the central focus in life.
They served simultaneously as a working and living space. Functional, artistic
as well as religious aspects of human daily life were found here under one roof.
The caves, separated only a few kilometres from one another in the valley segments of the Lone and Ach rivers, form – together with the recovered finds and
the surrounding landscape – a unique ensemble of early culture. Both component parts of the property are, from historical, aesthetic as well as anthropological perspectives, of outstanding universal value (Article 1 of the Convention
concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 16 November 1972).

Fig. Volume II-3 Entrance
of the Hohlenstein Stadel Cave during the 1960
excavation. In the lower
center tracks for removing
the sediment in wagons are
visible.
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Determination of the outstanding universal value
The UNESCO criteria
The “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” fulfil two of the overall ten UNESCO
criteria.
Criterion (i): the nominated property should represent a masterpiece of human
creative genius.
The “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” and their surrounding areas were part
of the habitat of early modern Homo sapiens. They are therefore inseparably
linked with the creators of this art. The sites represent the place of inspiration
and origin of the oldest figurative art. Moreover, they document the specific
locations where artists made, used and stored these finds. These caves served
as the homes, ateliers and concert halls for the earliest artists. The components
“landscape”, “caves” and “finds” are all to be considered within this ensemble.
The remarkable figurative art objects and musical instruments found in the caves
belong to the earliest masterpieces of human creativity in the world.
Criterion (iii): the nominated property bears a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilisation which is living or which has
disappeared.
In the archaeological layers of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, the cultural remains of the Aurignacian are preserved in its entire complexity. Unique are
the figurative artworks and musical instruments from which we can gain insights
into the origins of art, music and religion. They were produced, used and ultimately deposited in the caves of the Ach and Lone valleys. Thus, the landscape,
the caves and the finds as an ensemble represent a unique and exceptional example of an early cultural tradition and an extinct culture.

Determination of the integrity and historical authenticity
Integrity
The serial property of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” represents components of the same historico-cultural group (Aurignacian) and the same geographical region (Swabian Jura). It is of central importance for our knowledge
concerning Palaeolithic settlement systems as well as the origins of figurative
art, music and religious concepts of early modern humans. The nominated areas encompass all components of the property: from the objects themselves to
the archaeological layers and the settlement structures of the cave sites to the
immediate surrounding landscape. In addition to the internationally renowned
sites, the property includes lesser known sites and as yet unstudied sites. As such
we are able to maintain the integrity of the designated property permanently
with the help of existing protective measures and safeguarding provisions.

Overview

Authenticity
Geological deposits protected the prehistoric remains at the cave sites until the
first palaeontological and archaeological excavations. Thanks to this favourable geological setting, areas within the nominated property retained their authenticity. Excavations and scientific research have verified the authenticity of
the caves, the landscape and the archaeological layers. An important element
here is the existing and ongoing documentation of the sites, finds and features,
demonstrating the reliability and outstanding quality of the information.
Requirements for protection and management
The serial property, “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, is protected with force
of law by internationally ratified conventions, and by the laws of Germany and
Baden-Württemberg. Activities which have an effect on the archaeological sites
and the surrounding landscape are regulated and limited by law. The area in
which the property and the cave sites are located enjoy protection by way of
laws, which protect cultural and natural heritage sites alike.
The management system of the property is comprehensive and far-reaching. It
integrates all levels of administration and the authorities concerned. Joint plans
on the international, national, state-wide and regional levels are co-ordinated
and implemented by way of action plans. The exchange of information for research and conservation purposes and sustainable tourism management is rendered possible and promoted by the use of existing international and national
networks and the creation of new ones. The State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg ensures the upholding of the Cultural Heritage Protection
Act, and supervises its implementation by way of an agreed monitoring programme. The Federal Republic of Germany and the State of Baden-Württemberg
bear the financing of the nominated property. Further support is provided by the
local districts and communities.

13
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Fig. Volume II-4 “Lion Man” figurine from Hohlenstein Stadel Cave (length 31.1 cm).

Fig. Volume II-5 Vogelherd Cave lion figurine with body from the early excavations and
refitted head discovered during the recent investigations (length 6.8 cm).

Overview

Fig. Volume II-6 Fragment
of a bone flute made of a
swan radius from Geißenklösterle (length ca. 13 cm).

Fig. Volume II-7 (left) Fragment of a bone flute made
of a griffon vulture radius
from Hohle Fels (length ca.
11 cm).

Fig. Volume II-8 (right)
Fragment of a flute made of
ivory from Geißenklösterle
(length ca. 19 cm).
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6

Property, areas, targets and instruments
of protection

Definition of the protected property
Pursuant the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention (paragraphs 1, 45 and 137) of July 2013 as amended, the “Caves
with the oldest Ice Age art” are to be understood as a serial national property with
two component parts, based on their membership in the same historico-cultural
group in a geographically bounded, yet non-contiguous, area within Germany.

Protected areas (selection of the component parts)
The two component parts Ach Valley and Lone Valley represent a cultural-historical cohesive area (including archaeological properties) of a hunter-gatherer
society from the Upper Palaeolithic (younger stage of the Palaeolithic). As an
ensemble, they embody the overall spectrum of discoveries, sites and landscape
of the historical-cultural group of the Aurignacian.
In the Swabian Jura, Palaeolithic cave sites were heretofore discovered only in
the valley slope areas. Therefore, the demarcations for the component parts
“Ach Valley” and “Lone Valley” were laid out in such a manner that they span
the respective valley from the valley floor to the beginning of the high plateaus
of the Swabian Jura.

Ach Valley (component part N° 1)
The Ach Valley is located about 15 km west of Ulm. The component part comprises a
surface area of 271.7 hectares and spans, with its length of approximately 3 km and
a maximum bottom width of about 500 m, in a SW-NE direction between Schelklingen and Blaubeuren in the Alb-Donau District. Here the Ach river flows in the valley
created by the ancient Danube River down in a north-easterly direction, to emerge
somewhat later into the Blau River at Blaubeuren. The valley bottom in this area
was carved out by the ancient Danube down to a depth of 200 m and later partially
regravelled by its tributaries. The high plains of the Swabian Jura plateaus in the
surrounding area nowadays rise up to 700 m above the normal reference level. They
border the valley area which lies at about 530 m above the normal reference level
in the southeast and northwest. In the area of the steep, multiple-grooved valley
slopes the caves and overhanging rock shelters settled during the Palaeolithic are
located, and among them the three “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
The boundaries of the Ach Valley component part are located in the SE and NW precisely at the transition from the valley slope to the upland. Only in the slope regions
are there caves to be found with Ice Age sediments and archaeological finds. The
delineation of the component part is defined by the location of the archaeological
sites of the Geißenklösterle in the NE and the Hohle Fels in the SW. In this area, the

Property, areas, targets and instruments of protection

Name of the component

District

State

Nation

Ach Valley (1)

Alb-Donau District

Baden-Württemberg

Germany

Lone Valley (2)

District of Heidenheim
and
Alb-Donau District

Baden-Württemberg

Germany

part (Id N°)

Tab. Volume II-1 Administrative units and geographical macro-regions of the property.

property is somewhat widened in the direction of the localities of Schelklingen and
Blaubeuren-Weiler, since experience has shown that further associated open-air
sites are to be expected in the immediate vicinity of the caves. The possibility of preserved archaeological sites in immediate connection with the “Caves with the oldest
Ice Age art”, however, recedes perceptibly as the distance from the caves increases.

Lone Valley (component part N° 2)
The Lone Valley is a typical broad valley in the Jura high plain with a bottom
width of no more than 200 m, in which the ridge area seldom surpasses the valley bottom by more than 50 m. The property stretches approximately from the
district road K3022 in the west to the state road L1168 in the east. In the north
and south, the valley ridges form the border.
The afore-mentioned segment of the Lone Valley runs from west to east. It has
a length of about 3 km and a surface area of 190.4 ha. While the valley plain is
used primarily for agricultural purposes, the valley ridges, with hilltops of reef
limestone, are covered mostly in forest. In these limestone massifs inhabited
during the Palaeolithic, the caves and rock shelters are located, among them the
three “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
The northern and southern boundaries of the nominated area run along the
transition from the slope area to the wooded upland areas of the Swabian Jura.
The eastern and western boundaries have been determined on the basis of the
archaeological sites of the Vogelherd Cave and Bockstein Cave. As in the Ach Valley, the property has been somewhat widened in the valley region, since experience has shown that further open-air sites are to be expected in the immediate
vicinity of the caves. The possibility of preserved archaeological sites in immediate connection with the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, however, recedes
perceptibly as the distance from the caves increases.

Buffer zones
The respective buffer zones surround the component parts of the Lone Valley and
Ach Valley. According to No. 104 of the Guidelines for the Implementation of the
World Heritage Convention (2013), the buffer zone should comprise the immediate setting of the nominated property, important visual axes, and other areas
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or attributes that are functionally important as a support to the property and its
protection. In the case of the present nomination, the “Caves with the oldest Ice
Age art”, these are areas in which further archaeological sites are to be reckoned
on, which have only an indirect connection with the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art”.
Settlement systems of Ice Age hunter-gatherers consisted of different “types”
of campsites, as indicated by ethnographic records of recent hunter-gatherer
groups. These include, on the one hand, residential camps, and, on the other,
hunting camps, kill sites, and places for obtaining raw materials.
Residential camps were particularly intensively used. The “Caves with the oldest
Ice Age art” and their immediate surroundings, with the rich range of artefacts
which have survived to the present day are to be regarded as base camps. In the
surrounding area it may be assumed that there were other short-term campsites, such as hunting camps and kill sites, as well as places for obtaining raw
materials. There is justification for believing that such sites, with archaeological
remains, are also to be found on the uplands outside the nominated component
parts of the property, in what are termed open-air locations. These have only an
indirect connection with the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” within the valley
sectors. The area of the buffer zone itself reflects the possible more restricted
wandering range of an Ice Age hunter-gatherer group. Further storage locations
and other stopping points would have been established here as required. Outside the buffer zones, the probability of archaeological sites being preserved
which have even an indirect connection with the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art” perceptibly decreases.

Property, areas, targets and instruments of protection

Maps

Fig. Volume II-9 Part of the world, location of Europe.
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Fig. Volume II-10 Europe, location of Germany.

Property, areas, targets and instruments of protection

Fig. Volume II-11 Germany, location of the Swabian Jura and of the proposed component
parts Ach and Lone Valley.
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Fig. Volume II-12 Location of the two proposed component parts Ach Valley (Id N° 1) and
Lone Valley (Id N° 2) to the west and north-east to the town of Ulm (center of map).

Property, areas, targets and instruments of protection

Fig. Volume II-13 Map of the Ach Valley (component part Id N° 1), showing boundaries of
the property and the buffer zone.
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Fig. Volume II-14 Map of the Lone Valley (component part Id N° 2), showing boundaries of the property and the buffer zone.

Property, areas, targets and instruments of protection

Targets for protection
The property “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” is recognised as a clearly demarcated, highly protected landscape with archaeological sites. It is administrated by the Ministry of Finance and Economics Baden-Württemberg as the supreme monument protection authority, by Department 21 - Regional Planning,
Construction Law and Cultural Heritage in the Regional Administrative Council
of Stuttgart - as the senior monument protection authority, by the State Office
for Cultural Heritage in the Regional Administrative Council of Stuttgart as the
responsible state-wide competent expert authority, as well as by the lower monument protection authorities (Municipal Administration Herbrechtingen, the
District Administration Heidenheim, Administrative Cooperation Langenau and
the District Administration Alb-Donau District). These officials make decisions
regarding protective measures and implement them through legal provisions
within administrative processes. Furthermore, they authorise and supervise
conservation measures and current research projects within the property. They
promote documentation and publication of the findings and dissemination of
same to the broader public. Moreover, they support the scientific collaboration
of various institutions.
The coordinated proceedings of all involved parties within the provisions of a
mutually decided management plan serve the protection and preservation of
the property. Previously existing provisions for protection and preservation are
further enforced through the corresponding cultural heritage and nature conservation laws. This also includes, in addition to the prevention of disruptive
ground excavations, preservation of point-of-view axes, silhouettes and panoramas. Moreover, the nomination as World Heritage property should facilitate
exchange of experiences and knowledge between experts and other involved
parties. This includes examination and resultant comprehension of the archaeological phenomena as well as presentation of artefacts and sites. This scope
of duty should be coordinated with the previously existing protective measures
for both the discovered and still undiscovered sources. By means of careful and
forward-looking management of landscape, sites and artefacts, a balanced and
sustainable interaction between data-finding, investigation, conservation and
transfer of knowledge can thus be created.
Since the property with its outstanding universal value is now being perceived
more pronouncedly by the public, ever since its nomination as a World Heritage
site, visitors should be sensitised by purposeful management to the value, integrity and authenticity of the property. It is a specific goal to generate a balance
between conservation, research, tourism and the expectations of those citizens
who live and work in the vicinity of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
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Protective instruments
The legal protection of the component parts of the nominated serial property
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” is guaranteed through a series of federal and
state laws and international conventions. The legal protection designation assures adequate protection for the nominated serial property and the respective
buffer zones.

Cultural heritage
The World Heritage Convention
The Federal Republic of Germany is obligated, with ratification of the World Heritage Convention of 23 August 1976, to protect and maintain its cultural and
natural heritage registered on the World Heritage List. Since the World Heritage
Convention is not self-executing, the obligations fixed therein are implemented
by the Federal Republic of Germany and the Federal States.
Other international conventions and charters
Legal protection of the component parts of the serial nomination “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art” is guaranteed through a series of international conventions. Several of these conventions involve protection of archaeological heritage
in general (Valletta Convention 1992; The Hague Convention 1954), while others are targeted at prevention of unauthorised exportation of cultural property
(UNESCO Convention 1970). All conventions support national legislation of the
Federal Republic of Germany which represents the basis for the cultural heritage
management.
Further international charters are of interest to the protection and preservation
of World Heritage properties.
National legal and planning system
Germany is a federal republic. Care and preservation of cultural heritage as matters of public interest are embedded in many federal laws such as: the Railway
Rearrangement Act (ENeuOG), the General Railway Law (AEG), the Federal Building Code (BauGB), the Federal Mining Act (BBergG), the Federal Spatial Planning
Act (ROG), the Federal Environmental Impact Assessment Act (UVPG), the Federal Nature Conservation Act (BNatSchG), the Federal Forest Act (BWaldG), Act to
Protect German Cultural Property against Removal (KultgSchG) and the Federal
Soil Protection Act (Bundesbodenschutzgesetz, BBodSchG).
Of particular significance for the protection of cultural heritage are Article 4 BauGB and Article 1 (6), paragraph 1 BauGB and the related amendments
of Article 2 UVPG. According to Article 4 BauGB monument protection authorities, have to be included during the deployment of land-use plans as public
agencies. It is further stated in Article 1 (6), paragraph 1 BauGB that during de-
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Conventions

Legal instrument

ratified / signed

European Cultural Convention CETS No.: 018, Paris, 19 December
1954

1955

UNESCO Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict with Regulations for the Execution of the Convention Protocol I, The Hague, 14 May 1954 (The Hague Convention
1954)

1967

European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage, London, 6 May 1969

1975

UNESCO Convention converning the Protection of World Cultural and
Natural Heritage, Paris, 16 November 1972

1976

European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage
(Revised) CETS No.: 143, Valetta 16 January 1992 (Valletta Convention 1992)

2002

UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the
Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property,
Paris, 14 November 1970 (UNESCO Convention 1970)

2007

UNESCO Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict with Regulations for the Execution of the Convention Protocol II, The Hague, 26 March 1999

2009

Tab. Volume II-2 International conventions ratified by Germany for the protection of
archaeological cultural assets.

Charters

Announcement

International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments
and Sites (The Venice Charter)

1964

Charter for the Protection and Management of the Archaeological Heritage
(The Lausanne Charter)

1990

Tab. Volume II-3 International charters for the protection of cultural heritage and
archaeological properties.

ployment of the urban land-use plans, notably the following interests should be
taken into consideration regarding structures that are worthy of preservation:
building culture, protection of cultural monuments and cultural heritage, valued
city districts, streets and squares that are of historical, artistic or municipal building significance, and formation of the village and landscape-impression.
On completion of the procedure for the deployment of the urban land-use plan,
the authorities inform the municipalities, provided that, from the evidence available, the implementation of the land-use plan has in particular negative effects
on the environment.
According to Article 2 UVPG an environmental assessment includes the inspection, description and evaluation of all direct and indirect effects of a procedure
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on humans, including human health, animals, plants and the biological diversity,
soil, water, air, climate and landscape, cultural assets and other material goods
as well as the interaction of the aforementioned protected goods. Thus, according to Article 21 paragraph 1a UVPG an approval decision of the planning can
only be issued, if it can be assured that the public interest is not concerned, and
in particular that the dangers for the protected goods, mentioned in Article 2
paragraph 1 sentence 2 UVPG, cannot be caused.
Additionally, pursuant Article 1a (2) and Article 1a (3) BauGB, the necessity for
transformation of agricultural-use or forest-use areas should be justified, and
considerable impairments to the landscape impression, performance and functionality of the ecosystem should be avoided. This is significant inasmuch as the
overall nominated component part of the Lone Valley, large areas of the nominated component part of the Ach Valley, and large sections of the buffer zones
are put to use for both agricultural and forestry purposes.
Pursuant the constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Federal States
are responsible for care and preservation of their respective cultural monuments. Protection of the cultural monuments is therefore embedded in the individual legislation of the 16 Federal States. The “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art” are located in the area of Swabian Jura in the Federal State of Baden-Württemberg. The respective laws of this Federal State are therefore authoritative.
Legal instrument

Publication (as
amended)

Laws at federal level
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Railway Rearrangement Act (ENeuOG); Art. 5 (AEG)

1993 (2006)

Federal Building Code (BauGB)

1987 (2014)

Federal Mining Act (BBergG)

1980 (2009)

Federal Spatial Planning Act (ROG)

1997 (2009)

Federal Environmental Impact Assessment Act (UVPG)

1990 (2013)

Federal Nature Conservation Act (BNatSchG)

2009

Federal Forest Act (BWaldG)

1975 (2010)

Act to Prevent the Exodus of German Cultural (KultgSchG)

1999 (2007)

Federal Soil Protection Act (BBodSchG)

1998 (2012)

Tab. Volume II-4 Laws in Germany addressing the protection and security of cultural
heritage.

Laws at the state level
In Baden-Württemberg cultural monuments are protected since 1972 by the
enactment of the Cultural Heritage Protection Act (DSchG BW). On the basis
of task assignment from the Baden-Württemberg constitution (Article 3c (2),
it is the task of the State, according to the Cultural Heritage Protection Act of
Baden-Württemberg and in the context of the communities, to protect and care

Property, areas, targets and instruments of protection

for the cultural monuments, in particular to monitor the condition of the cultural monuments and to work towards avoidance of risks and recovery of cultural
monuments (Article 1 DSchG BW). This task assignment in the State is implemented in the following organisation:
• The supreme monument protection authority is the Ministry of Finance
and Economics Baden-Württemberg.
• The regional administrative authorities (in Freiburg, Karlsruhe, Stuttgart
and Tübingen) are the senior monument protection authorities.
• The State Office for Cultural Heritage in the Regional Administrative Council of Stuttgart is the competent (expert) authority responsible for cultural
heritage.
• The local construction law authorities are usually the lower monument
protection authorities.
• The State Archive is responsible as State authority for cultural heritage in
archival matters.
The two component parts of the property and the corresponding buffer zones are
cultural monuments pursuant Article 2 of the Cultural Heritage Protection Act, since
there is a public interest in their preservation based on scientific, artistic and local historical reasons. The cave sites Hohle Fels, Sirgenstein Cave, Geißenklösterle,
Bockstein Cave / Bocksteintörle, Hohlenstein Stadel Cave and Vogelherd Cave enjoy additional protection pursuant Article 12 of the Cultural Heritage Protection Act.
They are registered as cultural monuments of particular importance into the cultural
monuments list for the State Baden-Württemberg and thus enjoy surrounding-area
protection pursuant Article 15 (3) DSchG BW. This means that structural works in
the vicinity of a registered cultural monument, provided that they are of considerable significance to justify their existence, may only be erected, altered or removed
with authorisation from the monument protection authority. Other projects require
this authorisation if the previous property usage would be altered. Authorisation is
to be granted if the project would only insignificantly or temporarily compromise
the appearance of the monument, or if prevailing reasons for the common good
demand unavoidable consideration. Moreover, the area of the property has been
identified as excavation protection areas in which monuments of particular importance may be reasonably presumed pursuant Article 22 of the Cultural Heritage Protection Act (DSchG BW). Since the reasonable assumption exists that further cultural
monuments of particular importance are located in this area, excavation protection
areas are protected for the long term from all actions that could eventually reveal or
endanger the concealed cultural monument.
During the deployment of land-use plans the monument protection authority
must be included as a public agency (Article 4 BauGB). Structures worthy of preservation should be taken into consideration (Article 1 BauGB; see above, Section
“National and legal planning system“; see Chapter 7.b [Volume I]).
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Legal instrument

Published

92/43/EWG (FFH-Directive) - Natura 2000

1992

Directive 2009/147/EC (Birds Directive)

2009

Tab. Volume II-5 European Directive for the Protection and safeguarding of nature
conservation areas.

Nature conservation
The Nature Conservation Act of the State of Baden-Württemberg (NatSchG BW)
offers additional protection to several cultural monuments within the nominated property. Thus the caves, among other things, as well as the landscape surrounding the caves are partially subject to the Nature Conservation Act.
International nature protection
As listed below, certain areas within the nominated component parts are registered
on an international level as Flora-Fauna-Habitat (Natura 2000) and bird sanctuary.
National nature conservation
As is the case with the Cultural Heritage Protection Legislation, the individual
states are responsible for the identification of nature conservation areas, national parks, biosphere reserves, landscape conservation areas, nature parks,
natural monuments and protected landscape components. Moreover, the states
have the assignment pursuant Article 20 paragraph 1 of the Federal Nature Conservation Act (BNatSchG) to create a biotope network that comprises at least
10% of their state territory.
In addition to the massif formations of the cave sites Geißenklösterle, Sirgenstein, Hohle Fels, Vogelherd Cave, Hohlenstein Stadel Cave and Bockstein Cave,
there is a series of natural monuments in the area of the property (pursuant
Article 28 BNatSchG). Furthermore, sections of Natura 2000 FFH areas (pursuant
Article 32 BNatSchG) extend over segments of the property and the buffer zone.
Laws at state level
At the state level (NatSchG BW) as well, caves and the surrounding landscape
are partially subject to nature conservation law. Certain areas in the nominated
component parts have been registered as nature reserve, legally protected biotope and geotope, landscape protection area, flora-fauna habitat (Natura 2000)
and biosphere reserve.
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Legal instrument

Publication
(as amended)

Art.3c (2) Constitution of the State Baden-Württemberg (BWVerf)

1953 (2011)

Cultural Heritage Protection Act Baden-Württemberg (DSchG BW)

1972 (1983)

Nature Conservation Act Baden-Württemberg (NatSchG BW)

2005 (2013)

State Forest Act Baden-Württemberg (LWaldG BW)

1995 (2005)

Ordinance of the Ministry of Food and Rural Affairs on the Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb (VO-Biosphärengebiet)

2008

Ordinance by the Ministry of Food and Rural Affairs relating to the designation of European Bird Protection Areas, (VSG-VO) with Annex 1

2010

Tab. Volume II-6 Federal State laws and ordinances adopted in the Federal State of
Baden-Württemberg which contribute to the protection and safeguarding of archaeological cultural monuments.

Regional plans
Regional plan of the Donau-Iller Regional Association
Cultural heritage protection and conservation has also been taken into account
regional planning (Point 2.1). In particular, in the regional plan of the Donau-Iller Regional Association (1987), to which the nominated component part of the
Ach Valley and parts of the component part of the Lone Valley belong, provision
is made under Point 2.1.4 for the archaeological cultural heritage items found
within the region to be protected and conserved. As well as this, the regional
plan of the Donau-Iller Regional Association also takes account of the interests of
landscape and nature conservation. By way of example, it has been determined
that the landscape structure which still remains close to nature in the valleys
of the Danube and Iller rivers and their tributaries should be safeguarded and
secured. Also of significance is the fact that hillside slopes, including the slope
edges, should be kept free of building construction (B1 Point 1.3). This means
that Palaeolithic sites are better protected, since there is a greater likelihood
of caves being encountered in slope areas. In the regional plan, too, selected
areas in the Baden-Württemberg part of the region are represented in which the
requirements for nature protection and landscape conservation are accorded
particular importance. These include, among others, the Lone Valley and Hürbe
Valley, the Blau Valley and lateral branch valleys, as well as rock formations in
general (B1 Point 2.1). The regional plan of the Donau-Iller Regional Association
also seeks to establish a clear distinction between areas with building construction and those without (B1 Point 4.4). The intention is that settlement activity in
the entire area of the Donau-Iller Regional Association should take place within
the framework of an organic development of the municipalities (B2 Point 1.1.1).
It is intended that any risk of spoiling of the landscape should be prevented.
Parts of the landscape which are particularly exposed as well as being visually
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striking, such as ridges and domes, which determine the shape of the landscape,
and the slopes of the river valleys which lend the landscape of the Region its
particular character, should fundamentally be kept free of building expansion
(B2 Point 1.4). Thanks to this planning, the risk of excess building construction
and the destruction of archaeological cultural heritage is greatly reduced.
East Württemberg Regional Plan
The regional plan for East Württemberg too, in the coverage of which, among other
features, the area of the nominated component part of the Lone Valley is located,
also specifies that untouched areas which require protection will remain unspoilt.
Cultural heritage protection and the conservation of nature go hand in hand in this
situation. By way of example, the regional planning represents landscape environments as being in need of protection which, due to their uniqueness and variety
as landscapes as well as their natural beauty and their resource of cultural heritage
items of outstanding quality (both structural and archaeological cultural heritage
monuments), are particularly well-suited to restoration to a status close to nature.
These landscape environments are in harmony with the requirements of agriculture and forestry, as well as safeguarding other landscape functions, such as those
of cultural heritage protection, of conservation of nature and of landscape, and of
biotope protection for peaceful landscape-related recovery. Interventions, such as
the building of settlements and infrastructure undertakings, which would impair
the suitability of the landscape for recovery, are to be avoided (Point 3.2.4.1).
Conservation of nature and safeguarding of the landscape are given particular
consideration in the regional planning of the East Württemberg Regional Association. Areas which require protection in terms of nature conservation and safeguarding of the landscape supplement the network of already existing areas of
protection for nature and the landscape, as well as natural monuments which cover substantial surface areas and protected biotopes. They should in particular fulfil
the preconditions with regard to the landscape for the continued existence of the
wide variety of species of both our flora and fauna, and at the same time serve
to retain the function of the soil as a repository for the natural vegetation and as
a record for the history of the landscape. By conservation and careful sustaining
of the natural conditions of the landscape and its unique features such as valley
wetlands, marshlands, bodies of water, and areas of woodland, as well as by the
protection and care of the cultural heritage features which adorn the landscape
(both structural and archaeological cultural heritage monuments), they should at
the same time also provide a contribution to the maintaining and nurturing of the
historic cultural landscape of the region of East Württemberg, and thereby retain
the value of the landscape in its recovery. Any undertakings or activities which run
counter to the purpose of protection should be avoided in these areas, and such
use as is made in recovery should be restricted to a form which is nurturing, and
incurs no impairment to nature (Point 3.2.1).

Ownership structures and sponsorship

7

Ownership structures and sponsorship

The lion’s share of the property belongs to the State of Baden-Württemberg, the
municipalities and private owners. A minor section, which includes primarily the
state roads, is in the possession of the Federal Republic of Germany.
Ownership structures for the acreage in the nominated component part Ach
Valley (Id N°1):
• 2% of the acreage is property of the Federal Republic of Germany
• 26% of the acreage is property of the State Baden-Württemberg
• 11% of the acreage is property of the municipalities
• 61% of the acreage is property of private owners
Ownership structures for the acreage in the nominated component part Lone
Valley (Id N°2):
• 0% of the acreage is property of the Federal Republic of Germany
• 43% of the acreage is property of the State Baden-Württemberg
• 19% of the acreage is property of the municipalities
• 38% of the acreage is property of private owners

Fig. Volume II-15 Percentage of land ownership in the component parts.
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District

Municipality

Ach Valley (1)

Alb-Donau District

Schelklingen,
Blaubeuren

Alb-Donau District,
District of Heidenheim

Rammingen,
Asselfingen,
Niederstotzingen,
Herbrechtingen,
Öllingen

Lone Valley (2)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Private

(Id N°)

Town /

City /

State

Component part

Municipality
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Federal
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Tab. Volume II-7 Ownership structure of the land parcels within the two component
parts (for a detailed list see Annex).

The owners concerned were informed about the nominated World Heritage and
the existing protective provisions. Conveyance of this information has already
ensued prior to the nomination on site in the respective towns and municipalities in the context of information events (lectures) given by the State Office for
Cultural Heritage. Moreover, the nomination to World Heritage was covered in
the respective municipality meetings and verified by a large majority (see Chapter 18). Finally, all owners have been informed of the historical significance of
the property and the implemented laws through the statutory order of the nominated acreage as excavation protection areas in which monuments of particular
importance may be reasonably presumed.
The inscription of a cultural heritage site as a monument of particular importance
directly affects a monument’s owner. Any changes affecting the structure or appearance of the monument must be approved by the monument protection authority
(Article 15 of the Baden-Württemberg Monument Protection Law [DSchG BW]).
In addition, owners are obliged to report any kind of damage or deficiency of the
monument to the monument protection authority (Article 16 DSchG BW).

8

Assemblage

Recording of archaeological sites
All archaeological sites of cultural-historical significance in the State of
Baden-Württemberg are recorded in the databank “ADABWeb” at the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg. The databank is continuously updated. Recently discovered archaeological sites are, for example, thus registered
in the databank through on-going surveying work. The ADABWeb also serves as
an information portal for the lower monument protection authority and other
authorities such as the forestry department.

Assemblage

Cultural monument of

City /

particular importance

District

Municipality

Hohle Fels

Alb-Donau District

Schelklingen
(8310)

251

Township of
Schelklingen

Alb-Donau District

Schelklingen
(8310)

493

Township of
Schelklingen

Alb-Donau District

Schelklingen
(8310)

1434/2

Township of
Schelklingen

Alb-Donau District

Schelklingen
(8310)

1435

Township of
Schelklingen

Alb-Donau District

BlaubeurenWeiler (8306)

517

Private

Geißenklösterle

Alb-Donau District

BlaubeurenWeiler (8306)

143

State Forestry
Administration

Vogelherd Cave

District of
Heidenheim

NiederstotzingenStetten (2622)

233/1

Township of
Niederstotzingen

Hohlenstein Stadel Cave

Alb-Donau District

Asselfingen
(8200)

2364

State Forestry
Administration

District of
Heidenheim

HerbrechtingenBissingen (2586)

2722

Township of
Herbrechtingen

District of
Heidenheim

HerbrechtingenBissingen (2586)

2723

Private

District of
Heidenheim

HerbrechtingenBissingen (2586)

2725

Municipality
Asselfingen

District of
Heidenheim

HerbrechtingenBissingen (2586)

2726

Township of
Herbrechtingen

Alb-Donau District

Rammingen
(8195)

557

Municipality
Öllingen

Alb-Donau District

Rammingen
(8195)

4566

Municipality
Öllingen

Alb-Donau District

Rammingen
(8195)

4567

Municipality
Rammingen

District of
Heidenheim

HerbrechtingenBissingen (2586)

Sirgenstein Cave

Bockstein Cave/ Bocksteintörle

Parcel

2737/1

Owner

Township of
Herbrechtingen

Tab. Volume II-8 Ownership structure for the parcels with monuments of particular
importance that are located within the nominated property.

Recording of archaeological finds
Assemblage and archaeological finds that originate from sites within the property are administrated by the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg, the University of Tübingen, the Landesmuseum Württemberg, the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren, the Archäopark Vogelherd and the Ulmer
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Museum. Complete, summarised archiving of the assemblages from all previously excavated cave sites was begun in 2015.
Transportable cultural monuments that have no owner or that have been buried
for so long that their owner can no longer be ascertained, become property of
the State of Baden-Württemberg with their discovery, if they are discovered in
the context of federal investigations, or are discovered in excavation protection
areas, or if they possess outstanding scientific value (Article 23 DSchG BW).
Concerning the assignation of tangibles, in which the state acquires pursuant
Article 23 DSchG BW, or expropriates (Article 25 DSchG BW), or retracts (Article 27 paragraph 3 DSchG Baden-Württemberg) ownership, the State Office

Fig. Volume II-16 User-surface of the ADABweb (databank) information portal.

Assemblage

for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg decides; and concerning archival material, the State Archive decides after consultation with the senior monument
protection authority. Transportable tangibles are to be allocated to the central
artefact archive of the Archäologisches Landesmuseum, archive materials to an
archive, and library materials to a library. Prior to allocation to non-federal museums, archives or libraries, the respective federal institution (museum or state
library) is to be consulted. In cases of doubt, the decision is to be referred to the
supreme monument protection authority.

Assemblage (Id N°)

Owner

Current place of storage

Geißenklösterle (1-1)

State of Baden-Württemberg

University of Tübingen; Landesmuseum Württemberg, Stuttgart; Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren

Sirgenstein Cave (1-2)

University of Tübingen

University of Tübingen; Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren

Hohle Fels (1-3)

State of Baden-Württemberg

University of Tübingen; Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren

University of Tübingen

University of Tübingen; Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren; Landesmuseum Württemberg, Stuttgart

Vogelherd Cave (new
excavation) (2-1)

State of Baden-Württemberg

University of Tübingen; Archäopark
Vogelherd, Niederstotzingen; Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren

Hohlenstein Stadel Cave
(earlier excavation) (2-2)

Ulmer Museum
(Township of Ulm)

Ulmer Museum

Hohlenstein Stadel Cave
(new excavation) (2-2)

State of Baden-Württemberg,
Township of Ulm

State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg, Esslingen; Ulmer
Museum

Bockstein Cave /
Bocksteintörle (2-3)

Ulmer Museum
(Township of Ulm)

Ulmer Museum

Fetzershaldenhöhle (2)

State of Baden-Württemberg

University of Tübingen

Lindenhöhle (2)

State of Baden-Württemberg

University of Tübingen

Frauenfels (2)

State of Baden-Württemberg

State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg, Esslingen

Vogelherd Cave (earlier
excavation) (2-1)

Tab. Volume II-9 Owner structure and current storage location for the recovered
specimens from the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. All objects, of which the State
of Baden-Württemberg wins possession, are sent to the central artefact archive at
the Archäologisches Landesmuseum after completion of scientific processing (see
Chapter 7.d [Volume I]), following the administrative provision of the Ministry of
Finances and Economics Baden-Württemberg for the procedure to implement the
Baden-Württemberg Monument Protection Law (Verwaltungsvorschrift des Finanz- und
Wirtschaftsministeriums für das Verfahren zum Vollzug des Denkmalschutzgesetzes für
Baden-Württemberg - VWV Vollzug DSchG).
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Current work and next steps
The known sites and archaeological layers within the property should be visually
documented in order to monitor conservation in their current condition. Surveying of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” archaeological layers within the
property by means of laser-scans and SfM technology (structure from motion)
was already started in 2014. In order to determine changes, checks on a regular
basis in the form of further scans will be carried out.
A further step regarding inventory processing is extended surveys (surveying) in
the Lone Valley and Ach Valley. Further archaeological sites are to be ascertained
and documented here in order to be able to effectively protect them.
A co-worker at the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg shall
be entrusted, by the end of 2016, with the task of storing assemblage from the
heretofore excavated property sites into a database. Through excavation and
surveys, newly-obtained data shall flow into this database.
Furthermore, the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg is working on the creation of a literature database. This is updated on a regular basis
with publications concerning on-going excavations. Both databases will facilitate, for international researchers, location and processing of data and assemblage of the property “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.

9

Science and research

Research history
The nominated segments of the Lone and Ach Valleys are regions with intensive research activity. The earliest documented investigations in the caves of the
Ach and Lone Valleys trace back to Oscar Fraas. In 1861 he installed test-trench
segments in the Stadel Cave and carried out comprehensive excavations in the
Hohlenstein Bärenhöhle. However, this occurred exclusively with a palaeontological approach and the specific goal of unearthing cave-bear bones. After his
research in 1866 at the Schussenquelle in Upper Swabia, he soon recognised the
archaeological relevance of the Hohlenstein Bärenhöhle, revisited by him again
in 1866, and the Hohle Fels in the Ach Valley examined by him for the first time
in 1871. In 1879, Ludwig Bürger began his excavations in the Bockstein Cave.
Since these initial excavations, numerous further investigations were carried out
in the Lone Valley. For example, excavations took place in the Sirgenstein Cave,
in the Vogelherd Cave, in key sites at Bockstein and in the Stadel Cave in Hohlenstein in the first half of the last century. Since the 1970s, sites such as Geißenklösterle and Hohle Fels have been investigated. These studies have lasted until
today and area accompanied by modern methods of excavation techniques. The
results from respective analyses have been carefully documented and published
as scientific contributions. Follow-up investigations in the Vogelherd Cave and

Science and research

Fig. Volume II-17 Visual
documentation of the 1892
excavation at the Bockstein
Cave by Ludwig Bürger.
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Fig. Volume II-18 Wood
engraving of the Hohle Fels
as it was seen by Oscar
Fraas in 1871.

the Stadel Cave in Hohlenstein provided new findings regarding interpretation
of the living conditions during the Upper Palaeolithic.
To conclude, more than 30 excavation projects have taken place in the “Caves
with the oldest Ice Age art” in the Lone and Ach Valleys, which in part have
continued for several years or even decades. The scientific potential of the
aforementioned caves, and the in part still incompletely excavated sites, is by no
means exhausted in the component parts of the nominated property.

Scientific potential, interdisciplinary collaboration and current research activities
Current and planned archaeological investigations and geological surveys such
as core-drilling procedures facilitate new findings in the area of archaeology as
well as ecological and Palaeolithic changes. Coordination of excavation activities in the State of Baden-Württemberg and – in the component parts of the
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property in particular – occurs exclusively through the State Office for Cultural
Heritage Baden-Württemberg. This is based on Article 21 DSchG BW: follow-up
investigations, especially excavations with the goal of discovering cultural monuments, require authorisation. Authorisation is granted by the Office for Cultural
Heritage in consultation with the senior monument protection authority.
In recent decades, intensive collaboration between the University of Tübingen
and the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg has taken place.
Moreover, specialists in prehistoric research from these two institutions entertain close scientific interdisciplinary research relations with other facilities that
are involved in research of prehistory and, in particular, the Palaeolithic. Archaeological research activities have concentrated primarily on the excavations in
Hohle Fels, Geißenklösterle, Hohlenstein Stadel Cave and Vogelherd Cave. The
relevant research institutes and their respective enquiries regarding these sites
are listed in the following chart:

Fig. Volume II-19 Excavation at the Hohlenstein
Stadel Cave in 2012.
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Institution

Contact individuals

Objectives

State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg

Prof. Dr. Claus-Joachim Kind, Conny Meister, M.Sc., Dr. S. Heidenreich

Evaluation of the discoveries (artefacts)
and findings from the Ach and Lone Valleys (archaeology, laser-scan)

Institute for Archaeological Sciences (INA)
at the University of Tübingen

Prof. Nicholas J. Conard, Alexander Immel, Jun.-Prof. Dr. Christopher. E. Miller,
Alvise Barbieri, Prof. Dr. Katerina Harvati,
Prof. Dr. Johannes Krause, Dr. Susanne
Münzel, Cosimo Posth, PD Dr. Simone
Riehl, Dr. Britt Starkovitch.

Evaluation of the discoveries (artefacts)
and findings from the archaeological sites
in the Ach and Lone Valleys, (archaeology,
micromorphology, anthropology, archaeobotany)

Institute for Geosciences at the University
Tübingen

Prof. Dr. Hervé. Bocherens, Prof. Dr. Madelaine Böhme, Dr. Dorothée Drucker

Palaeoecology, palaeoclimatology

Senckenberg Forschungsinstitut und Naturmuseum Frankfurt

PD Dr. Angela A. Bruch,

Palaeoclimatology, palaeobotany

Senckenberg Center for Human Evolution
and Palaeoenvironment in Tübingen (HEP)

Prof. Dr. Volker J. Moosbrugger, Dr. Sibylle
Wolf

Aspects of biological and cultural evolution
of man.

Staatliches Museum für Naturkunde Stuttgart

Dr. Reinhard Ziegler

Small-mammal remains

Boston University, Dept. of Anthropology

Prof. Paul Goldberg

Micromorphology

Kenyon College Gambier, Dept. of Anthropology

Prof. Bruce L. Hardy

Residue and use-wear analysis on stone
tools

Université de Liège, Service de Préhistoire

Dr. Veerle Rots

Signs of usage in lithic artefacts

Universitat Rovira e Virgili Tarragona,
Dept. of History and History of Art

Dr. Florent Rivals

Palaeontology

University of Vienna, Department of Palaeontology

Prof. Dr. Gernot Rabeder, Dr. Martina
Pacher

Palaeontology

University of Potsdam

Prof. Michael S. Hofreiter

Palaeogenetic analysis

Museum für Naturkunde Berlin

Dr. Gottfried Böhme

Fish, amphibian and reptile fauna analysis

State Office for Geology, Raw Materials
and Mining Baden-Württemberg

Dr. Christian Fritz

Raw material analysis

University of Oxford, Oxford Radiocarbon
Accelerator Unit

Prof. Thomas Higham

Radiocarbon dating

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zurich

Dr. Irka Hajdas

Radiocarbon dating

Département de Préhistoire du MNHM
(Museum national d’Histoire naturelle)
UMR 7194 du CNRS

Dr. Christophe Falguères, Dr. Keiko Kitagawa, Maïlys Richard,

ESR dating, Palaeontology

Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (EVA) / University of Bayreuth

PD Dr. Daniel Richter

Dating methods

Tab. Volume II-10 Scientific institutions and personnel that are involved in research
projects concerning the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
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Current projects
During recent decades, archaeological excavations have taken place on a regular
basis in the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. The University of Tübingen has
been carrying out annual excavations in Hohle Fels since 1997. The costs for
excavation and scientific personnel have been covered by the budget of the Institute of Prehistoric Archaeology at the University of Tübingen and third-party
means. Currently, the workgroup under the direction of Prof. Nicholas J. Conard
has access to an annual budget of around 600,000 €.
Current excavations are carried out in the recently-discovered sites Frauenfels
and Buschlenberg Cave in the Lone Valley under the direction of Prof. Claus-Joachim Kind and Thomas Beutelspacher M.A. The generated costs were carried by
the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg.

Fig. Volume II-20 Geoarchaeological core drilling
in front of the Hohlenstein
massif in 2015.
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Current publications and press
Regarding the various excavations in the Ach and Lone Valleys as well as analyses of the collected findings and artefacts, a huge number of publications in
international and national trade journals, monographs, Doctoral and Master’s
theses and popular scientific magazines have appeared. Also in television and
radio programmes, development of figurative art and music in the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art” has been taken up time and time again (see Annex of
nomination file).

Summary of the results
The scientific results are numerous and diverse due to the more than 100-yearold research tradition in the area of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
Excavations in the respective archaeological layers produced unique animal and
human figurines made of mammoth ivory as well as flutes made of bones and
mammoth ivory. They have been dated between 35,000 and 43,000 years old,
and belong to the worldwide earliest testament of figurative art and music.
The excavations, research work and analysis of the findings and artefacts from
recent decades brought significant results. These are of outstanding significance
for research in the development of figurative art and music and, consequently,
the development of anatomically modern human. Moreover, they facilitate insights into the behaviour of early hunter-gatherer groups that made use of the
spacious areas of the landscape as a base for self-sufficiency and habitat and left
their traces behind within this scavenging area. The Ach and Lone Valleys thus
represented special, repeatedly-utilised areas in which the development of figurative art and musical instruments manifested itself.

Coordination and further steps
In the context of the projected management structure for the property “Caves
with the oldest Ice Age art”, formation of the coordination group “Conservation,
Research and Monitoring” was decided in September 2014 (see Chapter 16).
This comprises representatives from the State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg, the University of Tübingen, the municipalities and the active local associations with reference to the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
The parties mainly responsible within this group are the State Office for Cultural
Heritage Baden-Württemberg and the University of Tübingen. Archaeological,
geological and geographical research work in the area of the nominated component parts Ach Valley and Lone Valley are currently being carried out for the
most part by representatives from these institutions. The State Office for Cultural
Heritage Baden-Württemberg has been entrusted, as the respective competent
expert authority, with protection and conservation of the property, and grants
authority for follow-up research, particularly for excavations (and surveys) with
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the goal of discovering cultural monuments. Municipalities are responsible for
management, care and protection of the monuments on site.
Representatives of the Coordination Group “Conservation, Research and Monitoring” agreed, in October 2014 and in September 2015, on the concept of a
research plan for the next five to ten years. It was stipulated thereby to continue
and intensify the international collaboration in coming years, in order to expand
scientific findings regarding the nominated property by means of an active research programme.
The excavations in Hohle Fels near Schelklingen shall thus be continued in future
years. Moreover, further test excavations in previously unknown archaeological
caves in the Ach and Lone Valleys shall be executed. Sustainable investigation
of the respectively examined site shall be targeted. This involves among other
things the back-filling and subsequent security of the respective excavation unit.
Furthermore, the surveying projects in the two nominated component parts
of the valley shall be intensified, in order to locate previously unknown sites.
Through identification of location and condition, necessary protective measures
can then be taken.
Monument protection authorities guarantee that a considerable and scientifically relevant part of the existing archaeological and geological substance within
the property is preserved as an archive of the outstanding universal value for
future generations. Excavation projects are therefore limited. In Baden-Württemberg only the State Office for Cultural Heritage and few other scientific institutions such as Universities undertake archaeological excavations. The State
Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg inspects requests for excavation permissions and documents its decisions reviewable. Only selected projects
with detailed scientific question and justified objective are authorized. The excavations have to be conducted using the latest techniques and methods. Amongst
others high value is set on accurate documentation in order to ensure the conversion of archaeological sources into documented knowledge. Thus matters of
research and conservation can be balanced.
Cooperation with other scientists and dissemination of the results shall be understood as a central component of research in the “Caves with the oldest Ice
Age art”. Communication regarding topics in research and preservation with representatives of other UNESCO World Heritage sites and archaeological project
groups shall thus be envisaged. This exchange should be organised within international trade conferences. For this purpose, the previously existing structure
of the HEADS action group was and should be further utilised. The University of
Tübingen and the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg intend
further intensive cooperation with the HEADS action group.
Representatives from the University of Tübingen and the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg have agreed that documentation of on-going
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and future excavations shall continue to be published annually in the journal
“Archäologische Ausgrabungen in Baden-Württemberg“. Moreover, the results
from research efforts concerning the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” should
continue to be published in international magazines and publication series. Reports regarding diverse excavations shall thus appear in scientific journals over
the coming years. Further publications generate specific reports concerning
the excavations in the context of the research programme “The role of culture
in the process of geographic expansion” (ROCEEH), which is embedded in the
University of Tübingen and the Senckenberg Research Center Frankfurt and financed by the Academy of Sciences Heidelberg (Heidelberger Akademie der
Wissenschaften). Moreover, the new edition of the “Guide to Archaeological
Monuments in Baden-Württemberg” (“Führer zu archäologischen Denkmälern
in Baden-Württemberg“) has been planned by the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg for the Lone Valley, the Ach and Blau Valleys. Recently in April 2015 and under the auspices of the annual conference of the Hugo
Obermaier-Gesellschaft, the book “Ice-Age Archaeology in the Swabian Jura”
(“Eiszeitarchäologie auf der Schwäbischen Alb”) was published, which offers an
overview of the key Ice-Age cave sites within the region.

10

Risks and preventive protection

The threats to the outstanding universal value of the nominated property of the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” can be subdivided into several groups. The
risk factors include development pressure, environmental influences, pressure
from tourism, and illicit excavations.

Development pressure
Potential risks
Construction work in the area of the nominated property of the Ach Valley could
transpire to be a possible risk, even if at present the region is predominantly
used for agriculture and forestry. The peripheral areas of the protection zone
overlap with parts of the municipalities of Blaubeuren-Weiler and Schelklingen. An enlargement of the settlements into the area of the property might be
conceivable. This construction work could cause disturbance in the area of the
property with regard to the landscape and lines of sight, as well as the risk of
impairing the archaeological remains.
The Ach Valley is traversed by Federal Highway 492, as well as by the railway line
between Blaubeuren and Schelklingen. These are located on the valley floor and
accordingly do not have any negative effects on the sites, whether already found
or to be found in the future. At the present time there are no intentions for the
transport routes to be enlarged, but this might be planned for the future.

Risks and preventive protection

The Ach Valley is quarried for limestone for cement manufacture. Only a few
kilometres from the Hohle Fels cave is a cement plant, and the quarrying of limestone could prove a threat to known and unknown finds sites.

Efforts and protection
Legislation for the protection of cultural heritage and of nature does ensure that
the nominated property is accorded the highest possible protection. The construction of buildings and the extension of transport routes within the area of
the property and the buffer zone are regulated by law. An appropriately broad
buffer zone with high standards of protection has been specified within the
framework of the nomination. The extraction of raw materials in sectors which
are located in the area of the property is likewise subject to mandatory approval.

Environmental influences
Potential risks
Environmental influences may represent a long-term problem. It is true that
they cannot be prevented, but appropriate precautionary measures can be
adopted. Neither the Lone Valley nor the Ach Valley exhibit any extreme environmental conditions which could exert a negative effect on the property or
planned protection zones. Specific precautionary measures against landslides,
flooding, fire, or other extreme climatic conditions are not necessary, at least
from the present perspective. Nevertheless, the caves are subject to natural
processes of deterioration and erosion, which are particularly marked in the
Karst region. The possibility of cave-in must accordingly be countered by protective measures.

Efforts and protection
Up to now, no natural disasters are known which pose an immediate threat to
the property. Forest fires can occur in the vicinity of the caves. The nearest fire
stations to the Ach Valley are in Schelklingen, Blaubeuren and Pappelau, in part
only a few hundred metres from the nominated property. In the Lone Valley the
nearest fire station is in Stetten ob Lontal. There are other fire service units in
Niederstotzingen, Asselfingen and Bissingen, which can cover the distance of
about 2 km to the property within a few minutes. Appropriate plans of action
are in place.
A regular check of the condition of the cave sites and of the sediments contained in them are provided for by the State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg within the framework of the monitoring procedure (see
Chapter 6 [Volume I] and Chapter 11 [this Volume]). The State Office for Cultural Heritage records the current state of preservation of the caves by means
of laser scanning. A comparison of the data in the course of regular scans will
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Fig. Volume II-21 Laser
scanning inside Sirgenstein
Cave.

reveal any changes. The condition of the caves and changes which might occur
are also examined in the context of regular visits, with the municipalities and
local associations which are committed to the care of the cave sites playing an
important part in this.

Pressure from tourism
Potential risks
In view of the fact that valley sections of the nominated property are accessible
to the public, the use of the property by tourists, and in particular of the archaeological finds locations by visitors, represents a potential risk. Intensive access to
the archaeological cave sites by visitors could prejudice the archaeological layers
and the finds themselves. Particularly affected by this are the Hohlenstein Stadel
Cave, the Geißenklösterle, and the Hohle Fels, since it is presumed that there are
still extensive areas with sediments in them.

Efforts and protection
The nominated component parts of the property comprise two landscapes of
several hectares in extent, which are well accessed by established cycle tracks
and footpaths. The Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen recorded some
40,000 visitors in 2014, without the caves and surrounding area being impaired.
This indicates that some tens of thousands of people per component part per
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year do not represent a burden on the property. Other cave sites with intact sediments which yield archaeological remains in the area of the property can only
be visited under supervision, and are secured by metal grilles.
The already existing tourist infrastructure, in particular the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen in the Lone Valley and the Urgeschichtliches Museum
Blaubeuren in the Ach Valley already guarantee a sustained and supervised tourist access to the property in the framework of a visitor guidance concept. The regionally networked museums and the measures already in place and planned for
the improvement of the infrastructure also contribute to the future sustained
control of the flows of visitors inside the property.
In addition to this, the pressure caused by increasing numbers of visitors is ameliorated by a regional scattering of the presentation locations. The finds from the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” are exhibited in a decentralised arrangement.
The exhibition and information locations lie within the boundaries of Baden-Württemberg, and in part in the immediate vicinity of the sites, at easily accessible
points. These locations are in the main provided with comprehensive facilities, or
have such facilities close at hand. These include tourist offices, public local transport access, catering resources, accommodation, and multilingual information
points. More information of relevance for national and international visitors with
regard to the respective locations and how to reach them, as well as with regard
to the immediate vicinity, can be obtained from the corresponding Homepages.
At the present time there are a number of tourism plans available for the region
of the nominated component parts of the Lone Valley and Ach Valley property
(see Chapter 13). The Tourism plan by the Schwäbische Alb Tourismus e.V. association may be regarded in this context as a comprehensive concept for the
region. For the area of the nominated World Heritage site, in addition, the representatives of the parties with an interest in tourism and the municipalities have
come together under the umbrella brand of “Weltkultursprung” (World origin of
culture). It is planned that the members of the umbrella brand create a sustainable strategy for tourist marketing, and thus contribute to the conservation of the
property of such cultural historical value.
The expansion and upkeep of access routes to the sites, their safeguarding,
and route marking are organised by the municipalities responsible and by the
property owners (see Catalogue of Measures). The contents of the Catalogue
of Measures are agreed mutually by the various different interest groups concerned. The State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg monitors the
state of preservation of all the caves and of the layers contained in them at regular intervals (see Chapter 6 [Volume I]). In addition to this, caves and landscape
are also monitored by the municipalities and associations for disturbances and
damage. What is more, the Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb monitors the
protection of the landscape and nature as well as all activities regarding tourism
in the vicinity of Schelklingen.
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Construction work, population pressure and land
development
Construction
A small area of the nominated component part of the Ach Valley is inhabited. The
buildings belong to the municipality of Blaubeuren-Weiler. There are also isolated working farms at the entrance to the Riedental Valley. Any further building or
change of use within the nominated property would have to be approved by the
senior monument protection authority. Parts of the settlements of Schelklingen
and Blaubeuren-Weiler are located in a valley area inside the nominated buffer
zone. Any building or change of use in this area is subject to mandatory approval by
the lower monument protection authority. Given that these areas are cultural heritage sites in accordance with Article 2 DSchG BW, the senior monument protection
authority is involved in the procedure as the arbiter in matters of public concern.
In the nominated component part of the Lone Valley, the legal stipulations for the
protection of cultural heritage mean that construction and change of use of the areas is subject to mandatory approval by the senior monument protection authority. In
the buffer zone, which is likewise uninhabited, all the areas are cultural heritage sites
under Article 2 DSchG BW. The senior monument protection authority is therefore
involved in all plans for building work, as the arbiter in matters of public concern.

Population pressure
Based on the data available from the last 50 years, no dynamic population development is to be anticipated in the two nominated component parts. The numbers of residents in the last 15 years have been stable or even decreasing.

Land development
Likewise with regard to change of use of areas used for agriculture and forestry
to areas of settlement or commerce, no significant increases have been manifested in the last 25 years, in either the Ach Valley or the Lone Valley.

Illicit excavations
Potential risks
Since the beginning of archaeological exploration, the collection of archaeological artefacts has also exerted a great fascination on non-scientists. The unskilled
excavation and collecting of artefacts in archaeological sites results in the irretrievable destruction of much valuable information. Particularly problematic is
the absence of proper documentation, and in the future, too, the possibility of
unskilled and unapproved excavations cannot be fully excluded.

Risks and preventive protection

Component part

Inhabitants in

Inhabitants in

the property area

the buffer zone

Total

Alb-Donau

14

678

692

Alb-Donau /
Heidenheim

0

0

0

14

678

692

(Id N°)

District

Ach Valley (1)
Lone Valley (2)
Total population in both part
components:

Tab. Volume II-11 Estimated population in the nominated component parts and the
buffer zones (status 2014).

Component part (Id N°) /

Population /

Population /

Population /

Population /

inhabitants/km2

inhabitants/km2

inhabitants/km2

inhabitants/km2

Town, municipality

District

1961

1980

2000

2013

Ach Valley (1) / Blaubeuren

Alb-Donau

11,000 / 139

12,000 / 151

12,000 / 152

11,800 / 149

Ach Valley (1) / Schelklingen

Alb-Donau

6,000 / 84

6,300 / 84

7,100 / 95

6,800 / 89

Niederstotzingen

Heidenheim

3,400 / 114

3,900 / 130

4,900 / 165

4,500 / 152

Lone Valley (2) /
Herbrechtingen

Heidenheim

10,000 / 170

11,600 / 198

13,200 / 226

12,900 / 220

Lone Valley (2) / Asselfingen

Alb-Donau

700 / 56

800 / 62

1,000 / 75

1,000 / 78

Lone Valley (2) / Rammingen

Alb-Donau

800 / 59

1,000 / 70

1,300 / 91

1,300 / 91

Lone Valley (2) / Öllingen

Alb-Donau

300 / 40

400 / 48

400 / 55

500 / 67

Lone Valley (2) /

Tab. Volume II-12 Population development between 1961 and 2013 in the townships
and municipalities in whose area the nominated component part of the Ach Valley is
located (Source: State Statistical Office of Baden-Württemberg,
http://www.statistik.baden-wuerttemberg.de/BevoelkGebiet).
Figures are rounded up to full 100 places.

Settlement and
Surface area

commercial use

Agricultural and

(ha)

(ha)

forestry use (ha)

Other areas (ha)

Alb-Donau

15,439

1,288

13,867

285

Alb-Donau

15,439

1,374

13,709

356

2004

Alb-Donau

15,439

1,398

13,689

352

2013

Alb-Donau

15,495

1,486

13,651

357

Year recorded

District

1988
1996

Tab. Volume II-13 Land usage in the townships (Blaubeuren and Schelklingen), in
whose area the nominated component part of the Ach Valley is located (Source: State
Statistical Office of Baden-Württemberg,
http://www.statistik.baden-wuerttemberg.de/BevoelkGebiet).
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Settlement and
Surface area

commercial use

Agricultural and

Year recorded

District

(ha)

(ha)

forestry use (ha)

Other areas (ha)

1988

Alb-Donau /
Heidenheim

12,340

1,148

11,069

123

1996

Alb-Donau /
Heidenheim

12,341

1,238

10,992

109

2004

Alb-Donau /
Heidenheim

12,342

1,397

10,842

102

2013

Alb-Donau /
Heidenheim

12,341

1,462

10,764

115

Tab. Volume II-14 Land usage in the townships and municipalities (Asselfingen, Herbrechtingen, Niederstotzingen, Öllingen and Rammingen) in whose area the nominated component part of the Lone Valley is located (Source: State Statistical Office of
Baden-Württemberg, http://www.statistik.baden-wuerttemberg.de/BevoelkGebiet).

Efforts and protection
The risk of illicit excavations in the already known caves can be countered by the
installation of grilles or fences. This protection should not change the landscape
picture and the character of the caves. In the area of the property, the cultural
heritage protection legislation ensures the maximum possible protection. The law
stipulates that any exploration and excavation aimed at finding cultural heritage
items is subject to mandatory approval (Art. 21 DSchG BW). The excavation and
removal of objects of cultural historical value is prohibited (Article 8 DSchG BW)
and regarded as a criminal misdemeanour (Article 27 DSchG BW). It is punishable by a fine of up to 50,000 €, and in particularly serious cases up to 250,000 €.
Criminal misdemeanours under Article 27 paragraph 1 DSchG BW are prosecuted by the lower monument protection authority with jurisdiction. If it appears,
in the event of a risk, that action cannot be taken in sufficient time by the cultural
heritage protection authority concerned, then the senior monument protection
authority can implement measures, or, if that authority too cannot act in sufficient time, the police force concerned can take the provisional steps necessary
(Article 7 paragraph 4 DSchG BW).
“Illicit excavators” who remove a find may lay themselves open to prosecution
on grounds of misappropriation in accordance with Article 246 of the Criminal
Code (StGB), to the disadvantage of an owner of the find.
As a measure to inform the public and prevent illicit excavations, the State Office for Cultural Heritage has published a leaflet informing about illegal unskilled
excavation and collecting of artefacts as well as the potential juridicial consequences. The leaflet also informs about proper behaviour when encountring a
person who is obvioulsy conducting an excavation at an archaeological site, who
is trying to locate new sites or who is collecting artefacts without approval of the

Present state of conservation

monument protection authority. In such a case the State Office for Cultural Heritage recommends to inform the police or a forest officer, since these authorities
are entitled to record personal data and confiscate finds and excavation tools.

11

Present state of conservation

The following chapter details the state of conservation of the “Caves with the
oldest Ice Age art”. The focus in this is primarily upon describing the physical
condition of the caves. As the archaeological layers are indicative of the scientific
potential of the respective sites, their state of conservation is also categorised.

State of conservation of the cave sites in the Ach Valley
(Id N°1)
The Ach Valley component part of the nominated property “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” contains three known Palaeolithic sites that primarily determine
the outstanding universal value of the site. These are the Hohle Fels, the Sirgenstein Cave and the Geißenklösterle. With the exception of minor changes triggered by karst, the caves are stable in both form and appearance.

State of conservation of the cave sites in the Lone Valley
(Id N°2)
The Lone Valley component part of the nominated property “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” contains three known Palaeolithic sites that primarily determine
the outstanding universal value of the site.
The Bockstein Cave with the Bocksteintörle preceding it, the Hohlenstein Stadel Cave
and the Vogelherd Cave are karst caves. The Vogelherd Cave and the Hohlenstein
Stadel Cave are stable in form and appearance. Blasting in the scope of 19th century
archaeological investigations of the Bockstein Cave resulted in damage to the front
and the south-western part of the cave. However, the cave is not at risk of collapse.

State of conservation of the find-bearing sediments of the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” in the Ach Valley
component part (Id N°1)
A large part of the layers in the entrance area of Sirgenstein Cave was already excavated at the beginning of the 20th century. Yet, intact layers are most probably
preserved in the rear part of the cave. The two other caves, Geißenklösterle and
Hohle Fels, contain further find-bearing sediments with material legacy of early
modern humans. These are of great scientific importance for future research.
In addition, the layers represent an archive of this particular section of human
development. They are therefore of outstanding universal value and should be
preserved for future generations.
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Fig. Volume II-22 Map of Ach Valley component part, showing Palaeolithic sites in the
property.
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Fig. Volume II-23 Map of Lone Valley component part, showing Palaeolithic sites in the
property.
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Geißenklösterle (Id N°1-1)
History of research
The archaeological layers in the Geißenklösterle were first investigated by a team
led by Gustav Riek in 1957. This excavation and a further one by Eberhard Wagner in
1973 were minor sondages. It was not until the period between 1974 and 1991 that
large-scale investigations were conducted under the leadership of Joachim Hahn.
In 2000 the excavations were resumed by Nicholas Conard, continuing until 2002.
Stratigraphy
The cultural sequence of Geißenklösterle comprises layers from the Middle Palaeolithic, i.e. the times of Neanderthals in Europe, throughout the Upper Palaeolithic to the Mesolithic. The Upper Palaeolithic sequence includes the Au-

cave passage
filled with sediment

collapsed dome
Geißenklösterle
location of excavation area
(for details see additional plan)
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Fig. Volume II-24 Ground plan of Geißenklösterle, highlighting the area of the current
cave entrance where the latest excavations have been conducted. The cave passage and
the northern cave entrance are completely unexcavated.
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rignacian, the Gravettian and the Magdalenian (see illustration in Chapter 2.b
[Volume I]).
Documentation and state of conservation
The existing archaeological layers have not been wholly excavated. The solid rock
was only reached in the front, western part of the cave, where a deep sondage
was conducted. Further find-bearing sediments exist, particularly in the rear,
north-eastern part of the cave. A cave passage from the excavation area to the
northeastern part of the collapsed dome of Geißenklösterle is still filled with sediment.
The latest excavation units in the southern entrance area of the cave passage
have varying depths, as the excavations have proceeded differently within the
area. Different cultural layers have been penetrated over the years. While layers
of the Middle Palaeolithic and the Aurignacian have been reached in the central
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Fig. Volume II-26 Trellis
fence in front of Geißenklösterle.

Fig. Volume II-27 Safety
measures taken for the
preservation of sediments
in Geißenklösterle: The
area of the latest excavations has been covered
with rocks.

part, the north-eastern parts still contain Gravettian layers. In addition, Gravettian as well as Magdalenian layers are still preserved in the western part of the
excavation area. The archaeological layers almost certainly extend further into
the cave passage, where the in situ preservation of cultural remains from all
aforementioned periods can be expected.
The Geißenklösterle is protected against public access by metal grilles. Visitors
are not permitted to enter the cave, to avoid endangering the archaeological
layers. However, tours to the cave are offered at regular intervals.
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Fig. Volume II-28 Sirgenstein Cave.

Future research
No further archaeological excavations are currently planned. However, samples
may still be removed for scientific purposes and dating.
In the long term archaeological excavations might be conducted in parts of the
cave. However, they will have to be limited to small areas. These potential future
excavations must be coordinated with the State Office for Cultural Heritage and
with referees of the UNESCO.
Sirgenstein Cave (Id N°1-2)
History of research
The Sirgenstein Cave has seen no archaeological investigation following the completion of the work led by Robert Rudolph Schmidt in 1906. Schmidt excavated
the archaeological layers at two excavation trenches in front of the cave and two
areas inside the cave itself.
Stratigraphy
The archaeological investigation of the sediments in Sirgenstein Cave, effected
by R. R. Schmidt, have defined a cultural sequence that comprises layers from
the Middle Palaeolithic, the Aurignacian, the Gravettian and the Magdalenian
(see illustration in Chapter 2.b [Volume I]).
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Fig. Volume II-29 View of
the Sirgenstein massif from
the Ach Valley floor.
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Documentation and state of conservation
The archaeological investigations led by Schmidt have taken place in the caves
forecourt and the subsequent entrace area. In a section drawing that displays
the longitudinal profile of the excavated area, Schmidt indicated that he has excavated an area which has reached up to 11.50 m from the caves opening into
the cave until reaching the wall in a northerly direction. The excavated area extended 7.50 m towards the south of the entrance, exposing most of sediments
on the caves forecourt. Schmidt further stated that the overall excavated area
accounts for 140.7 m2. If this is true, to date most of the Sirgenstein Cave‘s interior has not been excavated. Further, Schmidt did not reach solid rock with his
excavations. Therefore, it can be assumed that the forecourt and the entrance
areas are at least partly filled with find-bearing sediments.
Currently none of the previously excavated areas are exposed by excavation or
other means. The archaeological layers discovered by Schmidt almost certainly
extend further towards the hall of the cave and most certainly on the extensive forecourt. Since the sediments adjacent to Schmidts excavation are still untouched, the in situ preservation of cultural remains from all aforementioned
periods can be expected.
The current overall situation in the cave has recently been documented in detail
by the State Office for Cultural Heritage using the laserscanning technique. With
special regard to excavations conducted in the past, however, it must be stated
that there is no thorough modern documentation.
Future research
In the upcoming years further research that includes the removal of sediments is
not planned. Since the preservation of archaeological layers on the forecourt, in
the entrance area as well as inside the cave have as yet not been documented by
modern excavation techniques, ground radar testing and test excavations may
be effected in the future.
In the long term archaeological excavations might be conducted in parts of the
cave. However, they will have to be limited to small areas. These potential future
excavations must be coordinated with the State Office for Cultural Heritage and
with referees of the UNESCO.
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Fig. Volume II-30 Ground plan of Sirgenstein Cave, highlighting the forecourt and the
entrance areas where Schmidt’s excavations have presumably been conducted in 1906.
The inner part of the cave is completely unexcavated.
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Fig. Volume II-31 Different views of the laserscan of Sirgenstein Cave, showing the
different sections of the cave and the supposed location of Schmidt’s archaeological
excavation in 1906.
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Hohle Fels (Id N°1-3)
History of research
Excavations were first conducted in the Hohle Fels by Oscar Fraas and Theodor
Hartung in 1870/1871. The investigations were palaeontological in nature and
were limited to areas in the hall. Archaeological investigations followed in the
years 1958 to 1960 under the leadership of Gustav Riek and Gertrude Matschak.
At differing intervals the Hohle Fels was also investigated between 1977 and 1996
under Joachim Hahn. The investigations of Riek and Matschak as well as the excavations of Hahn were restricted primarily to the area of the corridor leading from
the entrance to the hall. Areas measuring a few square metres in size were also

entrance
area
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location of excavation area
(for details see additional plan)

corridor

first hall

main hall

old excavations in the hall
with unknown location

Fig. Volume II-32 Ground plan of Hohle Fels, highlighting the corridor area where the
latest excavations have been conducted. Unknown is the exact position of the excavations in 1870–71 by Fraas in the hall.
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excavated within the hall. Nicholas Conard recommenced the excavations on the
site in 1997, with these continuing to this day.
Stratigraphy
Building upon the findings of Hahn, Conard has defined the cultural sequence in
the Hohle Fels as it is known today. The cultural sequence comprises layers from
the Middle Palaeolithic, the Aurignacian, the Gravettian and the Magdalenian
(see illustration in Chapter 2.b [Volume I]).

Fig. Volume II-33 Different views of the Laserscan of Hohle Fels Cave, showing the
different sections of the cave and the location of archaeological excavations.
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Fig. Volume II-34 Ground plan of the excavation area in the corridor of Hohle Fels
Cave, illustrating the progress of excavation and planned extension of excavation units.
Note that the bedrock is indicated schematically at a specific height. Its actual extent
changes depending on depth. Numbered square metres in the bedrock area in the
northeast are situated in a niche in the cave wall and have already been excavated.
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Documentation and state of conservation
The archaeological investigations led by Conard have taken place exclusively
within the area of the corridor. To date, this has not yet been completely excavated. Similarly, the hall of the cave is still filled with find-bearing sediments,
identified by using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR).
The current overall situation in the cave has recently been documented in detail
by the State Office for Cultural Heritage using the laserscanning technique. With
special regard to excavations conducted in the past it must be stated that the
corridor is the only area of Hohle Fels cave with a thorough documentation.
It has shown that the sediments in the cave are difficult to separate due to their
similar appearance. Fortunately, there are areas with fire or limestone debris,
distinguishable by the sometimes strikingly different amounts of artefacts. The
layers in the cave are not horizontal. They are deposited in an oblique position,
descending from the hall towards the entrance.
The currently exposed excavation units in the corridor of the cave have varying
depths, as the excavations have proceeded differently within the area. Different
cultural layers have been penetrated over the years. Since the excavation area is
laid out in steps with depth increasing from the edge towards the centre, the exposed layers in the centre are older than the ones towards the edge. While layers
of the Middle Palaeolithic and the Aurignacian have been reached in the central
part, the northwestern and southeastern parts still contain Upper Palaeolithic

Fig. Volume II-35 Trellis
fence at Hohle Fels.
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Fig. Volume II-36 Excavation in Hohle Fels in 2008.

layers from post-Aurignacian times (Gravettian and Magdalenian). The archaeological layers almost certainly extend further in all directions, i.e. towards both
the entrance and the hall of the cave. Since the sediments in these areas adjacent to the current excavation units are still untouched, the in situ preservation
of cultural remains from all aforementioned periods can be expected.
The cave is enclosed by a metal grille and secured with an alarm system. The
Hohle Fels can be visited in the scope of public tours.
Future research
The current excavation area is situated in the corridor of the cave. Further work
can be conducted in the still uncovered excavation units in the next five to ten
years. It is planned to further excavate sediments in parts of the excavation area
from the already reached layers of the Middle Palaeolithic down to the bottom
of the stratigraphy and the bedrock. The aim is to get a complete overview of
the stratigraphic sequence in the cave. Therefore, the excavation will proceed
in an area in the centre of the current excavation area (see detailed plan). The
walls of the excavation units must be stepped due to safety regulations. Hence,
it will be necessary to extend the excavation area by 1 m towards the entrance
and towards the hall. All in all, the extension of the excavation area will comprise
an area of ca. 8 to 9 m². It will be limited to the corridor area. The University of
Tübingen will excavate and document all archaeological features and finds from
all prehistoric and historic periods applying modern standards of excavation and
documentation techniques.
Comprehensive intact sediments are preserved in the hall and in the entrance area,
as shown by GPR-analyses. Because documentation of the palaeontological investigations of O. Fraas in the hall of Hohle Fels Cave is lacking, localisation of these areas

Present state of conservation

Fig. Volume II-37 Safety
construction in Hohle Fels:
A bridge installation crosses
the excavation area in the
corridor.

would only be possible through larger excavations. For the reason of conservation of
find-bearing sediments, permissions for such excavations cannot be granted. Hence,
permissions for excavations exceeding the approved area of the currently ongoing
excavations in the corridor cannot be granted in the next 10 years.
In general, potential future research must be coordinated with the State Office for Cultural Heritage and with referees of the UNESCO. On the one hand,
research generates information for an optimal conservation of archaeological
layers in these areas; on the other, it is guaranteed that comprehensive sequences of sediments with significant archaeological layers are preserved in the future.

Further palaeolithic sites in the Ach Valley component part (Id N°1)
Helga-Abri
The Helga-Abri is located on the outer western wall of the Hohle Fels. It was investigated for the first time by Gustav Riek and Gertrude Matschak between 1958 and
1960. Between 1976 and 1984 further excavation was conducted under Joachim
Hahn. The stratigraphic sequence of the archaeological layers was identified during the course of these excavations. Further find-bearing sediments are present.
Currently, no further archaeological investigations are planned.
The Helga-Abri is accessible to the public.
Sirgenstein southern wall
This site is situated on the southern wall of the Sirgenstein massif. The find-bearing sediments were probably fully excavated in 1957 under Gustav Riek.
There is free access to the site.
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State of conservation of the find-bearing sediments of the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” in the Lone Valley component part (Id N°2)
The state of conservation of the archaeological find layers in the cave sites of
the Lone Valley nominated component part varies. For example, the Vogelherd
Cave has already been completely excavated. The find-bearing sediments within
the Bockstein Cave have also been completely excavated. In the area in front of
the cave, the Bocksteintörle, further intact archaeological layers are still to be
found, however. Similarly, find-bearing segments are also located in the Hohlenstein Stadel Cave. These should be regarded as an archive for the research of the
Palaeolithic era - and therefore of outstanding scientific value. They should be
preserved for future generations.
Vogelherd Cave (Id N°2-1)
History of research
The Vogelherd Cave was completely excavated in 1931 by Gustav Riek. Subsequent excavations in the backdirt were undertaken by Nicholas Conard in the
years from 2005 to 2012. The archaeological potential of the cave has been exhausted.
Stratigraphy
According to Riek‘s publication, the stratigraphy of Vogelherd comprised layers from
the Middle Palaeolithic, the Aurignacian, the Magdalenian and the Neolithic (see
illustration of a profile in Chapter 2.b [Volume I]). The sedimentation was unregular
and the different horizons were not preserved in all areas. Nonetheless, it can be
stated that the layers from the Aurignacian were the thickest and the richest in finds.
Documentation and state of conservation
Since even the backdirt from Riek‘s excavation in 1931 has been completely excavated, no archaeological layers are preserved in and around Vogelherd Cave.
The excavation of the backdirt, conducted by the University of Tübingen, has
been documented by modern standards and has yielded several spectacular
finds. The work of Gustav Riek was published in 1934 in a comprehensive monograph and - considering the norm of archaeological excavation at the time - allows for the fairly detailed reconstruction of sedimentation and the stratigraphic
allocation of artefacts. Several profiles drawn during Riek‘s excavation illustrate
the original stratigraphic situation in the cave.
Today, the cave is part of the Archäopark Vogelherd and can be visited. The current overall situation in and around the cave has recently been documented in
detail by the State Office for Cultural Heritage using the laserscanning technique.
Future research
No further excavation or other research is currently planned at Vogelherd.
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Fig. Volume II-38 Ground plan of Vogelherd Cave with recent excavation areas in front
of the cave in the backdirt of Riek’s excavation of 1931. The cave itself was completely
excavated in 1931.

Fig. Volume II-39 Aerial photograph of Vogelherd Cave during the excavations in front
of the cave in 2012.
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Hohlenstein Stadel Cave (Id N°2-2)
History of research
The Hohlenstein Stadel Cave was subjected to archaeological investigation under
the leadership of Robert Wetzel and Otto Völzing in the 1930s and 1950s. Subsequent excavations were conducted between 2009 and 2013 under Claus-Joachim Kind and Thomas Beutelspacher.
Stratigraphy
The cultural sequence of Hohlenstein Stadel Cave comprises layers from the
Middle Palaeolithic, the Aurignacian, the Magdalenian, the Neolithic and younger horizons from the Metal Ages (Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman period, Middle
Ages). With over 4 m the stratigraphy of this cave is the tickest so far documented in the Lone Valley (see illustration of a profile in Chapter 2.b [Volume I]).
Documentation and state of conservation
The most recent excavations at Hohlenstein-Stadel indicated that find-bearing
sediments are still present to date. Preserved archaeological layers - untouched
by the excavations of the 1930s and 1950s - are primarily located in the rear,
southern area of the cave. Here, in a small side-chamber ca. 30 m from the entrance, fragments completing the „Lion Man“-figurine were discovered, indicating that the statuette was discarded in this area („Chamber of the Lion Man“).
The most recent excavations of the State Office for Cultural Heritage also showed
that the stratigraphy in the rear section of the cave can be connected to the cultural sequence documented by Robert Wetzel during his excavations. Further

Fig. Volume II-40 The Hohlenstein massif with Stadel Cave (left) and Bärenhöhle
(right).
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Pleistocene sedimets are still preserved in Hohlenstein Stadel Cave, including
artefacts from the Middle Palaeolithic and the Aurignacian.
Access to the cave area that still contains find-bearing sediments is protected
by a metal grille. This section is not intended to be accessed by visitors, thus ensuring that the archaeological potential remains protected. The area in front of
the metal grille is freely accessible. Public tours are offered on special occasions.
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Fig. Volume II-41 Ground plan of Hohlenstein Stadel Cave with excavation areas. The
area south of the “Chamber of the Lion Man” is completely unexcavated.
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Future research
No further research activity is planned at this stage.
In the long term archaeological excavations might be conducted in parts of the
cave. However, they will have to be limited to small areas. These potential future
excavations must be coordinated with the State Office for Cultural Heritage and
with referees of the UNESCO.
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completely
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“Chamber of the
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entrance
partly excavated area

completely excavated area

Fig. Volume II-42 Different views of the Laserscan of Hohlenstein Stadel Cave, showing
the different sections of the cave and the location of excavated areas.
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Fig. Volume II-43 Ground plan of the excavation area in the “Chamber of the Lion
Man” in Hohlenstein Stadel Cave, illustrating the progress of excavation. Note that
the bedrock is indicated schematically at a specific height. Its actual extent changes
depending on depth.
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Fig. Volume II-44 Trellis fence inside Hohlenstein Stadel Cave.

Fig. Volume II-45 Preservation of sediments in Hohlenstein Stadel Cave.
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Bockstein Cave / Bocksteintörle (Id N°2-3)
History of research
The find-bearing sediments in the cave were first investigated by a team led by
Ludwig Bürger and Friedrich Losch between 1879 and 1884. These researchers
gained access to the cave with the use of dynamite. In the process they dynamited parts of the original south-west cave wall. The Bockstein Cave was later fully
excavated by Robert Wetzel. In the course of these works the original entrance
to the cave, the Bocksteintörle, was also discovered.
Stratigraphy
The cultural sequence of Bockstein Cave comprises layers from the Middle Palaeolithic, the Aurignacian, the Magdalenian, the Mesolithic and the Neolithic.
Documentation and state of conservation
Sediments inside the cave were completely removed during the excavations
of Bürger and Losch. Wetzel, in turn, discovered preserved archaeological layers during his excavations in the until then unknown original entrance (Bocksteintörle). He excavated a trench two metres wide and six metres long in a
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Fig. Volume II-46 Ground
plan of Bockstein Cave with
excavation area of Robert
Wetzel at Bocksteintörle.
The inner part of the cave
is completely excavated. Intact sediments are probably
still present in front of the
cave.
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Fig. Volume II-47 Bockstein
Cave, View from the West.

northeasterly direction (N 55° E, parallel to the excavation trenches at Bocksteinschmiede). In parts, the excavation reached bedrock. In front of Bocksteintörle
Wetzel left a two metres wide and one and a half metres deep unit unexcavated.
In this area archaeological layers and artefacts are probably still present.
The Bockstein Cave is freely accessible to visitors.
Future research
No future research is currenly planned in or around Bockstein Cave.
In the long term archaeological excavations might be conducted in areas around
the cave. However, they will have to be limited to small areas. These potential
future excavations must be coordinated with the State Office for Cultural Heritage and with referees of the UNESCO.

Further palaeolithic sites in the Lone Valley component part (Id N°2)
Hohlenstein Bärenhöhle
In the Hohlenstein Bärenhöhle, situated just a few metres to the west of the
Hohlenstein Stadel Cave, the first excavations were conducted by Oscar Fraas in
the period 1861/62. The bones of cave bears were removed exclusively during
this process. It was only later excavations in the 1950s and 1960s under Robert
Wetzel and Otto Völzing that Palaeolithic layers were discovered. The investigations occurred primarily in the forward area of the cave - the corridor. In the rear
section of the Hohlenstein Bärenhöhle - the hall - find-bearing sediments are still
to be found. Their state of conservation can be assessed as very good. Currently,
no further archaeological investigations are planned.
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In order to preserve these archaeological layers the rear section of the Hohlenstein Bärenhöhle is protected by a metal grille.
Hohlenstein Kleine Scheuer
Between the Hohlenstein Bärenhöhle and Stadel Cave lies the Kleine Scheuer.
Robert Rudolph Schmidt discovered this rock shelter in 1908. In 1923 Wolfgang
Soergel and Elsbeth Soergel-Rieth worked here. During the course of the excavations on the Stadel Cave, Robert Wetzel and Otto Völzing also investigated the
Kleine Scheuer in 1938 as well as from 1959 - 61. With the subsequent excavations in 1974 under the leadership of Joachim Hahn and Wighart von Koenigswald the archaeological activities at the Kleine Scheuer were concluded until
this time. Find-bearing layers still remain. Currently, no further archaeological
investigations are planned.
Frauenfels
This cave is situated about 100 m to the west of the Hohlenstein massif. In 2014 archaeological investigations were carried out under Claus-Joachim Kind and Thomas Beutelspacher directly in front of the entrance to the cave. Find-bearing layers
were discovered in the course of these investigations. Further find layers are anticipated in and in front of the cave. Further excavation is currently not foreseen.
Further sites in the Bockstein
The areas around the Bockstein Cave, the Bocksteinloch and the Bocksteingrotte were excavated in the 1930s and 1950s under Robert Wetzel. Not only
the caves themselves were investigated, but also the areas in front of and adjacent to them. These include the Bocksteinschmiede, the Bocksteinhang and the
Bocksteinbrandplatte. These were excavated, in some cases on a large scale. In a
number of areas of these sites find-bearing sediments are still present.
The entire Bockstein site is freely accessible to visitors.
Fetzershaldenhöhle
The site is located around a kilometre to the north-west of the Hohlenstein massif. The cave was first scientifically investigated in 2013 under the leadership of
Nicholas Conard and Mohsen Zeidi. The sondage indicated that Palaeolithic find
layers are present. Further excavations are currently not planned.

Unknown find sites in the area of the nominated property
It may be assumed that a part of the existing Palaeolithic site has not yet been
discovered. These as yet unknown sites constitute part of the scientific potential. Their state of conservation can be regarded as original. As the sites have not
yet been excavated, an assessment of the value of this potential is not possible. However, taking into account the findings of the previous excavations in the
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Fig. Volume II-48 Excavation at Frauenfels in 2014.

known sites of both component parts of the property, their scientific value has
to be assumed to be high.
Intensive prospecting has been conducted over the course of recent years in
both the two component parts of the property and in the further surroundings.
This work involved members of the State Office for Cultural Heritage, the University of Tübingen and volunteer helpers. The measures resulted in the identification of various caves and rock overhangs, such as the Fetzershaldenhöhle and
Frauenfels sites. Further searches are underway continuously. These form part
of the monitoring programme.

Summary
The state of conservation of the find-bearing sediments is divided into two categories below. The category “conservation” describes the physical condition of
the layers on site. The category “scientific potential” estimates the quantity and
value of the findings to be anticipated in an excavation, using the mass of the
layers that are likely to be present and their already-determined chronological
allocation.
Regarding the physical conservation:
Category 1: Sites at which it is to be expected that the majority of the evaluable
archaeological layers and finds are undamaged.

Present state of conservation

Fig. Volume II-49 Map of the Lone Valley component part (Lidar Scan). Area surveyed
and potential sites highlighted.

Category 2: Sites at which parts of the archaeological layers and finds have already been excavated.
Category 3: Sites that have been completely excavated and analysed in the past.
Regarding scientific potential:
Category 1: Sites that can be investigated in future and that have great scientific
potential (research reserves).
Category 2: Sites whose layers and finds could still be analysed in part in order
to expand scientific findings.
Category 3: Sites whose records and finds have already been completely investigated.

State of conservation of the landscape
Since the landscape is considered an important part of the property, its appearance and constant form of exploitation are important aspects. To date the nominated component parts remain largely untouched. They are inhabited only by
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Name of site (component

conservation

scientific potential

Geißenklösterle (1-1)

2

1

Sirgenstein Cave (1-2)

2

2

Hohle Fels (1-3)

2

1

Helga-Abri (1)

2

1

Sirgenstein southern wall (1)

3

3

Vogelherd Cave (2-1)

3

3

Hohlenstein Stadel Cave (2-2)

2

1

Bockstein Cave / Bocksteintörle
(2-3)

2

2

Hohlenstein Bärenhöhle (2)

2

1

Hohlenstein Kleine Scheuer (2)

2

2

Further positions in the Bockstein
(2)

2

2

Fetzershaldenhöhle (2)

2

2

Frauenfels (2)

2

2

part Id N°)

Tab. Volume II-15 State of conservation and scientific potential of cave sites in both
component parts.

few residents. The erection of further buildings in the nominated component
parts as well as the change from agricultural or silvicultural to a commercial use
requires the express approval of the State Office for Cultural Heritage. Further
development and settlement of the property is not intended in the future. Statistics demonstrate that population size and form of land use in the area are
stable (see Chapter 4.b.v [Volume I]).

12

Monitoring, quality assurance, and
conflict management

Monitoring
Regular reporting
The continuous monitoring and management of the “Caves with the oldest Ice
Age art” is undertaken by the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg in cooperation with the municipalities, the University of Tübingen, and the
local associations. First and foremost, the state of conservation of the caves and
the strata contained in them is monitored. Specialist planners and professional firms are assigned as required for monitoring and conservation purposes. In
some municipalities municipal officers (Feldschütze - field protection officers)
may also be appointed to check on the condition of the property.

Monitoring, quality assurance, and conflict management

Fig. Volume II-50 Potential cave site discovered during prospection.
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Fig. Volume II-51 Laserscanner inside Sirgenstein
Cave.

The “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” are regularly and continually inspected
by measurements and documentation of different key indicators.
In order to verify the condition of the caves, precise documentation of their
substance is necessary. In this context, both the preservation of the sediments
which yield archaeological remains as well as the natural cave architecture are
monitored regularly.
• Three-dimensional documentation of the condition of the cave roofs and
walls by means of SfM (Structure from Motion) and laser scanning
• Inspection measurements points (with coordinates) are set. Photographs
are taken annually of specific key positions
• Statics measurements
• Photographic documentation of the vegetation around and in the cave, in
order to assess possible changes and damage

Monitoring, quality assurance, and conflict management

• Archaeological prospecting in the area of the property, the buffer zone,
and the adjacent areas, in order to discover further Palaeolithic sites and
assess their potential, as well as initiating appropriate protective measures
• Evaluation of the visitor figures (data recording in the museums and information and visitor centres) and the number of overnight stays in the
respective districts and municipalities
The documentation of the results is held in the Archive of the “World Heritage
Coordination Office” (World Heritage Site-Secretariat at the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg), and can be requested there. This serves as
the basis for the regular reporting to UNESCO.

Fig. Volume II-52 Bird’seye view on the 3D-model
of Sirgenstein Cave generated by a laser scan. The
Entrance is situated in the
lower part of the image.
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Reactive monitoring
The Manager who is appointed in the WHS-Secretariat of the State Office for
Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg reports to the Ministry of Finance and
Economics Baden-Württemberg with regard to any unusual circumstances and
work which could prove a threat to the property and to the outstanding universal value. This information is forwarded to the Standing Representation of
the Federal Republic of Germany at UNESCO. The Federal Republic of Germany
undertakes the notification of reactive monitoring to the World Heritage Committee (in accordance with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention).

Preventive monitoring
Among the special tasks of ICOMOS International is the assessment for inclusion
on the World Heritage List of the items for which application is made, and to
monitor the state of preservation of the cultural items of World Heritage (Ringbeck 2008, 41). For preventive monitoring, after successful inclusion on the
World Heritage List, ICOMOS appoints two international experts.
Within Germany, the German National Committee of ICOMOS promotes the protection and preservation of monuments and cultural heritage of Baden-Württemberg. A preventive monitoring group advises on the management and organisation of German World Heritage sites.

World Heritage compatibility
Quality assurance
To provide quality assurance and the examination associated with this with regard to World Heritage compatibility of planning, construction, and restoration
projects, such as, for example, the installation of an information centre close
to the Hohle Fels cave, innovative and integrative concepts are drawn up, with
professional planning and overseeing by universities and planning and architectural agencies. Their task is to take account, as part of their planning, of the
primary requirements of the protection of cultural and natural heritage. These
quality assurance measures are assessed by specialists from the State Office for
Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg, who provide scientific support and regular monitoring. On the basis of the existing provisions of cultural heritage law,
which pertain for the areas of the property and buffer zones, the State Office for
Cultural Heritage undertakes a supervisory function, must be informed of any
earthworks taking place, and may impose regulations on these.

Monitoring, quality assurance, and conflict management

Working groups and commissions
The coordination group for “Conservation, Research and Monitoring” consists
of representatives who are primarily concerned with the conservation and scientific demands of the nominated World Heritage site, and are directed by the
State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg. These representatives
include, as well as scientists who primarily work at the State Office for Cultural
Heritage Baden-Württemberg and at the University of Tübingen, also representatives of the local associations. In addition to this, the residents of the municipalities involved with the nominated World Heritage and the members of the
local associations have an important part to play in the overall conservation concept. Representatives of the local associations include the Lonetal Verein e.V.,
the Gesellschaft für Urgeschichte und Förderverein Urgeschichtliches Museum
Blaubeuren e.V. (GfU), the Museumsgesellschaft Schelklingen Verein für Heimatgeschichte e.V. and the Förderverein Eiszeitkunst Lonetal e.V. Among the task
areas of the local representatives and of the World Heritage manager is providing support for the regular monitoring of the property. Thanks to their presence at the locations, the local representatives can rapidly identify risk situations
and make them known to the specialist authorities concerned. They accordingly
make a valuable contribution to the protection of the property. In the event of
special problem situations arising, external experts are also brought in, as well
as the World Heritage manager.

Conflict management
As early as at the beginning of the application procedure, under the auspices of
the Ministry of Finance and the Economics, the “Caves” Steering Committee was
established, with the aim of conducting coordinated planning of all the measures needed (see Chapter 16). At a later date (after registration), it is planned to
integrate at least one member of ICOMOS International into the Steering Committee.
In general, conflict management with regard to cultural heritage protection
within Baden-Württemberg is governed by Article 3 DSchG BW. In addition to
this, however, it is intended that clear rulings and provisions should be established for the nominated World Heritage site for a positive conflict management arrangement, since in this way most conflicts can be avoided at the
outset.
The development of a conflict management strategy is provided for in the
Catalogue of Measures (Mgmt.-2.2). If disputes cannot be avoided, this strategy will help to resolve conflicts with the involvement of all parties concerned.
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Creating awareness

Information and sensitisation
The target groups for creating awareness with regard to the property, their outstanding universal value, and the World Heritage concept include first and foremost
the local residents and interested visitors. First-hand information is given, above all,
by numerous museums and information centres inside and close to the property. In
addition to presenting the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, some of these facilities function as information points of the Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb and
the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark. The already established network of
info-points and centres of the Biosphere Reserve Area will also be used to promote
the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. Outside the property, there are also a number of museums informing about Ice Age finds from the Ach and Lone Valleys.
In step with the procedure of the World Heritage nomination, a number of lectures have been provided for the local population on the topic of the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art” and the nomination as a World Heritage site by the State
Office for Cultural Heritage. In addition to this, in April 2015 the annual meeting of
the Hugo Obermaier Society, the cross-regional German association for research
into the Pleistocene and the Stone Age, was held in Heidenheim, in the vicinity of
the Lone Valley. Many of the international scientists who made contributions at
the gathering made reference to the topic areas of the “Caves with the oldest Ice
Age art”. In a lecture given by the Working Group responsible for the World Heritage application at the State Office for Cultural Heritage, the application procedure
and the state of the process were presented in detail to the scientific community.
As well as the scientific presentations, there were two public lectures given about
the Ice Age sites in the Ach Valley and Lone Valley, which were very well attended.
Other information events will be regularly provided, such as on the European
Heritage Days. In this instance, the future World Heritage manager will represent World Heritage at the venue.

Tourism and visitor guidance
Tourism plans and tourism management
It is anticipated that the adoption of the property onto the World Heritage List
will result in an increase in the number of visitors. This will call for carefully
planned visitor guidance, and to this end a tourism management concept has
been developed, which ensures that the requirements are met of all the representatives of the different interests concerned, and of cultural heritage in
particular, in the sense of sustained tourism. The “Tourism” coordination group
already established by the State Office for Cultural Heritage ensures the coordination of all the interests involved and the further development of sustain
tourism management.

Creating awareness

For the area of the nominated component parts of the Lone Valley and Ach Valley, there are at present a number of different local and regional tourism plans in
hand. Several organisations, such as the Tourismus Marketing GmbH Baden-Württemberg (TMBW) and the Verein Schwäbische Alb Tourismusverband e.V. (SAT)
operate on a superordinated level. The representatives of the associations and
companies harmonise their plans with the State Office for Cultural Heritage within the “Tourism” coordination group. The company Tourismus Marketing GmbH
Baden-Württemberg (TMBW) is responsible for the marketing of “Baden-Württemberg as a Holiday Destination” both in Germany and abroad. The SAT markets
the tourist high points of the Swabian Jura in their entirety, and takes advantage of
the fame of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” as a representative advertisement for the whole region. As well as this the administrations of the Alb-Donau
(Fachdienst Ländlicher Raum/Kreisentwicklung) and Heidenheim Districts advertise and coordinate the management of the touristic highlights in the region.
On a regional level, the representatives of various regional stakeholders have joined
forces under the umbrella organisation known as “Weltkultursprung” (World origin of culture), in order to set up a tourist marketing strategy for the culturally
and historically valuable property on a sustained basis, and to contribute to their
conservation. A steering committee with this aim is made up, among other parties, of representatives from all the municipalities involved, the two districts, the
Ulmer Museum, the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren, the Archäologisches
Landesmuseum Baden-Württemberg, the Archäopark Vogelherd, the University
of Tübingen, and the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg. Within the steering committee, and a select coordination group, a specific concept for
information and presentation has been worked out (see Chapter 5.d [Volume I]).
The “Weltkultursprung” umbrella brand functions as a network which coordinates
information and the demands of tourism within a sustainable strategy. The State
Office for Cultural Heritage advises the representatives of this umbrella organisation and, as one of the founder members, participates in its activities.
Furthermore, the Ulm / Neu-Ulm Touristik GmbH (UNT) focuses on the tourist
issues and requirements of the city of Ulm. The “Lion Man” discovered in the
Hohlenstein Stadel Cave is on display at the Ulmer Museum.
Visitor facilities inside and near the nominated property
Introduction
Finds, reconstructions, and the history of the research of the Palaeolithic settlement of the Swabian Jura are presented in numerous regional museums and
visitor centres. They convey the outstanding universal value of the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art” with their unique finds. All the exhibition and information
locations which display original finds lie in Baden-Württemberg, and in part even
in the immediate vicinity of the sites. This means that the tourist infrastructure
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Fig. Volume II-53 Locations of museums and information centers presenting finds from
the property “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.

Creating awareness

Visitors

Visitors

Visitors

Township

Museum /
Information point

2012

2013

2014

Blaubeuren

Museum of Prehistory

17,000

15,500

28,000

Niederstotzingen-Stetten

Archäopark Vogelherd

n.a.

36,000

40,000

Stuttgart

Landesmuseum
Württemberg

218,500

241,500

234,500

Tübingen

Museum Schloss
Hohentübingen

19,500

30,000

30,000

Ulm

Ulmer Museum

37,000

40,000

43,000

Tab. Volume II-16 Information and exhibition locations in BadenWürttemberg with finds
from the “Caves with the
oldest Ice Age art”.

required, locally and regionally, is to a very large extent already established. All
visitor facilities are accessible for people with impairments.
For example, in the form of the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen and the
Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren, there are central information locations
directly in both of the component parts of the nominated property, or in their
immediate vicinity. It is also planned to establish an information centre within
the next few years at the Hohle Fels Cave near Schelklingen. And as well as this,
there is also a small information facility in Rammingen-Lindenau, which is also
used by the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark. The intention is to expand the information system still further in the future.
Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren (Urmu)
The Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren is situated nearby one of the most
internationally important sites of the Middle and Upper Palaeolithic of the
Ach and Blau Valleys. As the central museum for the Palaeolithic period in
Baden-Württemberg (branch museum of the Archäologisches Landesmuseum
Baden-Württemberg) and under the heading “Wo der Mensch wurde” (Where
man came into being), the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren inter alia
presents the oldest figurative art and musical instruments worldwide. All figurative Ice-Age artworks from the archaeological layers of the Hohle Fels, near
the town of Schelklingen, such as the “Venus of Hohle Fels”, the oldest figurative representation of a human, a water fowl or the “Small Lion Man” are on

Museum /

Component part

Township

Information point

(Id N°)

Existing

Blaubeuren

Urgeschichtliches
Museum

Ach Valley (1)

X

Schelklingen

Hohle Fels
information point

Ach Valley (1)

Niederstotzingen-Stetten

Archäopark Vogelherd

Lone Valley (2)

X

Rammingen

“Lindenau”
information point

Lone Valley (2)

X

Planned

X

Tab. Volume II-17 Existing
and planned information
and exhibition locations in
the immediate vicinity of
the “Caves with the oldest
Ice Age art”.
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Fig. Volume II-54 Exhibition room at the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren.
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display. Further highlights exhibited, are three original flutes discovered at the
Geißenklösterle and Hohle Fels. They were made of bird bone and mammoth
ivory. Numerous finds made from mammoth ivory, such as personal adornments and further evidence of the Middle and Upper Palaeolithic are presented and vividly inform the visitor about the living conditions during the Ice Age.
The guests of the museum can choose from a wide range of supplementary
programs. Annual special exhibitions, a special Stone Age workshop, educational events for children, adolescents and adults, other workshops, guided
tours by skilled professionals to the cave-sites and within the museum as well
as scientific lectures, are part of the museum’s program. During the annual
events of the “Academy for adults” and “Open Cave Day”, archaeologists explain the results of the latest research. Scientifically the museum is directed
by the University of Tübingen. It employs its own scientific and pedagogical
personnel. Moreover the University of Tübingen maintains a research station
at the museum. It is also the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark information point, providing insights about the landscape and the history of the
formation of the Swabian Jura. The Museum was reopened in May 2014 after
extensive enlargement and refurbishment. A rise in the numbers of visitors
from 15,500 in 2013 to 28,000 in 2014 is evidence of the increasing interest
among the public in the subject of Ice Age archaeology.
Hohle Fels Schelklingen Information Point
It is intended that an information point will be opened in the valley near the
Hohle Fels, in order to provide information about the outstanding universal

Fig. Volume II-55 View from
the Vogelherd Cave towards visitor facilities of the
Archäopark Vogelherd information centre.
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value of the Ach Valley as a region of archaeological findings. The State Office
for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg is playing a decisive part in the development and implementation of the concept.
Archäopark Vogelherd (Niederstotzingen-Stetten ob Lontal)
At the “Archäopark Vogelherd” information centre, the focus is on the site and
the significance of the Palaeolithic finds landscape. Two of the ivory figurines
from the Vogelherd Cave excavations are also on show. The information centre
was established with funds provided by, among other sources, the European
“LEADER+” promotional programme, State of Baden-Württemberg and the town
of Niederstotzingen. In order to make the topic of the Palaeolithic age accessible to a wider public, and, among other things, at the request of the region,
to exhibit prehistoric finds close to where they were originally discovered. The
local presentation is to be understood as a signal to the people of the area, since
these finds have the ability to establish an identity for the region. Their being
displayed at the actual location contributes to the sensitisation of local people,
while at the same time the construction of the information centre also serves to
promote the region which is somewhat weak in structure.
The centre of the Archäopark is a visitors building, which is a few hundred metres
away from the Vogelherd Cave. Presented here is information about the Palaeolithic and the Ice Age, as well as two original findings of ivory figurines. Besides this,
an outside area surrounding the Vogelherd Cave and the information centre, with a
rich range of educational museum resources, completes the Archäopark. The intention here is to provide information about prehistoric life and, contribute to understanding it. The range of information provided includes, in particular, guided tours
and programme stations with the emphasis on a practical experience, as well as
audio-visual presentations. This also includes special guided tours for people who
are visually handicapped or hearing-impaired.
The construction work at the Archäopark Vogelherd was completed in 2013, and
the facility was opened in May 2013. In the first year after the opening, no less than
36,000 visitors were already being recorded.
Hohlenstein Rammingen-Lindenau Information Point
In the small hamlet of Lindenau, only a few hundred metres from the Hohlenstein Stadel Cave, it is intended to enlarge an already existing small information
point, which is also used by the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark. This
serves to inform about the Stadel Cave and its findings, in particular the figurine
of the Lion Man, as well as emphasising the outstanding universal value of the
Lone Valley as a region of archaeological finds.
General provision of information in the area of the property
Information and presentation concepts have been created within the steering
committee and the select coordination group in the “World origin of culture”
umbrella organisation as well as in the Coordination Group “Tourism”. The
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concepts are working towards a unified presentation of the property, and are
building on an already existing information network. For example, within the
framework of the promotion of sustained tourism for the region, information
boards regarding the cave sites have already been set up in the vicinity of the
nominated component part of the Lone Valley. In the Ach Valley, too, there are
already information boards in the vicinity of the sites. The intention is that this
existing information resource should be further unified and extended in the near
future. The path guides in the valley sections, and in particular in front of the
caves, has likewise already been put into effect, or is a part of future planning.
The accessibility of some of the caves, such as the Geißenklösterle, Sirgenstein
Cave, Bockstein Cave / Bocksteintörle, and Hohlenstein Stadel Cave is also going
to be improved. Other measures for improving the information structure and its
sustainability are to be set forth in the Catalogue of Measures.
Visitor facilities outside the nominated property
Introduction
The finds from the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” are to be exhibited in a
decentralised manner. By way of two Cabinet decisions by the Ministers of the
State of Baden-Württemberg, in January 2009 and February 2012, agreement
was reached with regard to this decentralisation. The mutual loaning of finds,
joint presentations and exhibitions, and other public relations measures are already constituent parts of the various different museum conceptions.
In addition to the local visitors facilities inside and near the nominated property, there
are three further museums, at some distance from the property, which are dedicated
to the cross-regional presentation of finds from the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
They provide information about the sites and other aspects of Ice Age settlement, and
hold original finds from the different sites in the Ach and Lone Valleys.
The museums are located, as a rule, at easily accessible points in Stuttgart,
Tübingen and Ulm. Obstacle-free access to most of these public buildings is guaranteed. Tourist offices, local public transport services, parking areas, catering
services, accommodation, and multilingual information points are all available
in the close vicinity. Other key information for national and international visitors
with regard to the respective sites and how to reach them, as well as with regard
to their surrounding areas, can be called up on the related Homepages.
Landesmuseum Württemberg (LMW), Stuttgart
The Landesmuseum Württemberg in Stuttgart exhibits significant finds and discoveries from human history from Baden-Württemberg. These include the first
traces of human beings from the Stone Age, relics from the Bronze Age and Iron
Age, Roman finds, and remnants from the early mediaeval period of the Allemans and Franks. A regional archaeological span of more than 300,000 years is
covered, involving the landscapes, the climate, the rise and fall of hunting and
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farming cultures, early civilisations, and the Middle Ages. Going beyond the regional archaeology, the broad spectrum of the collection of ancient artefacts allows for insight into the world of the high cultures of the Mediterranean region,
from the Bronze Age to late Antiquity.
Displayed in the Landesmuseum Württemberg in Stuttgart are the archaeological findings from the Geißenklösterle, including the carved Aurignacian period
ivory figurines, such as a mammoth, a bison and a cave bear; and one flute created from the radial bone of a whooper swan. One part of a lion’s head found in
the Vogelherd Cave and made of mammoth ivory is also on presented. In 2014
about 234,500 people visited the museum.
Museum Schloss Hohentübingen – University of Tübingen (MUT | Ancient Cultures | Collections at Schloss Hohentübingen)
The museum combines objects from the pedagogic collections of the Institute for
Prehistory and Early History and Archaeology of the Middle Ages, for Classical Archaeology, Egyptology, Ethnology, and the Early Oriental Seminar. The pedagogic
collection of the Institute for Prehistoric Archaeology goes back, in part, to discoveries made in the early 20th century by Robert Rudolf Schmidt in the caves of the
Swabian Jura. Also of particular significance are the ivory figurines from the Aurignacian period, discovered in 1931 by Gustav Riek in the Vogelherd Cave near Heidenheim, which are on display here. Some finds from the re-excavations by Nicholas
J. Conard are also on display. In 2014 the museum had about 30,000 visitors.
Ulmer Museum
The Ulmer Museum, established in 1924, stages exhibitions of art, archaeology,
as well as urban and cultural history in Ulm. Its displays include the Archaeological Collection, with finds from the pre-history and early history of the Ulm
region. One highlight of the museum is undoubtedly the ivory statuette of the
“Lion Man”, which was discovered in the Hohlenstein Stadel Cave. It also features finds from the excavations of R. Wetzel, such as personal ornaments from
the Aurignacian layers of the Bockstein-Törle and the Neanderthal femur fragment from the Hohlenstein-Stadel. Some 43,000 visitors were recorded in 2014.
Promotion of World Heritage sites in Germany
UNESCO Welterbestätten Deutschland e.V.
The “UNESCO Welterbestätten Deutschland e.V.” association seeks to make German World Heritage sites better known and to coordinate the protection of cultural heritage and tourism to better effect. The Association is a group formed
from a coalescence of the German World Heritage sites and the respective tourist organisations. The aim is to promote careful and highly qualified tourism on a
scale which is compatible with the monuments and cultural heritage concerned.
The State of Baden-Württemberg ensures that the municipalities which participate in World Heritage have free membership of UNESCO Welterbestätten
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Deutschland e.V. The municipalities can therefore benefit from the advantages
of membership:
• Enhancement the profile of the German UNESCO World Heritage sites
• Promotion of careful and highly-qualified tourism on a scale compatible
with the monuments and cultural heritage concerned
• Better coordination of protection of cultural heritage and tourism
• Sustained assurance of the preservation of the World Heritage sites by
income achieved by way of tourism
• Advice for World Heritage sites in matters of tourist marketing

Communications
Detailed information about the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” can be obtained
in a variety of different ways. The intention is that the information should be conveyed as a part of a comprehensive and uniformly conceived information concept
(see Catalogue of Measures Mgmt-5.1: General information concept: GIC). Both
the development of the GIC as well as the corresponding individual measures are
listed in detail in the Catalogue of Measures (Mgmt.-5.1 – 5.10). Resources for this
are available from the budget of the Federal State of Baden-Württemberg in the
amount of 250,000 € each for the years 2015 and 2016.
Guide signs
There are already signs at the locations to provide guidance with regard to all the
caves. The intention is that this arrangement should be unified in cooperation between municipalities and districts, museums and associations. The Coordination
group “Tourism” as well as the “World origin of culture” umbrella association are
making major contributions in this, to which the respective representatives of
different interests belong.
Within the framework of promotion of sustained tourism for the region, the
focus has already been on providing information boards for the cave sites in the
nominated component part. The intention is that in the near future this existing
information resource should be further extended. The path guide markings in
the valley sections, and in particular in front of the caves, as well as the information boards relating to them, have already been put in place, or are part of
future planning. Further measures for improving the information structure and
sustainability are listed in the Catalogue of Measures.
Internet presence
Within the framework of the “World origin of culture” umbrella organisation, a
Web site has already been set up, which provides information about the nominated property, and provides links to the Internet presence of the individual
representatives of the different interest groups (http://www.welt-kultursprung.
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de). In addition to this, a Web site is being prepared by the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg on the topic of the “Caves with the oldest
Ice Age art” (http://www.denkmalpflege-bw.de/denkmale/weltkulturerbe/proposal-ice-age-art.html). The intention is that this should focus primarily on the
outstanding universal value and on the need for protection, conservation, and
maintaining of the nominated property.
The intention is also that a virtual 3D presentation will be provided of the cave
sites, based on the “Virtual Archaeology” project by the State Office for Cultural
Heritage, in which the caves in the Hohlenstein complex are already presented
as a freely-rotatable virtual 3D model (http://www.denkmalpflege-bw.de/
denkmale/projekte/archaeologische-denkmalpflege/3d-modelle.html).
TV / Radio
Other media, such as local, regional, and national newspapers and magazines,
as well as television broadcasts should in future reach a wide audience among
the general public with regard to the significance of the caves and the Stone Age
finds. A number of television broadcasts have already focused on the Ice Age art
from the Swabian Jura, and its outstandingly significant position in the context
of the history of early man (see Annex for examples).
Publications
Experience has shown that books and popular science literature are capable of
reaching a wide public. It is planned that interested persons will be provided
with information about the nominated property, their values, their aims, and
their vulnerability on the basis of a range of brochures and leaflets.
In addition to this, the “Guides to the Archaeological Monuments in Baden-Württemberg”, which have originally been published in 1973 and 1979, are to be
revised and reissued for the areas of the Ach Valley and Lone Valley, by scientists from the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg. The guides
provide first-hand information about the archaeological sites in the area of the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, as well as sensitising readers about the property, their value, and the need to protect them.
As a first step in this direction, in 2015 scientists from the University of Tübingen
published the book “Eiszeitarchäologie auf der Schwäbischen Alb. Die Fundstellen im Ach- und Lonetal und in ihrer Umgebung“ [Ice Age archaeology in the
Swabian Jura. The archaeological sites in the Ach and Lone Valleys and in their
vicinity]. The book gives an overview of palaeolithic sites in the region in the
light of latest research. It also introduces museums presenting artefacts from
the sites.

Creating awareness

Special events
The annual Caravan-Motor-Touring (CMT) trade fair in Stuttgart, the largest international public trade fair for tourism and leisure, is regularly the outlet, by
way of the individual stand provided by the State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg, of information about the already established World Heritage sites in Baden-Württemberg. An individual presentation is likewise planned

Fig. Volume II-56 Website “Virtual Archaeology” of the State Office for Cultural
Heritage Baden-Württemberg presenting 3D models of archaeological sites.
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here for the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. Additionally, since 2015, the
Schwäbische Alb Tourismusverband (SAT) promotes the Swabian Jura at the CMT
under the slogan “Komm’ und entdecke das Land des Löwenmenschen” / “Come
and discover the country of the Lion Man“.
On the European Heritage Days, which happens throughout Europe in September every year, special events are held at the caves. Interested people are provided with information by experts about the particular value of these cultural
monuments, their history, and about archaeology in general.

Fig. Volume II-57 Open
Cave Day organised and performed by the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren
in front of Geißenklösterle
2004.
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UNESCO World Heritage Day is celebrated on the first Sunday in June every year.
And every year another German World Heritage site features as the central
event of German World Heritage Day. The German UNESCO Commission and
the UNESCO Welterbestätten Deutschland e.V., of which the Ministry of Finance
and Economics of Baden-Württemberg is a member, take advantage of World
Heritage Day to present their aims and activities to the general public. In 2015,
the central event of German World Heritage Day was held in Unteruhldingen,
Baden-Württemberg (Prehistoric Pile Dwellings around the Alps). Following a
positive assessment of the nomination of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”,
in future special guided tours and activities will be carried out on that specific
day, based around World Heritage.
Since 1990 the Open Cave Day is celebrated at the Geißenklösterle and Hohle
Fels. On this day, members of the local association of the Gesellschaft für Urgeschichte und Förderverein des URMU Blaubeuren e.V. (GfU) and the University
of Tübingen inform the interested public about the Palaeolithic and the make
these cave-sites accessible.
Special exhibitions
In view of the fact that public interest in Stone Age archaeology has grown significantly in the past decades, special exhibitions are regularly being mounted with
regard to this wide-ranging topic.
Since 1990 exhibitions on the beginnings of Ice Age art were periodically presented in the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren. Further exhibitions were
coordinated and effected by the Alb-Donau and Heidenheim District administrations as well as the Gesellschaft für Urgeschichte, informing the local population
about the importance of the region in this regard. Moreover, several times a year
the Urgeschichtliche Museum featured lectures on the Ice Age, Ice Age art and
related topics.
In 2009 the major Baden-Württemberg State exhibition, “Ice Age, Art and Culture”, organised and mounted in Stuttgart by the Archäologisches Landesmuseum Baden-Württemberg, attracted some 98,000 visitors. The exhibition provided an outline summary of human pre-history, from the hunter-gatherers of the
earliest times through to the beginning of settlement living. One particular point
of focus in this context was the presentation of the animal and human figurines
from the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” as originals. Works of art from a
great number of other important archaeological sites from the Palaeolithic period elsewhere in Europe were also on display.
The Ice Age art from the caves of the Swabian Jura also played a central part in
the exhibition “Ice Age Art: the arrival of the modern mind” at the British Museum in London. The “Lion Man” from the Hohlenstein Stadel Cave acted in this
context as the centrepiece of the topic feature “Imagination”, to illustrate the
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ability of human beings to represent things which do not exist. The exhibition
attracted more than 100,000 visitors.
A new movable exhibition, which will focus in particular on the figurative art
and musical instruments discovered in the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”,
went on display for the first time in 2015. The travelling exhibition will kicked
off with representation of the State Baden-Württemberg at the European Union
in Brussels. The resources for putting this into operation were provided by the
Baden-Württemberg Foundation, the City of Ulm, the Alb-Donau District, the
Heidenheim District and the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg under the auspices of the umbrella brand “Weltkultursprung”.
The outcome

Fig. Volume II-58 Replication of the excavations
at the Hohle Fels in the
context of the large State
exhibition, “Ice Age, Art
and Culture” in Stuttgart,
2009.

All the measures referred to have previously proved to be very effective. They
contribute to an intensive dissemination of information about the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art”. In this context it can be seen that the local population
identify with the property, the caves, and the works of art discovered in them.
The World Heritage concept is being taken up by the people. With regard to
all the actions, very great care has been paid, and will be paid in the future, to
avoiding conflicts between presentation and promotion on the one hand, and
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the protection of the property on the other. The protection of the property in
this situation is accorded absolute priority.

Teaching resources
Portfolios / Excursion guides for schools
History and geography are standard subjects at German schools. For this reason
there is an entirely justified interest on the part of schools and other educational institutions to work with the experts involved, and to create a teaching
concept with special regard to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD).
This includes, among other things, excursions by school classes, which requires
the preparation and distribution of suitable teaching folders. The State Office
for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg is already involved in the creation of
such folders and programmes. As well as this, a cooperation between the State
Office for Cultural Heritage and the “Baden Württemberg State Media Centre” is
also planned. The intention here is that portfolios of archaeological and geological sites will be produced, which teachers can use for preparing for excursions
with school classes. Among others, it is intended that the nominated World
Heritage site, the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, should be included in a
portfolio, which will allow children and young people to make many discoveries
about World Heritage in general, as well as the value and vulnerability of the

Fig. Volume II-59 Lecture
for school children in the
Urgeschichtliches Museum
Blaubeuren.
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“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” in particular. In this context the State Office
for Cultural Heritage also envisages a cooperation with the UNESCO Associated
School Project Network. There are several UNESCO schools in Baden-Württemberg, some of which are situated close to the property, e.g. in Ulm, Tübingen and
Stuttgart.
Mention should be made here that the State Office for Cultural Heritage also
employs a professional teacher with great expertise in the public presentation of
cultural heritage protection themes. The State Office develops programmes and
teaching material and makes them freely available for schools (see http://www.
denkmalpflege-bw.de/service/bildung-neu.html).
Training
The Archäopark Vogelherd in Niederstotzingen as well as the Urgeschichtliches
Museum Blaubeuren have specifically trained and certified museum pedagogics
and guides, which inform tourists on-site about the caves and their relevance. As
well as this the tourism office offers training courses which are certified after the
Richtlinien des Bundesverbands der Gästeführer in Deutschland – BVGD (German National Tourist Guide Association). The Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian
Alb as well as the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark offer trainig courses
for nature guides certified after BANU (Bundesweiter Arbeitskreis der staatlich
getragenen Bildungsstätten im Natur- und Umweltschutz [National work group
of state educational institutions for the protection of nature and environment]).
It is planned to organise workshops at which these guides will be informed about
World Heritage, and about the outstanding universal value and vulnerability of
the property, so as to be able to pass this information on in a professional manner to other interested persons.
Museums and information points
As central information support points in the locality, mention must be made of
the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen and the Urgeschichtliches Museum
Blaubeuren, the latter of which informs for more than 50 years about the Palaeolithic in the region. These offer a broad range of training events, among them
initiatives for school classes, a variety of courses and workshops for children
and adults on the topic of the Stone Age, presentations of prehistoric artefacts,
guided tours of the sites, and special theme days.
The State budget for Baden-Württemberg will provide resources for 2015 and
2016 in the amount of 250,000 € in each case. These resources will enable measures and projects to be sponsored and promoted with the aim of developing a
common and holistic information system for the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art”. The selection of the projects which are to be sponsored in each case will be
made under the auspices of the State Office for Cultural Heritage, in conjunction
with the Coordination Group “Tourism”. These resources can be used, for exam-
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ple, for the establishment and extension of information points in the vicinity of
the Hohle Fels Cave in the Ach Valley and in the vicinity of the Hohlenstein in the
Lone Valley.
As well as this, a series of other museums and information centres within
Baden-Württemberg are dedicated to the effective distribution of information
among the public of topics associated with the archaeology of the Stone Age,
with particular reference to the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. These are
located in Stuttgart, Tübingen and Ulm. The museums and information centres
which are dedicated to the presentation of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art” are already cited in detail in the section on “Tourism and Visitor Guidance”
(see above).

Global transfer of knowledge, networks and international cooperation
Other World Heritage sites of a similar context and already registered, such as the
“Decorated Cave of Pont d‘Arc, known as Grotte Chauvet-Pont d‘Arc, Ardèche” and
the “Prehistoric Sites and Decorated Caves of the Vézère Valley”, and also World
Heritage sites actually located in Baden-Württemberg, such as the “Upper German-Raetian Limes” and the “Prehistoric Pile dwellings around the Alps”, as well as
UNESCO-associated sites, such as the “Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb”, and
the “Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark” have gathered broad experience
in the management of natural and cultural historic sites, cooperation, mutual exchange of information, and financing concepts. Every effort will therefore be made
to initiate an exchange with the respective sites in each case. The intention is that
this interaction should be achieved by, for example, mutual visits, workshops, joint
conferences, and ongoing communication. A stakeholder meeting has been organised in October 2015. The participants agreed on establishing a work group which
aims at achieving synergy effects between the UNESCO-related partner projects.
As well as this the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren and the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen are integrated into the international network of heritage sites “Ice Age Europe” (http://www.ice-age-europe.eu), which functions as an
umbrella brand. Here 18 sites across Europe joined forces to link information and
support important efforts to protect, research and disseminate the European Ice
Age heritage.
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Sustained usage

Sustainability strategy
The aim of all of the representatives of the different interests is to ensure the
sustained use of the World Heritage sites. The property nominated for the World
Heritage List, “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, combines the key considerations
of sustainability, such as was approved in the “Agenda 21” programme of action
by the United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development in June
1992 in Rio de Janeiro. A sustainability strategy of the State of Baden-Württemberg has been implemented in 2007, including special programmes and projects
of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). An expansion of the existing
developments in the context of sustainability is described in detail in the Catalogue of Measures. It has already been and is being implemented, inter alia, by
the LEADER programmes. This expansion is taking place in respect of “culture” on
the basis of human development. It is the basis of the economy, of ecology, and of
social matters in general.
One of the measures within the framework of the management of the nominated property, for example, is cooperation with a German university which maintains a chair for UNESCO World Heritage studies. The intention here is that a
sustainability study of the property should be initiated.

Economic goals and social goals
In view of the fact that structural disadvantages will probably arise in future for
the region in which the component parts of the nominated property are located, due to their rural character and demographic change, the significance of the
property as a beacon for establishing an identity in an economic and cultural
context is not to be underestimated. One of the aims of the registration of the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” on the UNESCO World Heritage List is to
enhance the attraction of the Swabian Jura as a tourist destination, and in particular the municipalities in the Lone Valley and Ach Valley. Tourism should in this
situation, in the sense of sustainability, be brought into harmony with the economic and social efforts of the municipalities. To this end, the risks and threats
which result from an increased number of visitors must be regulated within the
framework of a tourism concept.
The structural preconditions for the securing of sustainability have to a large extent already been created as a precursor to the nomination. For example, in the
towns and municipalities there are information resources and start points for
visitors, as well as a widespread museum landscape. Roads, paths, and parking
areas have been extended in order to meet the anticipated numbers and to regulate them. Further expansion and information measures are planned, and can
be initiated after the successful registration of the property on the World Her-
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itage List. The investments which have already been made in the development
of museums and information resources and the tourist infrastructure, as well as
the consequential increase in capacity are strengthening the regional economy.
In addition, through years of experience the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve Area
Swabian Alb and the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark have acquired
expert knowledge and competence in this field of activity. They have agreed to
share this knowledge and cooperate in a common network.

Ecological aims
Large areas of the component parts of the nominated property are part of landscape protection areas, bird protection areas, the Bisophere Reserve Area Swabian Alb and Flora-Fauna-Habitats. The ecological goal which has been set is
to retain this landscape in its previous context. This includes the protection of
bodies of water, flora and fauna. This will be achieved, among other measures,
by the guidance of the flow of visitors. Large parts of the valleys, and therefore
the property, can only be appreciated on foot or by bicycle. They are in part already connected to national and international cycling and hiking paths. In part,
too, their connection and extension has been and will be promoted within the
framework of a structure development programme such as LEADER. A sustained
experience of the property which is both close to nature and focused on nature
can therefore be guaranteed.

15
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Funding for conservation, monitoring, research and special projects to enhance
public outreach in the area of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” comes first and foremost - from the State of Baden-Württemberg, the State Office for
Cultural Heritage and the University of Tübingen. The total amount spent for
a variety of measures and projects over the past three years is approximately
15,000,000 €. This also includes funding from other sources, e.g. the European
Union in the context of the LEADER programme.

Conservation and monitoring
State
Within Germany, every Federal State is responsible for the provision of the financial and personnel resources to protect its archaeological monuments. The
Federal States aim in this context to achieve the high scientific standards which
are prescribed by national and international networks. The resources are integrated in the budgets of the Federal States.
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Federal State
The Ministry of Finance and Economics makes resources available to the State Office
for Cultural Heritage. The annual budget of the State Office for Cultural Heritage is
provided by the State of Baden-Württemberg and amounts to 24,540,000 € in 2015,
including 6,180,000 € for personnel. In addition, the State of Baden-Württemberg
finances the senior monument protection authorities. The lower monument protection authorities are funded by the respective districts and municipalities.
The State Office for Cultural Heritage is ready to meet the costs which will be
incurred in the future for the planned World Heritage “Caves with the oldest Ice
Age art”. As well as this, a range of different archaeological projects are already
being promoted in the two nominated component parts, among others by the
Denkmalstiftung Baden-Württemberg (Cultural Heritage Foundation) and the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG - German Research Foundation).
Monitoring and supervision of the conservation of the sites of the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art” fall within the scope of the tasks of the public authorities
concerned. The State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg develops
strategies which contribute to the conservation, protection and monitoring of
the cave sites, and implements them. It also has its own laboratories, with fulltime restorer personnel. Here, all the objects which derive from excavations by
the State Office for Cultural Heritage can be restored and prepared accordingly.

State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg (LAD)
The UNESCO Working Group at the LAD (Landesamt für Denkmalpflege) includes
as members the President of the State Office for Cultural Heritage and an expert
on the Palaeolithic. Since October 2012 one and since January 2015 another of
the scientific personnel at the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg have been concerned exclusively with the nomination of the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art”. Together they form the World Heritage Coordination
Office. Among the tasks involved, besides the formulation of the application,
is the servicing of the property, the organisation of the management, and the
interlinking of the different areas of interest during the nomination.
Based on the positive experiences in the field of World Heritage management
with the existing archaeological World Heritage sites in Baden-Württemberg,
the “Prehistoric Pile dwellings around the Alps” and the “Upper German-Rhaetian Limes”, which in each case are serviced by an individual manager, a qualified
manager has also been permanently appointed for the “Caves with the oldest
Ice Age art”, at the State Office for Cultural Heritage, who represents and coordinates the administration and deals with the issues of the nominated property
as a permanent task.
The resources necessary for the management of the nominated property derive
from the current budget of the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Würt-
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temberg. For 2015, for example, a total of 352,000 € was available for work in
the area of the nominated property.

University of Tübingen
At the Institute of Prehistory, Early Prehistory and Medieval Archaeology at the
University of Tübingen, a Professor and a senior academic consultant are assigned as permanent staff to research into the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art”. They are supported by a whole range of personnel, who are financed from
third-party resource projects (see below).

Museums and information centres
Trained specialist personnel manage the different museums and information centres. They in turn provide guides for assisting visitors and to implement their educational guidelines, who hold an appropriate scientific or professional qualification.

Institution

2013

2014

2015

University of Tübingen

565,000

565,000

565,000

State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg

230,000

225,000

352,000

Archäopark Vogelherd
Niederstotzingen

200,000

450,000

450,000

Urgeschichtliches Museum
Blaubeuren

450,000

780,000

650,000

1,445,000

1,690,000

1,687,000

Total

Tab. Volume II-18 Overview of the approximate annual ongoing costs (in €) for the
different institutions in Baden-Württemberg, which are associated with the nomination of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. Not listed are expenditures for regular
members of staff.

Measure

Amount

Establishment of the Archäopark
Vogelherd Niederstotzingen

2,000,000

Refurbishment of the
Urgeschichtliches Museum
Blaubeuren

7,780,000

World origin of culture Exhibition
Information system
Total

80,000
500,000
10,360,000

Tab. Volume II-19 Overview of one-off costs (in €) for development measures in the
area of the sites of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, financed by different institutions in Baden-Württemberg and the European Union (Archäopark Vogelherd - LEADER).
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Research
Introduction
In the last ten years, archaeological research in the “Caves with the oldest Ice
Age art” has been mainly carried out by two different working groups. Members of the Institute of Prehistory, Early Prehistory and Medieval Archaeology at
the University of Tübingen and staff from the State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg also participate in this scientific and conservationist work.

State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg
The first working group, under the directorship of Professor Claus Wolf and
Professor Claus-Joachim Kind is based at the State Office for Cultural Heritage
Baden-Württemberg. As well as issues relating to the history of the settlement
in the caves, the working group also focuses on the aspects involving the care
of cultural heritage. This includes, among other things, the documentation and
assessment of known and newly discovered sites. One of the prime tasks is also
the investigation of valley sections of the Swabian Jura for traces of Palaeolithic
settlements. It is only by discovery that previously unknown sites can be provided with the appropriate protection.
The State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg carried out excavations between 2008 and 2013 in the Stadel Cave in Hohlenstein, and from 2014
to 2015 in newly discovered locations such as the Frauenfels and Buschlenberg
Cave sites. The aim of this work was to answer the question as to whether there
are still archaeological layers at these sites which contain archaeological finds.
Following this, strategies were developed to provide optimum protection for the
sites. The resources necessary for this derived from the current budget of the
State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg.

University of Tübingen
The working group at the University of Tübingen is under the directorship of
Professor Nicholas J. Conard. The scientific personnel of this group are primarily
concerned with research into the Palaeolithic period, and in particular with the
processes which led to the settlement of Europe by Homo sapiens. The members
of the working group at the University of Tübingen include, as well as a Professor
and a senior academic consultant, students working for Masters degrees, Doctorates, and post-Doctorate persons as well. They dedicate their scientific work
in each case to a part aspect of the overall topic, which includes in particular
research into the Palaeolithic in the Swabian Jura and especially the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art”. Two excavation technicians are also engaged within the
group.
Over the past few decades there have been regular archaeological excavations
in the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. By way of example, since 1997 the
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University of Tübingen has been digging annually at Hohle Fels, and there have
also been excavations in the Geißenklösterle and in the Vogelherd Cave, as well
as investigations at the Fetzershaldenhöhle. The costs of this work, and for the
scientific personnel are predominantly covered by third-party resources, made
available to the Institute of Prehistory, Early Prehistory and Medieval Archaeology at the University of Tübingen. At the present time, under the directorship of
Professor Nicholas J. Conard, the working group is availed of an annual budget
of some 565,000 €. Included in this budget is an annual contribution of 35,000 €
by the Alb-Donau District to support research projects of the University of Tübingen, such as excavations and scientific analysis.

Other research resources
In addition to this, other researchers are also concerned with particular topic areas associated with the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. Their range of work
extends, among other considerations, to laboratory investigations, radiocarbon
dating, OSL dating, TL dating, and research into the Palaeolithic environment.
Usually they are funded by other institutions or organisations.

Development of information system, museum work and exhibitions
A range of museums and information centres are dedicated to the dissemination, with public relations effects, of information on subjects associated with the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. Mention may be made in this context, as key
information sources in the close vicinity, of the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen and the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren. These provide a broad
spectrum of educational events, among them initiatives for school classes, a
range of courses and workshops for children and adults on the topic of the Stone
Age, presentations of prehistoric artefacts, guided tours of the sites, and special
theme days. Other museums which provide information about the caves and
display the finds discovered in them are located in Stuttgart, Tübingen, and Ulm.
The costs for the construction of the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen
were financed by resources from the LEADER Action Group for the Brenz region,
the Federal State of Baden-Württemberg and the Heidenheim District (altogether 2,000,000 €). The Förderverein Eiszeitkunst e.V. (Ice Age Art Promotional Association), the town of Niederstotzingen and private sponsors bear the running
expenses of the information centre (between 200,000 and 450,000 € per year).
The refurbishment of the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren was guaranteed by resources from the Federal Government, the State of Baden-Württemberg, the Tourism Association of the State of Baden-Württemberg, the promotional association of the museum, the Gesellschaft für Urgeschichte and the
township of Blaubeuren (altogether 7,780,000 €). The running expenses amount
to between 450,000 and 780,000 € per year.
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For 2015 a travelling exhibition has been realised, within the framework of the
“Weltkultursprung” umbrella organisation, relating to the Ice Age art in the caves
of the Swabian Jura. The resources for putting this into operation were provided by
the Baden-Württemberg Foundation, the Alb-Donau District, the Heidenheim District, the City of Ulm and the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg
(altogether 80,000 €).
In order to expand the information network relating to the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” on a regional level, and sensitising visitors locally, the State of
Baden-Württemberg has provided further resources to extend the information
system in the area of the nominated property (altogether 500,000 € for 2015
and 2016). With the aid of these resources, for example, it is intended that an
information centre will be established at the Hohle Fels in the Ach Valley. It is
further envisaged to connect the information network for the “Caves with the
oldest Ice Age art” with the Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb information
network, thus creating synergy effects. In parts this cooperation has already
been realised. For instance, the biosphere reserve info centre Schelklingen-Hütten informs about the biosphere reserve area as well as the archaeological context of the nearby Hohle Fels.
Fig. Volume II-60 Travelling
exhibition regarding Ice
Age art in the caves of the
Swabian Jura.
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World Heritage
In view of the fact that, within Germany, the Federal States are responsible for
the protection and management of cultural heritage, they are able to make proposals for the “List of cultural and natural heritage items which the Federal Republic of Germany should submit for adoption onto the UNESCO list of world
cultural and natural heritage”. The Federal States undertake, in this context, to
fulfil the tasks which derive from an inscription on the World Heritage List.
The Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs of the Federal States in the Federal Republic of Germany (known for short as the Culture Ministers Conference or KMK) in Berlin and Bonn is responsible for the coordination of the
outward cultural policy between the Federal Government and the governments of the
Federal States, as well as for international and European cooperation arrangements
which relate to cultural issues. It coordinates the reporting to the World Heritage Centre, and appoints one or more culture delegate(s) to the World Heritage Committee.
In Germany, in line with its responsibility under the Constitution, the KMK evaluates
and comes to an agreement on the ranking of the proposals by the Länder for the
UNESCO list of world cultural and natural heritage. They are then compiled at the Secretariat of the Culture Ministers Conference to form one uniform list (Tentative List)
in accordance with the UNESCO criteria. After approval by the Culture Ministers Conference, this then serves as the basis for future nominations to World Heritage. The
current Tentative List was approved by decision of the Culture Ministers Conference
of 12.06.2014. For this purpose, the Culture Ministers Conference made recourse to
a specialist consultation body, composed of eleven international experts, whose brief
was to examine and appraise the nominations with regard to their qualification. The
decision is based on the recommendations given in the final report by the consultation body for extending the Tentative List (see Annex - Chapter 3).
The consultation body has made recommendations within Category 1 (outstanding universal value and the fulfilment of the “Filling the Gaps” criteria) in accordance with standing instructions for seven sites for adoption onto the German
Tentative List. It proposed that the sites be nominated in the order shown below
for inclusion on the World Heritage List as from 2016:
• Caves with the oldest Ice Age art (Application 4)
• Jewish Cemetery, Altona Königstraße (Application 14)
• Hydraulic Engineering and Hydropower, Drinking Water and Decorative
Fountains in Augsburg (Application 7)
• Darmstadt Artists’ Colony Mathildenhöhe (Application 12)
• SchUM cities of Speyer, Worms and Mainz (Application 20)
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• Old Synagogue and Mikveh in Erfurt – Testimonies of everyday life, religion and town history between change and continuity (Application 30)
• Alpine and pre-alpine meadow and marsh landscapes (historic anthropogenic landscapes in the area of Werdenfelser Land, Ammergau, Staffelsee
and Murnauer Moos, district of Garmisch-Partenkirchen) (Application 8)
The consultation body recommended that the application for the “Caves with the oldest
Ice Age art“ should be put in first position, since the property belongs to a category which
is still considerably under-represented on the World Heritage List. Furthermore, the proposal fulfils the criteria developed by the HEADS Programme (Human Evolution: Adaptations, Dispersals and Social Developments) for nominations of archaeological sites to
World Heritage (see Annex). The preparers of the application initiated the management
structures necessary, so that nomination would be possible within a short space of time.

Management structure and coordination
The conservation, management, and development of nominated national serial sites
require close cooperation between all the representatives of different interests, but in
particular between owners and the public authorities. In order to make the management of the serial property being nominated here, the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art”, capable of being handled by an efficient structure, a multi-stage management
system was developed. This involves representatives from all administrative levels and
representatives of different interests, and facilitates communication within the respective interest sectors, such as conservation, cultural and nature heritage protection,
tourism, administration, and research. These sectors are interlinked within different
steering and coordination groups, and coordinate the corresponding task sectors. The
respective steering and coordination groups hold regular meetings, coordinated by
the State Office for Cultural Heritage and the WHS-Secretariat.

World Heritage Coordination Office at the State Office for Cultural
Heritage Baden-Württemberg - World Heritage Site-Secretariat (WH
Coordination Office / WHS-Secretariat)
In order to guarantee coordination of the management of the serial property on an
operational level, the World Heritage Coordination Group (WHS-Secretariat) has
been established at the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg. The
State Office for Cultural Heritage at the Regional Administrative Council of Stuttgart
is the competent expert authority responsible for the technical aspects of cultural
heritage upkeep in Baden-Württemberg. In accordance with the management plan,
the rulings and function of the Secretariat have been recognised and accepted by all
the representatives of the different interests involved. The Secretariat is composed
of several members of the State Office for Cultural Heritage. It includes the President
of the State Office for Cultural Heritage and two experts on Stone Age archaeology.
These include, as a permanent position, the manager of the “Caves with the oldest
Ice Age art”. In agreement with all the representatives of interests and the Ministry of
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Finance and Economics of Baden-Württemberg, as the supreme monument protection authority, the members of the Secretariat prepare the nomination dossier.
Organisation:

Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Baden-Württemberg im
Regierungspräsidium Stuttgart
Address:
Berliner Str. 12,
D-73728 Esslingen am Neckar, Germany
Tel:		+49 (0)711 904 45-109
Fax:		+49 (0)711 904 45-444
E-mail: 		abteilung8@rps.bwl.de
Website:		
http://denkmalpflege-bw.de

Fig. Volume II-61 Management structure of all
stakeholders involved in the
nomination process.
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Steering Committee “Caves“
The “Caves” Steering Committee is made up of all the representatives of interests
associated with the World Heritage site, with the exception of the tourist associations. These include the Ministry of Finance and Economics of Baden-Württemberg, the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg, the museums,
the associations, the University of Tübingen, and the representatives of the districts, townships and municipalities. The members of the Steering Committee
agree with one another on all the measures which affect World Heritage. It is
to be regarded as the central controlling body of the processes on the regional
level. The steering committee consists of the following members:
• Ministry of Finance and Economics
• State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg
• Municipality of Asselfingen
• Township of Blaubeuren
• Township of Herbrechtingen
• Township of Niederstotzingen
• Municipality of Öllingen
• Municipality of Rammingen
• Township of Schelklingen
• Alb-Donau District
• Regional District of Heidenheim
• Archäopark Vogelherd
• Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren
• Archäologisches Landesmuseum
• Museum of the University of Tübingen (MUT)
• Ulmer Museum
• Institute of Prehistory, Early Prehistory and Medieval Archaeology, University of Tübingen

Coordination Group “Tourism”
The Coordination Group “Tourism“ is composed of all the representatives of interests associated with World Heritages with regard to tourism and conservation. These also include the tourism associations, Tourismus Marketing GmbH
Baden-Württemberg (TMBW), Schwäbische Alb Tourismusverband e.V. (SAT) and
Ulm/Neu-Ulm Touristik GmbH (UNT) and the “World origin of culture” umbrella
organisation.
Representatives of the regional districts and municipalities also belong to this
coordination group, as do the local associations concerned. The State Office for
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Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg represents the interests of cultural heritage care and upkeep within the coordination group. The aim is to harmonise the
requirements of tourism and the protection of the World Heritage site, in order
to guarantee its conservation by sustained usage.
As well as this, representatives of the Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb and
of the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark are also represented in this
body. Aims and measures are likewise agreed on with representatives of the
LEADER Action Group for the Brenz region. The Coordination Group “Tourism”
includes members of the following institutions and associations:
• State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg
• Tourismus Marketing GmbH Baden-Württemberg (TMBW)
• Schwäbische Alb Tourismusverband e.V. (SAT)
• Ulm/Neu-Ulm Touristik GmbH (UNT)
• “World origin of culture” umbrella organisation
• Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb
• Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark
• LEADER Action Group, Brenz region
• Archäopark Vogelherd
• Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren
• Archäologisches Landesmuseum
• Museum of the University of Tübingen (MUT)
• Ulmer Museum
• Landesmuseum Württemberg
• “Lonetal Verein e.V.”
• “Gesellschaft für Urgeschichte und Förderverein Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren e.V.” (GfU)
• “Museumsgesellschaft Schelklingen Verein für Heimatgeschichte e.V.”
• “Förderverein Eiszeitkunst Lonetal e.V.”

Coordination Group “Conservation, Research and Monitoring”
The Coordination Group “Conservation, Research and Monitoring” consists of
members who are mainly concerned with the conservation and scientific needs of
the World Heritage site. These representatives include researchers and protectors
of cultural heritage, who are primarily engaged at the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg and at the University of Tübingen. The municipalities
and the local associations support the State Office for Cultural Heritage, for example by regular monitoring of the property. Thanks to their direct presence, the
local representatives have the best overview of any changes which could exert an
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effect on the World Heritage site. In this context, in some municipalities, recourse
can also be made to municipal enforcement officers (Feldschütze - field protection
personnel) to check on the condition of the property. The ranges of tasks of the
local representatives, as well as cultural heritage upkeep, also include the regular
monitoring of the property. The coordination group is therefore a body which can
react swiftly to any problems which might arise.
The Coordination Group “Conservation, Research and Monitoring” consists of
the following members:
• State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg
• Institute of Prehistory, Early Prehistory and Medieval Archaeology, University of Tübingen
• Municipality of Asselfingen
• Township of Blaubeuren
• Township of Herbrechtingen
• Township of Niederstotzingen
• Municipality of Öllingen
• Municipality of Rammingen
• Township of Schelklingen

Steering Committee and Coordination Committee “Ice Age Art”
At the regional organisational level, the local stakeholders have joined forces to
create the AGDEK, the Working Association Umbrella Organisation for Ice Age
Art. The Association is composed of two bodies, the coordination committee
and the steering committee. In this situation, the coordination committee carries out the work on the operational level. The steering committee is the decision-making body. These two bodies have worked together on the development
of the umbrella organisation, with the logo “Weltkultursprung” / “World origin
of culture” and a common corporate design. The intention is that this corporate
design should be used in a suitable form in publicity media and at the presentation locations, the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren, Ulmer Museum,
and the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen. As well as this, the participants
have announced the development of joint publicity media and a uniform information concept with a common Homepage as the aim of their efforts.
By way of the joint information concept, the coordination committee, which also
includes the State Office for Cultural Heritage as representative of the conservation and scientific concerns of the World Heritage site, is working both towards
the sensitisation of the local population to the value of the culture site as well as
towards increasing the familiarity of the nominated property. It is in this context,
for example, that the concept of a moving exhibition on the topic of Ice Age Art
has been created.

Management

Fig. Volume II-62 Organigram of the umbrella brand “Weltkultursprung” (World origin
of culture).
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Representatives of interests
Local associations
There are four local associations which are actively involved in the protection
and upkeep of the nominated property of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art”. These are:
• Museumsgesellschaft Schelklingen Verein für Heimatgeschichte e.V.
• Gesellschaft für Urgeschichte und Förderverein des Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren e.V. (GfU)
• Lonetal Verein e.V.
• Förderverein Eiszeitkunst Lonetal e.V.
These local associations provide support in the care and conservation of the cultural heritage monuments at the property. They regard the maintaining of cultural heritage as a social duty. This is based on the fact, among others, that the
monuments, as visible witnesses to history, have great significance as identity
markers. Thanks to their non-profit work for the common good, the associations
are strengthening regional identity, and sensitising local people to the cultural
historical value of World Heritage (see Chapter 8).

University of Tübingen
The scientists at the Institute of Prehistory, Early Prehistory and Medieval Archaeology at the University of Tübingen have been working for decades on researching the archaeological sites of the property. Together with the State Office
for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg, the University of Tübingen is regarded as a central research body, and therefore as a fundamental factor in the gaining of information about the property. It was only thanks to this scientific work
that the unique value of the archaeological sites became apparent.
In order to retain the outstanding universal value of the property in the future too,
it is the declared aim to broaden knowledge about the property by way of an active research programme, and advance to new findings. In this context, efforts will
be made conduct sustained research into the finds locations inside the property.

Regional authorities / governments
Further important and fundamental support for the property comes from the
regional administrative authorities, represented by the respective State Council Office (Alb-Donau District and District of Heidenheim). They form the basic
framework for the administration of the property, and are therefore key players
in the coordination of the upkeep, financial, and tourism aspects.

Management

Townships and municipalities
On the local level, the townships and municipalities are responsible for the management of the property (Asselfingen, Blaubeuren, Herbrechtingen, Niederstotzingen, Öllingen, Rammingen, Schelklingen). The municipalities act in this context in cooperation with the various different regional authorities, associations,
and working groups, such as the “Ice Age Art” Steering committee and coordination committee. In agreement with the district and State authorities, they carry
out ecological and cultural heritage improvement measures, and optimise the
efforts towards sustained tourism at the site property.
Township / Municipality

Component part

District

Asselfingen

Lone Valley

Alb-Donau

Blaubeuren

Ach Valley

Alb-Donau

Herbrechtingen

Lone Valley

Heidenheim

Niederstotzingen

Lone Valley

Heidenheim

Öllingen

Lone Valley

Alb-Donau

Rammingen

Lone Valley

Alb-Donau

Schelklingen

Ach Valley

Alb-Donau

Tab. Volume II-21 Townships and municipalities within the property.

Museums / information centres
Finds, reconstructions and the history of research into the Palaeolithic settlement of the Swabian Jura are presented in a substantial number of museums
and visitor centres. They convey the extraordinary value of the sites and of the
finds from the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”. The museums and information centres of the property include the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren
and the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen in and close to the property of
the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, as well as the Ulmer Museum, the MuMuseum /
Information centre

Township / Municipality

Component part

Archäopark Vogelherd

Niederstotzingen

Lone Valley

Urgeschichtliches Museum

Blaubeuren

Ach Valley

Hohle Fels Information Centre

Schelklingen

Ach Valley

Lindenau Information Centre

Rammingen

Lone Valley

Landesmuseum Württemberg

Stuttgart

external

Ulmer Museum

Ulm

external

Museum Schloss Hohentübingen

Tübingen

external

Tab. Volume II-20 Museums and information centres with finds objects from the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
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seum Schloss Hohentübingen, and the Landesmuseum Württemberg in Stuttgart as external facilities. The Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren functions
as a central point, presenting all aspects of the Palaeolithic. It is intended that
other information points should be created or expanded at the Hohle Fels near
Schelklingen and in the vicinity of the Hohlenstein Stadel Cave. This regional
scattering of the presentation locations will alleviate the tourist pressure which
will be incurred by the anticipated rise in the numbers of visitors to property.
The main task areas of the museums, information centres, and information
points are public relations work, the sensitisation of the local population towards World Heritage concepts, and the sustained guidance and regulating of
visitors in the tourist context.

Tourism associations
For the area of the nominated component parts of the Lone Valley and Ach Valley,
there are at present different tourism plans in hand (see Chapter 5.d [Volume I]).
The tourism plan of the Schwäbische Alb Tourismusverband e.V. (SAT) can in this
context be regarded as an overall concept for the region. As well as this, the representatives of tourism interests and the municipalities have joined forces under the
umbrella organisation dubbed “World origin of culture” in the “Ice Age Art” Steering Committee and Coordination Committee, in order to create a sustained tourist
marketing concept and guarantee the conservation of the cultural historically valuable property. Additionally the Touristik GmbH Ulm/Neu-Ulm (UNT) is responsible for the marketing of the tourist aspects of the towns of Ulm and Neu-Ulm. As
a cross-regional tourism association in Baden-Württemberg, there is Tourismus
Marketing GmbH Baden-Württemberg (TMBW). Furthermore, the touristic highlights of the region are managed and advertised by the administration of the AlbDonau (Fachdienst Ländlicher Raum/Kreisentwicklung) and Heidenheim Districts.
The tourism associations publicise the sights and attractions in the respective
areas. They harmonise their activities within the Coordination Group “Tourism”.
The coordination group also serves as a valuable instrument for communication
with other representatives of different interests, such as the municipalities, the
museums, and the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg. The
State Office for Cultural Heritage has the possibility of taking effect, by way of
the coordination group, on the tourism representatives. The aim is to create a
sustained tourism programme.

Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb
The aims of the Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb are concentrated on sustained regional development with man and nature in harmony. In this situation,
the focus is on the protection and development of the cultural landscape created by man. This includes the promotion of the historico-cultural heritage and
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geotopes, as well as the fostering of science and research in compliance with the
provisions and regulations of nature and monument protection.
In 2011 the work group “historico-cultural heritage” (Arbeitskreis “Historisch-Kulturelles Erbe”) has been established. There under the guidance of representatives of the Biosphere Reserve Area, representatives of the communities,
districts, members of the State Office for Cultural heritage as well as scientist
meet and share knowledge and information. They develop, test and implement
measures to improve the historico-cultural knowledge of the region.

Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark
The tasks of the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark can be subdivided
into three sectors. The prime focus is on the protection of the geological heritage and the presentation of geological topics in the context of environment formation. Likewise important, however, are sustained regional development and
scientific research within the Park.

LEADER and LEADER+
By way of the programme “Liaison entre actions de développement de l‘économie rurale” (LEADER), (“Links between the rural economy and development
actions”), the EU and the State of Baden-Württemberg are promoting innovative
projects to strengthen the rural sector. Cultural heritage is seen as a major development factor. Thus the current LEADER-Project aims, as one of its thematic focuses, at preserving the cultural and natural heritage of the region. The LEADER
action area of the Brenz region has been in place since the year 2000. It comprises large parts of the District of Heidenheim, as well as sections of the Alb-Donau
and Ostalb Districts. Since 2015 the LEADER Programme has been providing
renewed promotion for the Brenz region. Inter alia, the Archäopark Vogelherd
Niederstotzingen has been partly financed with resources from LEADER.

Initial situation and management obligation
The first ideas for a World Heritage nomination were voiced in the year 1999
by Nicholas Conard, Professor at the Institute of Prehistory, Early History and
Medieval Archaeology at the University of Tübingen and Dr. Wolfgang Schürle,
then Regional Councillor of the Alb-Donau District. In 2000, Professor Conard
contacted the State Ministry of Baden-Württemberg describing the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art” and their particular value to the origins of culture. He was
informed that the State government of Baden-Württemberg would be striving to
place the nomination onto the German Tentative List as soon as it will be updated. Nine years later, in April 2009 a meeting was held between the representatives of the parties concerned, the municipalities, districts, museums, the State
Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg, the University of Tübingen, and
the State of Baden-Württemberg, to discuss plans for a nomination of the “Caves
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with the oldest Ice Age art” for the World Heritage List. It was decided unanimously to try for a nomination for the Tentative List of the Federal Republic of
Germany. At the beginning of 2012, the Standing Conference of the Ministers
of Education and Cultural Affairs of the Federal States in the Federal Republic of
Germany (Culture Ministers Conference, KMK) called upon the different Federal
States to submit, by December 2012, a maximum of three proposals for rounding off the German Tentative List. Following its former commitment, the State of
Baden-Württemberg proposed the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” for the
German Tentative List. An expert assessment of the written preliminary applications was carried out in the two following years by expert commissions selected
by the Culture Ministers Conference. A detailed evaluation of the application
and of the property proposed for the nomination, “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art” took place in February 2014. In June 2014 the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age
art” were adopted for the Tentative List of the Federal Republic of Germany, and
put in first place (see Annex).
From the outset it was the declared aim to include the archaeological phenomena in question in their entirety, within the framework of a serial national nomination. For this purpose, an intensive cooperation undertaking was initiated
between the representatives of all national, state-wide and regional interests,
with the intention of preparing a joint application. The nomination dossier was
completed in 2015.
By putting a property forward for World Heritage status, the Federal Republic
of Germany is committing to the protection and maintaining of the respective
property and to putting into effect the specified archaeological preconditions.
This present Management Plan (Volume II) describes the management and management structure of the property.

Commitment of the representatives of interests
All the representatives of interests involved in the World Heritage nomination
for the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” have formally agreed on the necessity and advantage of a joint management plan for the national serial property.
The “World Heritage Coordination Office at the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg” (WHS-Secretariat) has coordinated and defined the
management plan, and determined the working methods and procedures. The
representatives of interests have agreed on unified aims and principles within the framework of a joint management arrangement, and have accepted the
management strategy as an overall concept (see Annex - Chapters 2 and 5).

Aims and strategy
The intention is that, by the development of an appropriate management system,
which integrates the different legal and administrative levels, with their specific
skills and areas of expertise, the strategy of the management plan and the aims
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associated with it will be put into full effect. This strategy includes the creation of a
master plan (Catalogue of Measures), defining the appropriate actions and measures, and then putting them into effect within a specific time frame. Every stakeholder fulfils particular legal and administrative tasks within the management
strategy. As a result, each plays a part in the coordination network, and benefits
from this cooperation within the nomination procedure as a whole. The planning
concentrates in this context on the development of uniform standard guidelines
(such as concepts of sustained visitor management and conservation), the possibility of exchange, and communications and public relations, as well as the continuation of research and capacity building. The measures are aimed at achieving
excellent management, as well as the protection and conservation of the property,
in order to provide added support for its credibility.
The guidelines and provisions for the actions of all the partners are specified as
uniform goals for the different areas of activity. This uniform programming is a
precondition for guaranteeing coherence within the different areas of activity,
and the determination of these domains is in this context based on the “C‘s”
of the UNESCO strategy, as specified both in the Budapest Declaration (WC-02/
CONF.202/25,9) as well as in the HEADS action plan (World Heritage Papers 29,
66‑72) as a management programming procedure. An additional ‘C’ for coordination has been taken as an integral consideration.

Activity domain 1: Securing the coordination of the parties involved
(Coordination)
• Public authorities involved, and all the parties jointly concerned, are coordinated within one information strategy. The information flow is transparent.
• The international, national, regional and local experts involved in the conservation and research of the World Heritage site form a network with a
very high performance capacity. Steering and coordination groups hold regular meetings.

Activity domain 2: Strengthening the credibility of the World Heritage
List (Credibility)
• All the parties involved strive for best possible performance (excellence)
in respect of management, protection, conservation, promotion, and research of the property.
• The demands and obligations which derive from nomination for World
Heritage status, and therefore the guidelines of the World Heritage Convention, will be met.
• Active participation and support by all the interest groups involved is
guaranteed. This contributes towards excellent functional performance of
the World Heritage system.
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Activity domain 3: Securing the conservation of the World Heritage
sites (Conservation)
• The outstanding universal value, the historical authenticity, and the integrity of the nominated property will be safeguarded.
• In general, disturbances in the ground in the area of the property will
be largely avoided. Any building undertakings must be assessed and approved by the State Office for Cultural Heritage Baden-Württemberg. If
it is intended that archaeological research work should be carried out,
complete scientific documentation will be prepared. Archaeological excavations within the property will therefore serve to increase knowledge.
Excavation projects are however limited. Only selected projects with detailed scientific question and justified objectives are authorized. The excavations have to be conducted using the latest techniques and methods.
• Monument protection authorities guarantee that a considerable and scientifically relevant part of the existing archaeological and geological substance within the property is preserved as an archive of the outstanding
universal value for future generations.
• Regular monitoring will be carried out in order to guarantee the maintaining of the property. In this context the existing methodology will be
regularly assessed and improved.
• Programmes will be created which can monitor the effects of tourism on the
property. In order to ensure sustained visiting of the property, if required, a
corresponding regulating procedure for the tourist presence will be imposed.
• The existing structures and finds will be documented and archived in order to monitor their status of conservation. The State Office for Cultural
Heritage Baden-Württemberg further inspects requests for excavation
permissions and documents its decisions in a verifiable way.

Activity domain 4: Development and promotion of measures for efficient capacity building (Capacity building) / Strengthening the cooperation (Cooperation)
• The management will strive to expand and enhance the knowledge, capacities and readiness for action of those persons who bear direct responsibility for the World Heritage status.
• It is intended that decision-makers and other persons with responsibility
should be granted power of representation, in order in this way to achieve
an improvement in the institutional structures and processes.
• A dynamic relationship between cultural heritage and its environment will
be established and intensified.
• The cooperation and exchange with the UNESCO Regional Offices (Biosphere Reserve Area Swabian Alb, Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global
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Geopark) will be intensified, in order to be able to implement changes /
improvements for World Heritage sites in accordance with the provisions
of the World Heritage Manual, rapidly and effectively.
• Training and research programmes with international participation will be
set up, in order to render the exchange of knowledge easier and faster.
• Knowledge and findings which relate to the conservation of the “Caves
with the oldest Ice Age art” will be shared.
• Expert and specialist knowledge will be improved by ongoing discussion
and cooperation.

Activity domain 5: Enhancing public awareness and their involvement
and support by communication and education (Communication)
• A superordinated, sustained and unified visitor and information concept
(GIC) will be created (sensitising of the public to the topic, and their integration and support, incorporating the concept of Education for Sustainable Development [ESD]).
• The uniform communication and public relations strategy will keep the
general public informed of the need for the protection of the property
and of their outstanding universal value. International, national, regional,
and local decision making bodies are well aware of the value of the “Caves
with the oldest Ice Age art”.
• The transfer of knowledge from the maintainers of cultural heritage to
educational institutions will be intensified.
• Exchanges and communication with representatives of scientific institutions will be expanded. Universities and research institutions will receive
access to relevant data, and exchange this on a regular basis.

Activity domain 6: Integration of the local municipalities (Communities)
• The people who live in and around the property will be informed in detail
about the World Heritage status. The intention here is to promote the
identification of the residents of the region with the property. The aim is
for them to be fully aware of the outstanding universal value of the site.
• The active participation of the municipalities in the upkeep, conservation,
and management will be promoted. The required financial investments
are to be regarded with the proviso of the financial and economic capability of the townships and municipalities.
• Local decision-making bodies will be involved in direct on-site measures.
• The community representatives responsible have access to the national
and international network of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”.
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17

Catalogue of Measures

Measures concerning the entire property
Activity domain 1: Coordination

Mgmt-1.1

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Establishment of stakeholder network

Characterisation and progress
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Aims

Consistent communication between all stakeholders in order to
ensure expedient planning and efficient implementation of all
measures, projects and programmes concerning the WHS.

Actions

1) All stakeholders meet and agree on WH nomination.
2) Establish communication network and management structure.
3) Implement and hold regular meetings.

Involved parties

All stakeholders under the direction of the State Office for Cultural
Heritage.

Schedule

2009
Permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budgets of all parties.

Description of measure

All stakeholders meet regularly in a newly formed Steering
Committee “Caves”. A basic management structure, led and
financed by the Ministry of Finance and Economics, is built around
the Steering Committee “Caves”. The State Office for Cultural
Heritage supervises the actions undertaken towards a nomination. All
stakeholders exchange information about the nomination in regular
meetings and work towards a coordinated management structure.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Coordination, capacity building / cooperation.

Progress of measure

Network of all stakeholders with different coordination groups,
steering committees, etc., is established. Stakeholders meet on a
regular basis.

Actions 1) - 3)
Action 3)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 1: Coordination

Mgmt-1.2

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Implementation of WHS-Secretariat
Aims

An operational secretariat, including a coordinator for the WHS,
responsible for the nomination, management and monitoring of the
property.

Actions

1) Clarification of administrative processes between Ministry of
Finance and Economics and the State Office for Cultural Heritage.
2) Clarification of logistics (job location, facilities, etc.).
3) Recruitment and employment of scientific staff, including
Coordinator for WHS.
4) Preparation of nomination file.
5) Management and monitoring of WHS.

Involved parties

Ministry of Finance and Economics,
State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2011 - 2012
2012
2012 - 2015
permanently

Resources

Within budget of involved parties.

Description of measure

The Ministry of Finance and Economics has - in consultation with the
Steering Committee “Caves” - assigned the State Office for Cultural
Heritage to coordinate management of the nomination. The Ministry
of Finance and Economics and the State Office for Cultural Heritage
agree to finance and install logistics and staff of WHS-Secretariat.
Positions for the management of the WH nomination (permanent
and temporary) are advertised and filled. The secretariat‘s actions
and projects are determined in a regularly reviewed action plan.
At international level – together with the State Parties permanent
delegations to UNESCO and the national authorities – it acts as the
contact body for the World Heritage Centre and the World Heritage
Committee for all questions relating to the serial nomination. It
obtains and coordinates information from all stakeholders on any
public or private initiative relating to the components of the serial of
which it is aware and composes a draft of the Management Plan.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Coordination, credibility, conservation, capacity building /
cooperation, communication, communities.

Progress of measure

Secretariat is installed. Staff is employed.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 2)
Action 3) - 4)
Action 5)
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Activity domain 1: Coordination

Mgmt-1.3

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Implementation of coordination archive

Characterisation and progress

130

Aims

Archiving of all documents related to the nomination, management,
monitoring and processes concerning the property.

Actions

1) Establish archive at WHS-Secretariat.
2) All documents / minutes relevant for the WHS are sent to the
WHS-Secretariat.
3) Documents are archived and available for all stakeholders.

Involved parties

WHS-Secretariat in cooperation with all stakeholders.

Schedule

2012
Permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

The WHS-Secretariat is implementing a coordination archive for
all stakeholders. It obtains, stores and coordinates all documents
relating to the components of the serial property. All stakeholders are
requested to participate in sharing the relevant information.
Documents are available to all stakeholders.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Coordination.

Progress of measure

WHS archive is established. WHS-Secretariat stores all documents /
minutes.

Action 1)
Actions 2) - 3)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 1: Coordination

Mgmt-1.4

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Composition of Management Plan draft
Aims

Preparation of a comprehensive draft of the Management Plan for
the WHS and approval by all participating parties.

Actions

1) All stakeholders discuss relevant plans for WHS in the Steering
Committee “Caves” and coordination groups.
2) WHS-Secretariat elaborates Management Plan draft.
3) All stakeholders are regularly informed about the process of the
nomination and the content of the Management Plan.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage in cooperation with all stakeholders.

Schedule

2009 - 2015
2015
Permanently until final approval

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

The WHS-Secretariat coordinates the communication and the
establishment of the management structure. It prepares the
Management Plan and distributes the draft to all stakeholders.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Coordination, credibility.

Progress of measure

Steering Committee “Caves” and coordination groups have agreed
on general issues of property management. WHS-Secretariat has
generated draft of Management Plan.

Action 1)
Action 2)
Action 3)
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Activity domain 1: Coordination

Mgmt-1.5

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Formal approval of Management Plan

Characterisation and progress
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Aims

Formal approval of Management Plan by all participating
stakeholders.

Actions

1) All stakeholders have access to final version of Management Plan
draft. They discuss and insert any necessary modifications.
2) All stakeholders reach agreement on final version of Management
Plan.

Involved parties

All stakeholders under the direction of the State Office for Cultural
Heritage.

Schedule

2015

Resources

Within ordinary budget of all stakeholders.

Description of measure

The draft version of the Management Plan, prepared by the WHSSecretariat, is sent to all stakeholders. In meetings, aspects of
the plan that relate to the respective stakeholders are discussed.
In consultation with other stakeholders adjustments are made, if
necessary. All participants agree on a final version. A meeting is held
to sign the final version of the Management Plan.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Coordination, communication.

Progress of measure

Management Plan draft has been prepared by WHS-Secretariat. All
stakeholders have received Management Plan draft. Districts and
municipalities have agreed on final version.

Actions 1) - 2)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 1: Coordination

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Establishment of a fundraising concept

Mgmt-1.6

Aims

Establish a fundraising concept that fosters conservation, education,
research, credibility as well as sustainable development of the
property and the associated communities.

Actions

1) All stakeholders meet and discuss fields and necessities of
development, considering, first and foremost, conservation and
credibility.
2) Invite external stakeholders to cooperate (coordination groups).
3) Foster coordination with external stakeholders (workshops).
4) Set aims to generate future development projects and formulate
proposals for potential partners on international, national and
regional level (state / governmental / private funding).

Involved parties

All stakeholders.

Schedule

2009 - permanently
2016 - permanently
after inscription, thereafter
permanently

Resources

Workshops and meetings within ordinary budgets of all stakeholders.

Description of measure

Once inscribed, the serial property has a high potential as a vector
for further cooperation between States Parties, experts, research
entities, as well as communication on heritage preservation
in general. Besides financial support through federal, state and
regional authorities, partnerships with external stakeholders,
including the private sector, provide opportunities to further
strengthen these activities.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Coordination, capacity building / cooperation.

Progress of measure

Regular meetings on developmental projects are held (coordination
groups). Cooperation with external stakeholders such as
Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark, UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve Area Swabian Alb and tourism representatives has been
initiated.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)
Action 4)
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Activity domain 1: Coordination

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Establishment of a web-based information platform

Characterisation and progress
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Mgmt-1.7

Aims

All stakeholders are permanently informed about changes
and developments concerning the WHS. They have access to
information, minutes and databases specific to their fields of interest.

Actions

1) Install permanent web-based information platform (cloud
computing).
2) File documents (minutes, nomination file, Management Plan) in
cloud.
3) Grant stakeholders access to database on matters within their field
of expertise and responsibilities.

Involved parties

WHS-Secretariat coordinates cloud for all stakeholders.

Schedule

2016 - 2017
permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

Since the WHS-Secretariat obtains and coordinates information from
all stakeholders as well as public and private initiatives relating to
the components of the serial property, it is in need of an instrument
to distribute information. In order to facilitate exchange, a cloud
computed web-based platform will be installed and the relevant
documents, such as minutes, plans, the nomination file and the
Management Plan, are up-loaded. The stakeholders are granted
access, depending on their fields of expertise.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Coordination, communication.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2016.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 2: Credibility

Mgmt-2.1

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Monitoring of site management
Aims

The component parts of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” are
sites of excellence. All stakeholders comply with obligations of the
WHC. All World Heritage procedures on the sites / management of
sites are evaluated and constantly improved.

Actions

1) Define objectives.
2) Develop monitoring strategy.
3) Implement monitoring.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2016
After inscription, then regularly
(every 2 years)

Resources

Within ordinary budget.

Description of measure

All parties concerned with the World Heritage (administrative
districts, municipalities, associations, private owners, cultural
institutions, etc.) know the regulations and obligations associated
with the World Heritage. Implementation is monitored regularly by the
WHS-Secretariat.
This monitoring mechanism ensures that the obligations of the World
Heritage Convention and the rules of the Operational Guidelines are
fully respected by all stakeholders.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Credibility, conservation.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2016.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)
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Activity domain 2: Credibility

Mgmt-2.2

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Conflict management

Characterisation and progress

136

Aims

Design procedure for conflict management and settlement of conflicts
between stakeholders.

Actions

1) Identify potential conflicts of interest.
2) Define objectives and guidelines in the case of conflicts between
private / communal / regional / state and federal objectives.
3) Define concept and test conflict strategy.

Involved parties

Ministry of Finance and Economics, State Office for Cultural
Heritage, administrative districts, municipalities.

Schedule

2016
After inscription

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

Clear rules and regulations are established for a positive conflict
management. In this way most disputes should be avoided. When
controversies cannot be prevented, conflict management will ensure
that they are settled, with the participation of all concerned parties, in
an open way and in accordance with present legislation.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Credibility, coordination.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2016.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 2: Credibility

Mgmt-2.3

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Publication and dissemination
Aims

Advertise the significance and outstanding universal value of the
property in scientific and popular scientific publications.

Actions

1) Publish recent research in scientific journals.
2) Publish results of research in popular scientific publications.
3) Install webpages of umbrella brand “Weltkultursprung”, State
Office for Cultural heritage and museums with regular updates.
4) Install WHS webpage with regular updates (see Mgmt-5.3).

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen, members
of umbrella brand “Weltkultursprung”.

Schedule

Permanently
2015 - permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budgets of State Office for Cultural Heritage,
University of Tübingen and umbrella brand “Weltkultursprung”.

Description of measure

Scientific conservation reports, results of research, articles and
other high level popular scientific publications on the “Caves with the
oldest Ice Age art” are published and made available to the public.
Moreover, information on the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” is
made available on webpages. They contain background information
on the World Heritage sites, their values and objectives. Further
news and facts about sites, exhibitions and museums are made
available.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Credibility, communication.

Progress of measure

Results of the ongoing archaeological research concerning the
property are regularly published in renowned scientific and popular
press papers.
The webpages have been installed prior (urmu) and during the
nomination (State Office for Cultural Heritage, Weltkultursprung).

Actions 1) - 2)
Actions 3) - 4)
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Activity domain 2: Credibility

Mgmt-2.4

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Hold scientific conferences

Characterisation and progress
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Aims

The work carried out in archaeology and neighbouring disciplines
concerning the WHS is presented and discussed by the scientific
community (e.g. HEADS-programme).

Actions

1) Elaborate concept for an initial conference.
2) Plan and prepare conference.
3) Hold initial conference.
4) Plan and hold further conferences at regular intervals (2-3 years).

Involved parties

Ministry of Finance and Economics, State Office for Cultural
Heritage, University of Tübingen.

Schedule

2011 - 2012
2012 - 2013
February 2013
April 2015
permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budgets of Ministry of Finance and Economics, State
Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen.

Description of measure

Scientific conferences and workshops foster cooperation and
interchange between research institutions, which in turn lead
to improved scientific networks and increase knowledge about
investigated archaeological sites and their respective values.
Moreover, these meetings provide the basis for the exchange of new
information about research, conservation and management. The
State Office for Cultural Heritage and the University of Tübingen go
hand in hand in planning and organising these conferences. To foster
credibility, the integration of the aims of the HEADS-action group
into the research concept and cooperation with its members are of
particular interest.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Credibility, capacity building / cooperation.

Progress of measure

Scientific conferences and workshops with particular focus on topics
related to the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” are regularly organised. Focal point is the cooperation and interaction with the HEADS
action programme and representatives of related sites. A HEADS
conference took place at the University of Tübingen in 2013. The
annual Hugo-Obermaier-Congress was held in Heidenheim near the
Lone Valley in 2015.

Action 1)
Action 2)
Action 3)
Action 4)
Action 4)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 2: Credibility

Mgmt-2.5

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Continuation of archaeological research
Aims

Augment the significance and authenticity of the WHS through
continued research, including fieldwork within the property.

Actions

1) Consider whether current research issues are still relevant und
which questions have to be addressed to promote the scientific value
of the WHS.
2) Encourage discussion between research and conservation
stakeholders about relevant research questions.
3) Continue scientific archaeological fieldwork (excavation and
survey) within the property concentrating on the defined questions.
4) Results are published in peer-reviewed scientific journals (see
Mgmt-2.3).

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen,
other research institutions.

Schedule

Permanently

Resources

State Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen, other
research institutions.

Description of measure

Scientific research has brought forward the OUV of the property.
Maintaining scientific investigations consolidates the significance of
results gained in preceding examinations and analysis. It underpins
the authenticity, integrity and OUV of the property.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Credibility, capacity building / cooperation, communication.

Progress of measure

Fieldwork is carried out, since it is necessary to augment the sites‘
significance by resolving pending research questions. These questions, however, are under constant review to protect the property and
its OUV. Involved research institutions are obliged to publish these
investigations in full.

Actions 1) - 4)
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Activity domain 3: Conservation

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Enhancement of property protection schemes

Mgmt-3.1

Aims

Establish adequate statutory protection of the component parts and
improve physical protection measures.

Actions

1) Identify areas eligible for legal protection and plan protective
designation; review state of conservation and existing protective
measures of WHS.
2) Implement statutory provisions.
3) Discuss and agree with all stakeholders on further protective
zones and measures, such as the establishment of buffer zones.
4) Implement protective zones.
5) Enhance structural facilities and physical protection mechanisms.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction), municipalities.

Schedule

Permanently
December 2013
2014 - 2015
After inscription

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage and
municipalities, fundraising.

Description of measure

Characterisation and progress
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Action 1)
Action 2)
Actions 3) - 4)
Action 5)

The evaluation of the state of conservation and the ensuing improvement to the
highest possible statutory protection of the WHS is of utmost importance. The
implementation of statutory provisions for cultural monuments is a permanent task,
carried out by the State Office for Cultural Heritage. Additionally, the WH inscription
calls for further structural protective measures to guarantee the preservation of the
sites for future generations. These additional measures have been discussed with
the local stakeholders to ensure a long-term, sustainable protection. This includes the
improvement of structural facilities such as paths, parking and handrails as well as
physical protection measures like fences and barriers. In addition, the Federal State
of Baden-Württemberg envisages acquiring more land in the property to guarantee
maintenance of the sites.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Conservation.

Progress of measure

The component parts have been analysed and pivotal statutory protection
(natural and cultural heritage) has been implemented. The property is protected
as “Grabungsschutzgebiet” (“excavation protection zone” according to article 22
DSchG, implemented in 2014) and as a “Landschaftsschutzgebiet” (“landscape
protection area” according to article 26 BNatSchG and article 29 NatSchG BW,
implemented between 1989 and 2001). The buffer zone and the property are
protected as a “Kulturdenkmal” (“cultural monument” according to article 2 DSchG,
implemented in 2015). The caves are additionally protected as “Kulturdenkmale von
besonderer Bedeutung” (“cultural monuments of particular importance” according to
article 12 DSchG, implemented between 1979 and 2013) and as “Naturdenkmale”
(“natural monuments” according to article 28 BNatSchG and article 31 NatSchG
BW, implemented between 1996 and 2005). Conservation status and protection
mechanisms are constantly monitored.

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 3: Conservation

Mgmt-3.2

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Monitoring of the property
Aims

Recognition of potential threats to the property and initiation of
adequate counter-measures.

Actions

1) Identify potential threats to sites and OUV.
2) Define objectives and focal points for monitoring.
3) Develop concept and schedule of monitoring.
4) Implement monitoring.
5) Evaluate observations.
6) Adjust measures for protection and conservation.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction), municipalities, local
associations.

Schedule

Permanently
2015 - 2016
2016 - 2017
2017

Resources

Within ordinary budget of all stakeholders.

Description of measure

All sites within the property of the WHS are monitored. In a first step,
threats to the sites and the OUV are identified. Then markers that
can demonstrate change or deterioration are installed and regularly
evaluated. In a last step, improvements are implemented.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Conservation, communities.

Progress of measure

Potential threats to OUV of WHS are identified. The Monitoring
Plan and its schedule have been designed. Laser scans have been
completed.

Action 1)
Actions 2) - 3)
Action 4)
Actions 5) - 6)
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Activity domain 3: Conservation

Mgmt-3.3

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Install digital documentation centre

Characterisation and progress
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Aims

Create a comprehensive digital database to archive information on
finds, sites and documentation of WHS.

Actions

1) Generate list with storage location of inventories of all
archaeological sites within WHS.
2) Create database and management structure to store relevant
information and make it accessible to involved parties (research and
conservation).
3) Create interconnected literature database that stores all WHSrelated published information.
4) Record data.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2015
2016
2016 - permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

The complete database, including all associated sites, will be
updated permanently, and will be made available for scientific and
conservation use. The database can be accessed through an online
portal. External institutions that are interested in conducting research
will be granted access, if required.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Conservation, capacity building / cooperation.

Progress of measure

Location of inventories of all WH sites is known to State Office for
Cultural Heritage. Measure has started in 2015.

Action 1)
Actions 2) - 3)
Action 4)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 3: Conservation

Mgmt-3.4

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Develop emergency protection concept
Aims

Identify potential hazards to sites and create suitable protection
scheme.

Actions

1) Identify factors affecting the property.
2) Raise awareness of potential threats among all stakeholders.
3) Initiate workshops with all stakeholders to propose strategy in
case of emergency.
4) Prepare emergency protection concept and assign tasks to be
implemented in case of an emergency.

Involved parties

All stakeholders.

Schedule

2012
Permanently
2016
2017

Resources

Within ordinary budget of all stakeholders.

Description of measure

Threats to the property and the OUV (development pressures,
environmental pressures, natural disasters) are known and
addressed. In case of an emergency, stakeholders are informed
about the necessary steps to stabilise the situation. The concept
enables stakeholders to immediately initiate measures which limit
further deterioration.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Conservation.

Progress of measure

Potential threats have been identified by the State Office for Cultural
Heritage during the nomination process. Awareness of threats and
hazards to the property and the OUV is raised during the meetings of
the Steering Committee “Caves” and the coordination groups. Issues
are discussed.

Action 1)
Action 2)
Action 3)
Action 4)
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Activity domain 4: Capacity building / cooperation

Mgmt-4.1

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Develop sustainability strategy

Characterisation and progress
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Aims

Foster sustainable WHS management.

Actions

1) Initiate cooperation with UNESCO Chairs for Heritage Studies /
Management.
2) Determine present status.
3) Develop concept for sustainable WHS management.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, Universities with UNESCO Chairs
for Heritage Studies / Management.

Schedule

2015 - 2016
2017
2018

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage,
fundraising.

Description of measure

The WHS management aims at engaging with one or more UNESCO
Chairs for Heritage Studies at German universities to enhance the
sustainability of the property. A sustainability assessment contributes
to the enhancement of the infrastructure and the protection of the
WHS as well as to concerns of municipalities and local communities.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Capacity building / cooperation.

Progress of measure

Measure has started in 2015.

Action 1)
Action 2)
Action 3)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 4: Capacity building / cooperation

Mgmt-4.2

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Cooperation with other WH sites
Aims

Initiate and promote exchange on management strategies,
conservation programmes, scientific research and educational
concepts with other sites already inscribed on the WH list.

Actions

1) Initiate cooperation with related archaeological WH sites.
2) Initiate cooperation with UNESCO associated sites.
3) Foster cooperation through workshops, mutual visits, conferences,
etc.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, other WH sites.

Schedule

2016
2016 - permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage,
fundraising.

Description of measure

Other thematically related WH sites (e.g. the “Decorated Cave of
Pont d‘Arc, known as Grotte Chauvet-Pont d‘Arc, Ardèche” and the
“Prehistoric Sites and Decorated Caves of the Vézère Valley”) as
well as UNESCO associated sites (e.g. the Biosphere Reserve Area
Swabian Alb or the Schwäbische Alb UNESCO Global Geopark)
already have broad experience with diverse aspects of (heritage) site
management, cooperation, mutual exchange, fundraising. Sharing
experience with organisations in charge of these sites aims to
promote WHS management. This shall be achieved through different
measures, e.g. mutual visits, workshops, conferences and constant
communication.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Capacity building / cooperation, communication.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2016. The Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren
and the Archäopark Vogelherd Niederstotzingen are already integrated into the international network of heritage sites “Ice Age Europe”
(http://www.ice-age-europe.eu), which incorporate some of the most
important archaeological sites of the European Palaeolithic.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)
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Activity domain 4: Capacity building / cooperation

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Establishment of a sustainable tourism management

Characterisation and progress
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Mgmt-4.3

Aims

Coordination between stakeholders of tourism, cultural heritage,
municipalities and museums in order to establish a sustainable
tourism network.

Actions

1) Contact all stakeholders and initiate meeting.
2) Install coordination group.
3) Hold regular meetings.
4) Coordinate all interests and establish sustainable tourism
management.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction), municipalities, tourism
associations, members of Coordination Group “Tourism”.

Schedule

2014
2015 - permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budget of all involved parties.

Description of measure

The “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” already attract a large
number of visitors, which demands the improvement of the local
and regional infrastructure, especially with respect to visitor
guidance. A tourism management concept, in accordance with the
interests of all stakeholders and, above all, the requirements of the
Cultural Heritage Protection Act, guarantees sustainable tourism
in the region. The already installed Coordination Group “Tourism”
ensures the coordination of all interests and the establishment of a
sustainable tourism management.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Capacity building / cooperation, conservation, communication.

Progress of measure

Coordination Group “Tourism” is installed and regular meetings are
held. Development of tourism management has started in 2015.

Actions 1) - 2)
Actions 3) - 4)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 4: Capacity building / cooperation

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Establishment of a research and conservation group

Mgmt-4.4

Aims

Assure compatibility of conducted research, especially fieldwork, with
conservation aims.

Actions

1) Contact all stakeholders and initiate meeting.
2) Install coordination group.
3) Hold regular meetings.
4) Coordinate research plans and conservation aims.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction), University of Tübingen,
members of Coordination Group “Conservation, Research and
Monitoring”.

Schedule

2014
2015 - permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budgets of all involved parties.

Description of measure

The “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” have been in the focus of
archaeological research for decades. In particular, recent fieldwork
conducted by the State Office for Cultural Heritage and by the
University of Tübingen has made a significant contribution to new
insights into diverse facets of Palaeolithic hunter-gatherer behaviour.
Since the continuation of such worthwhile research is intended, a
research and conservation group shall ensure the balance between
(ground penetrating) fieldwork on the one hand and the protection
and conservation of the archaeological sites on the other hand. The
local communities will be integrated into this process, too.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Capacity building / cooperation, conservation, communities.

Progress of measure

Coordination Group “Conservation, Research and Monitoring” is
installed. A common research plan drafted by the University of
Tübingen has been approved for 2015-2020.

Actions 1) - 2)
Actions 3) - 4)
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Activity domain 5: Communication

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Development of a general information concept (GIC)

Characterisation and progress
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Mgmt-5.1

Aims

Pursue a common strategy for all stakeholders to distribute and
present information on WHS in the framework of Education for
Sustainable Development (ESD)

Actions

1) Prepare draft of general information concept (GIC).
2) Initiate meeting of Steering and Coordination Committees “Ice Age
Art” to discuss GIC.
3) Revise draft of GIC.
4) Approval of GIC by members of Steering and Coordination
Committees “Ice Age Art”.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction), members of
Coordination Group “Ice Age Art”.

Schedule

2015
2016

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

The World Heritage status of the property is adequately marked and
promoted. The outstanding universal value and the understanding of
the need of protection of the sites increase.
Museums, info centres and various forms of media (webpages,
flyers, guides, etc.) offer information on the “Caves with the oldest
Ice Age art”. This information must be reviewed and bundled. In
order to ensure quick access to the sites for the interested visitor,
suggestions for appealing products must be taken into account and
information gaps must be filled.
Correct transmission of values and an attractive experience of the
“Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, taking into consideration the
vulnerability of many sites, is of crucial importance. There are many
existing and planned ways for experiencing the sites, namely in
museums or on-site, but also including the use of new technologies
(web-supported information on demand on hand-held devices). To
achieve the standardisation of information the GIC will be drafted
by the WHS-Secretariat. In a second step it will be reviewed by the
Steering and Coordination Committees “Ice Age Art”.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains
Progress of measure

Communication.
Measure has started in 2015.

Actions 1) - 2)
Actions 3) - 4)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 5: Communication

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Development of a representative and commonly used logo
Aims

Identification and recognition of the WHS “Caves with the oldest Ice
Age art” by the consistent use of a representative logo.

Actions

1) Create a representative logo.
2) Introduce logo to all stakeholders.
3) Obtain legal protection for logo.
4) Implement regulations for use of logo.
5) Coordinate consistent use of logo as a corporate design for the
WHS.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction), all stakeholders,
German Commission for UNESCO.

Schedule

2015 - 2016
2017 (after inscription)

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure
Characterisation and progress

Mgmt-5.2

Actions 1) - 3)
Actions 4) - 5)

The nomination of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” as a WHS
has significantly increased the attention of the general public. After
inscription, the WHS should be recognised in different forms of
media (internet, leaflets, info signs, etc.). Therefore, a representative
logo shall be used on all occasions relating to the cave sites. Legal
protection and distinct regulations as agreed by all stakeholders will
guarantee the adequate use of the logo.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication.

Progress of measure

Measure has started in 2015.
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Activity domain 5: Communication

Mgmt-5.3

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Launch of a WHS website

Characterisation and progress
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Aims

Worldwide distribution and easy availability of information on “Caves
with the oldest Ice Art art”, using general information concept (Mgmt5.1).

Actions

1) Preparation of general concept for a WHS website.
2) Delegate creation of website to an IT company.
3) Manage content of website and adjust design as required.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2015 - 2016
2016 - permanently

Resources

Budgeted for 2015 by the State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

Information on the WHS shall be available worldwide at any time.
A website with comprehensive information in German and English
shall present the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”, illustrating their
OUV, explaining the objectives of the WHC and pointing out the
vulnerability of the property in order to promote and raise awareness
for the WHS. Regular updates of the webpage as well as weblinks to
other stakeholders‘ websites keep the general public informed about
current developments regarding the property.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication, credibility.

Progress of measure

Measure has started in 2015. Landing page has been created and
is online: http://www.denkmalpflege-bw.de/denkmale/weltkulturerbe/
proposal-ice-age-art.html

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 5: Communication

Mgmt-5.4

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Installation of info centres and info points
Aims

Local presentation of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” through
the establishment of a network of info-centres and info-points, using
general information concept (Mgmt-5.1).

Actions

1) Plan uniform distribution of info centres and info points, in due
consideration of info centres already existing.
2) Raise funding for new info points.
3) Design info signs and exhibitions.
4) Install new info-points. Possibly adjust set-up of parts of existing
exhibitions.

Involved parties

Members of the Coordination Group “Tourism”.

Schedule

2015 - 2016
2016
2017 (after inscription)

Resources

Budgeted for 2015 by the State of Baden-Württemberg, budget of
municipalities, fundraising.

Description of measure

A geographically well-balanced network of info centres and info
points is crucial for the guidance of visitors and the growing number
of tourists coming to the region. The existing museums / info
centres (“Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren” and “Archäopark
Vogelherd”) serve as a basis for a larger network of info points to be
installed. The info network will provide comprehensive information
on the WHS (using the GIC) at selected central places, eventually
serving as possible starting points for visits and guided tours to the
cave sites. It also informs visitors about the objectives of the WHC,
the vulnerability of the property, the OUV and conservation. This will
promote and raise awareness for the WHS.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication, communities.

Progress of measure

Measure has started in 2015. Municipalities are currently discussing
use of existing funds provided by the State of Baden-Württemberg.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)
Action 4)
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Activity domain 5: Communication

Mgmt-5.5

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Installation of info signs

Characterisation and progress

152

Aims

Local presentation of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” using
general information concept (Mgmt-5.1).

Actions

1) Prepare uniform design for info signs.
2) Draft texts.
3) Make final design including texts, figures and WHS logo.
4) Produce signs.
5) Install signs at respective sites.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction), districts, municipalities,
museums.

Schedule

2016 - 2017
2017 (after inscription)

Resources

Budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage, districts, municipalities,
museums.

Description of measure

During on-site visits to the cave sites, the general public should
get specific information on the respective locations, archaeological
finds, history of research and the significance of the sites. Local
info signs (designed according to the GIC) will explain the OUV of
the single sites, point to the objectives of the WHC and address the
vulnerability of the property. They will also draw attention to the serial
property, promote its aims and raise awareness for the WHS.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication, communities.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2016.

Actions 1) - 3)
Actions 4) - 5)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 5: Communication

Mgmt-5.6

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Publication of popular science literature
Aims

Presentation of the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” and the
locations of local presentation in brochures, leaflets, books, etc.,
using general information concept (Mgmt-5.1).

Actions

1) Create a general concept for publications related to the WHS
intended for the general public.
2) Draft brochures, leaflets, books, etc., providing information about
the WHS.
3) Print and publish popular science literature.

Involved parties

Ministry of Finance and Economics, State Office for Cultural
Heritage, University of Tübingen, museums.

Schedule

2016 - 2017
2017 (after inscription)

Resources

Within budgets of the respective institutions, fundraising.

Description of measure

Experience has shown that brochures, leaflets, books and all sorts of
popular science literature have a wide distribution and a significant
effect on public outreach of archaeology and science in general. It is
planned to publish brochures and leaflets informing about the WHS,
explaining the OUV, the objectives of the WHC and illustrate the
vulnerability of the property. During the nomination process a special
brochure providing information about the “Caves with the oldest Ice
Age art” will be prepared and is scheduled to be published by the end
of 2016. In addition, a revised republication of the respective volumes
for the Lone and Ach Valleys of the “Führer zu archäologischen
Denkmälern in Baden-Württemberg” (“Guidebooks to archaeological
sites in Baden-Württemberg”), written by scientists and specialists in
Cultural Heritage management, will give first hand information on the
WHS. Altogether, popular science literature will promote and raise
awareness for the WHS.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication, credibility.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2016.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)
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Activity domain 5: Communication

Mgmt-5.7

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Development of a smartphone App

Characterisation and progress

154

Aims

Distribute information on “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” and
the locations of local presentation on mobile devices, using general
information concept (Mgmt-5.1).

Actions

1) Create a concept for a smartphone application with informative
content.
2) Delegate creation of App to an IT company.
3) Launch App.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction), municipalities, districts.

Schedule

2016
2017 (after inscription

Resources

Within budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

New media, especially using the internet on mobile devices, have
become one of the main sources of information in our society. It is
therefore extremely important to present the WHS via the internet on
a platform optimised for smartphones and tablet PCs, i.e. in the form
of an App. Information given in the App will explain the OUV and the
objectives of the WHC. It will further point to the vulnerability of the
property, thus fostering the promotion of and raising awareness for
the WHS. By using mobile devices such crucial information is always
available everywhere.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2016.

Action 1)
Actions 2) - 3)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 5: Communication

Mgmt-5.8

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Promotion of WHS in the media
Aims

Promote the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” and the locations of
local presentation in TV documentaries and radio programmes.

Actions

1) Contact TV and radio stations, both in the region and nationwide.
2) Develop cooperation plans.
3) Develop concepts for presenting the WHS in documentaries.
4) Give scientific advice and support during the production of
documentaries.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen, TV and
radio stations, all stakeholders.

Schedule

2016
2017 (after inscription)
2017 - 2018

Resources

Costs and financing to be assessed with all involved parties.

Description of measure

In the past several TV and radio documentaries have addressed
archaeological discoveries in Germany. Some broadcasts
had a special focus on south-western Germany, including the
archaeological remains from caves in the Swabian Jura. In general,
TV and radio documentaries receive wide attention. Encouraging
further broadcasts is therefore an excellent means of portraying
the WHS. In this way, the OUV, the objectives of the WHC and the
vulnerability of property will attract further public attention. Also, this
media representation will promote and raise awareness for the WHS.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication, credibility.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2016.

Action 1)
Actions 2) - 3)
Action 4)
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Activity domain 5: Communication

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Conduction of educational events and public presentations

Characterisation and progress

156

Mgmt-5.9

Aims

Promote and present the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art”
through educational events and public presentations, using general
information concept (Mgmt-5.1).

Actions

1) Prepare general concept for WHS presentation (using GIC) determine at which locations and events the property needs to be
promoted and presented.
2) Design uniform layout for presentation and lectures.
3) Schedule lectures for presentation.
4) Institutionalise lectures at certain locations and events (e.g.
European Heritage Day).
State Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen, museums,
districts.

Involved parties
Schedule

2017
2018
permanent

Resources

Within ordinary budgets of involved parties.

Description of measure

The basic concepts of and information about the WHS, the objectives
of the WHC, the vulnerability of the property as well as the inscription
criteria and the OUV are transmitted to the public at regular intervals
in order to promote and raise awareness for the WHS. The public,
including local residents, are informed inter alia in the local museums
and information centers about the latest news and changes related to
the WHS.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication, communities.

Progress of measure

Measure starts in 2017.

Action 1)
Actions 2) and 3)
Action 4)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 5: Communication

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Creation of an educational portfolio for schools

Mgmt-5.10

Aims

Promote and present the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” as part
of school education, using general information concept (Mgmt-5.1).

Actions

1) Hold kick-off meeting to initiate cooperation of different parties and
set goals for an educational concept for schools.
2) Develop educational concept and draft an educational portfolio.
3) Hold regular meetings with involved parties.
4) Create and distribute educational portfolio.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, Landesmedienzentrum BadenWürttemberg, schools, Ministry of Finance and Economics, Ministry
of Education, Youth and Sport.

Schedule

2015
2015 - 2016
2016 - permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budgets of involved parties.

Description of measure

Since History and Geography are standard teaching subjects at
German schools, there is a deep interest at schools and educational
institutions in cooperating with experts to develop educational
concepts. This also involves excursions undertaken by school
classes, the preparation of which demands adequate educational
portfolios. Hence, the State Office for Cultural Heritage is already
involved in school education programmes. A further cooperation
is planned between the State Office for Cultural Heritage and the
“Landesmedienzentrum Baden-Württemberg” in order to create
portfolios for school excursions to geological and archaeological sites
in the state. This will also include one or several portfolios addressing
the WHS. As such, children and young adults will learn about World
Heritage Sites in general and about the vulnerability of the “Caves
with the oldest Ice Age art” in particular.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication, capacity building / cooperation, communities.

Progress of measure

Kick-off meeting was held in April 2015. Cooperation is initiated and
development of educational portfolios has begun.

Action 1)
Action 2)
Actions 3) - 4)
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Activity domain 6: Communities

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Organisation of regular meetings with local decision makers

Characterisation and progress

158

Mgmt-6.1

Aims

Organise regular meetings and conferences in order to inform local
communities and decision makers about current topics relating to
the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” and integrate municipalities in
WHS-management.

Actions

1) All stakeholders meet regularly in the Steering Committee
“Caves” and the Coordination Groups “Conservation, Research and
Monitoring” and “Tourism”. They are regularly informed about the
status of the nomination.
2) Events are organised to inform the residents of the WHSmunicipalities about the property and the WH nomination.
3) Residents, communal stakeholders and representatives of
associations regularly meet with the WHS-Secretariat (workshops).

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage (direction) and municipalities.

Schedule

2009 - permanently
2013 - permanently
2017 - permanently

Resources

Budgets of State Office for Cultural Heritage and municipalities.

Description of measure

The residents and communal stakeholders need to be informed
to actively pursue protection of the WHS. The WHS-Secretariat
provides details on the World Heritage, the involved obligations, the
existing protection mechanisms and advantages. In the framework of
recurring workshops emerging issues are discussed and resolved to
assure identification and support of the communities with the WHS.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communication, capacity building / cooperation.

Progress of measure

Representatives of all WHS-municipalities are present in all
coordination groups. Information is transmitted by the WHSSecretariat. Public presentations were held at the communal centres
in 2013 to inform residents about World Heritage, its benefits,
obligations, protection and nomination progress before the actual
nomination.

Action 1)
Action 2)
Action 3)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 6: Communities

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Integration of local associations in WHS management
Aims

Actions

Mgmt-6.2

Exchange of experience and knowledge with local residents about
the “Caves with the oldest Ice Age art” in specific and Prehistoric
Archaeology in general, and integration of local communities in WHS
management.
1) Local associations are informed about the WHS nomination.
2) Associations are integrated into management strategy.
Representatives are invited to participate in coordination and
conservation progress.
3) Representatives of associations have areas of responsibilities
in the steering committees, coordination groups and other fields of
interest in WHS management, such as conservation and monitoring.
4) Events are regularly organised with and for the respective
associations.

Involved parties

WHS-Secretariat (direction), associations, municipalities.

Schedule

2009 - permanently
Permanently

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Description of measure

The integration of local associations (“Gesellschaft für Urgeschichte
und Förderverein des Urgeschichtlichen Museums Blaubeuren e.V.”,
“Museumsgesellschaft Schelklingen Verein für Heimatgeschichte e.V.”,
“Förderverein für Eiszeitkunst im Lonetal e.V.”, “Lonetal Verein e.V.”) is an
essential part of management, conservation and educational advertising. If
integrated, the associations interconnect management and the interests of
residents of the WHS. At the same time they transmit the World Heritage
idea to the communities and their residents. Further, the associations
provide valuable active on-site presence and everyday monitoring.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communities, communication.

Progress of measure

Associations are an integral part of the nomination process. They
are members of the Steering and Coordination Committees “Ice
Age Art” and the Coordination Group “Conservation, Research and
Monitoring”.

Actions 1) - 3)
Action 4)
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Activity domain 6: Communities

Mgmt-6.3

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Trainee programme for local tour guides

Characterisation and progress

160

Aims

Train local guides for highly qualified tours of the “Caves with the
oldest Ice Age art”. Promote and raise awareness for the WHS
among visitors through first-hand presentation by local associations.

Actions

1) Local residents are trained to guide tourists to archaeological and
geological highlights of the Swabian Jura with the support of local
associations, museums and information centers.
2) In workshops coordinated by the State Office for Cultural Heritage
the guides are informed about the WHS and can acquire skills to
communicate knowledge about WHS and raise awareness about WH
aims and protection.

Involved parties

Municipalities, State Office for Cultural Heritage, museums,
University of Tübingen, local associations.

Schedule

2008
2017

Resources

Within budgets of State Office for Cultural Heritage, museums,
associations.

Description of measure

In recent years the demand for expert guides, informing visitors
about the natural and cultural attractions of the Swabian Jura, has
emerged. The Archäopark Vogelherd in Niederstotzingen as well
as the Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren have specifically
trained and certified museum pedagogics and guides, which inform
tourists on-site about the caves and their relevance.Workshops
will be conducted in which guides will be trained to communicate
knowledge about OUV, objectives of the WHC and the vulnerability of
the property.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communities, capacity building / cooperation.

Progress of measure

The training programme for guides on nature and heritage has been
launched. Guides have already received training on the “Caves with
the oldest Ice Age art”, their significance and need for protection. The
WH training will start in 2017.

Action 1)
Action 2)

Catalogue of Measures

Activity domain 6: Communities

Characterisation and progress

Time and budget planning

Aims and implementation

Cooperation with regional development programme

Mgmt-6.4

Aims

Development of sustainable local infrastructure.

Actions

1) Assess possibilities of developmental measures with regional and
local decision makers.
2) Initiate measures within broad development programme, above all
LEADER.
3) Integrate measures into sustainable tourism concept.
4) Coordinate measures with regional and local decision makers and
development agency.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, regional authorities, communities,
LEADER Action Group Brenzregion.

Schedule

2014 - 2015
2016
2016 - 2020

Resources

LEADER programme.

Description of measure

Since its initiation in 2006 the LEADER programme has fostered the
development of rural areas in the districts of Heidenheim and AlbDonau. The programme is financed by the Federal State of BadenWürttemberg and the European Union.
In coordination with the LEADER Action group, it is planned to
develop strategies and implement further measures that enhance the
infrastructure of the rural areas (and its communities) in which the
WHS is situated by focusing on the preservation of cultural heritage.

Contribution to World Heritage
objectives / activity domains

Communities, capacity building / cooperation.

Progress of measure

LEADER Action Group has been integrated into Coordination Group
“Tourism”.

Actions 1) - 2)
Action 3)
Action 4)
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Measures concerning the individual component parts
Ach Valley (Id 1)

Activity domain 2: Credibility

Mgmt-AV-2.1

Excavations at Hohle Fels
Description of measure

Excavations conducted at the cave site of Hohle Fels in recent years
are continued.

Involved parties

University of Tübingen.

Resources

Within budget of University of Tübingen, external funds.

Schedule

2015 - 2020

Mgmt-AV-2.2

Archaeological surveys
Description of measure

Archaeological surveys will be conducted to locate further
palaeolithic sites.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen.

Resources

Within ordinary budgets of involved parties, external funding.

Schedule

2015 - 2020

Catalogue of Measures

Ach Valley (Id 1)

Activity domain 3: Conservation

Mgmt-AV-3.1

Monitoring markers
Description of measure

Monitoring markers will be installed in the cave sites to evaluate
changes of cave structures and sediments at regular intervals.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2015 - permanently

Mgmt-AV-3.2

3D-Documentation
Description of measure

Three-dimensional scanning methods, including laser scanning and
the SfM-method, are applied to document the caves and immediate
surroundings of the caves sites.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2013 - permanently

Improvement of structural facilities

Mgmt-AV-3.3

Description of measure

Structural facilities, such as paths, parking and handrails as well
as physical protection measures like fences and barriers, will be
improved at the sites of Hohle Fels, Geißenklösterle and Sirgenstein
Cave.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, municipalities, State of BadenWürttemberg, private owners.

Resources

Municipalities, fundraising.

Schedule

2017 - permanently
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Mgmt-AV-3.4

Analysis of visual axes
Description of measure

A GIS based analysis of visual axes in the valley and in the adjacent
region shall be conducted.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

Measure starts in 2016.

Activity domain 5: Communication

Ach Valley (Id 1)

Mgmt-AV-5.1

Stone Age trail
Description of measure

A Stone Age trail with info signs at the archaeological sites shall be
installed. A special excursion guide shall give additional information
for visitors (cf. Mgmt-5.5 & Mgmt-5.6).

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, municipalities, districts.

Resources

Costs and financing to be determined.

Schedule

Measure starts in 2017 (after inscription)

Catalogue of Measures

Lone Valley (Id 2)

Activity domain 2: Credibility

Mgmt-LV-2.1

Test excavations
Description of measure

Archaeological fieldwork conducted at and around the cave sites in
the Lone Valley in recent years is continued. Further test excavations
are planned at selected sites.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen.

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2015 - 2020

Mgmt-LV-2.2

Archaeological surveys
Description of measure

Archaeological surveys will be conducted to locate further cave sites.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, University of Tübingen.

Resources

Within ordinary budgets of involved parties, external funding.

Schedule

2015 - 2020

Mgmt-LV-2.3

Geosurvey
Description of measure

In a special research project, geomorphological formation processes
in the Lone Valley are investigated with the help of “Ground
Penetrating Radar“ (GPR) and core drilling.

Involved parties

University of Tübingen.

Resources

Within budget of University of Tübingen, external funding.

Schedule

2013 - 2016
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Lone Valley (Id 2)

Activity domain 3: Conservation

Mgmt-LV-3.1

Monitoring markers
Description of measure

Monitoring markers will be installed in the cave sites to evaluate
changes of cave structures and sediments at regular intervals.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2015 - permanently

Mgmt-LV-3.2

3D-Documentation
Description of measure

Three-dimensional scanning methods, including laser scanning and
the SfM-method, are applied to document the caves and immediate
surroundings of the sites.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

2014 - permanently

Improvement of structural facilities

Mgmt-LV-3.3

Description of measure

Structural facilities, such as paths, parking and handrails as well
as physical protection measures like fences and barriers, will be
improved at the sites of Bockstein and Hohlenstein.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, State of Baden-Württemberg,
municipalities.

Resources

Municipalities, fundraising.

Schedule

2017 - permanently

Catalogue of Measures

Mgmt-LV-3.4

Analysis of visual axes
Description of measure

A GIS based analysis of visual axes in the valley and in the adjacent
region shall be conducted.

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Resources

Within ordinary budget of State Office for Cultural Heritage.

Schedule

Measure starts in 2016.

Activity domain 5: Communication

Lone Valley (Id 2)

Mgmt-LV-5.1

Stone Age trail
Description of measure

Info signs along the trail already installed “Steinzeit im Lonetal“
(“Stone Age in the Lone Valley“) will be maintained. A special
excursion guide shall give additional information for visitors (cf.
Mgmt-5.5 & Mgmt-5.6).

Involved parties

State Office for Cultural Heritage, municipalities, districts.

Resources

Within ordinary budget of municipalities, districts and State Office for
Cultural Heritage, LEADER.

Schedule

Measure starts in 2017 (after inscription).
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